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Terms
$8 per annum, in advance.

_
___

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS:

JOHN T. GILMAN, Editor,

published at szj exchange street, by

N. A. FOSTER & GO.
The Portland Daily Press
$8.00 per year in advance.

is published at

The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;

$2.20,

ii

ment be

paid within six months; and $2.50,
delayed beyond six months.

If pay-

Rates of Advertising.
One inch of apace, in length of column, constitute
a

“square.”

$1.00 per square daily first week ; 70 cents per
week after; throe insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Under head of
“Amusements,” $2.00 per square
•
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hall a square, iliree
insertions, $1.00; one week,

$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) lor $1.00
per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per
square for each subsequent inser-

secretly married to Miss Fox, and made,
his will, leaving five thousand dollars to her
in a private trust to his brother. His last let>was

injurireports having been raised, Mrs. Kane’s
legal advisers urged a suit for a dower as the
widow, and the publication of a memotr. One
was prepared, embodying one hundred and
thirty-four of Dr. Kane’s letters, and Mr.
Carleton had it in press, when the publication
and the suit were both stopped by a compro-

ous

lishers.”
JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; ana all business pertaining to
the Oiiice or Paper promptly transacted on applicaas

above.

Monday Morning, Sept. 11,

mise with the brothers and executor of Dr
Kane; they agreeing to pay the lady the interest of the sum he left her, and a sum down
to repay her expenses, provided she would discontinue the suit in the Orphan Court, Philadelphia, and would seal up the letters, with
the MS. memoir, and place them in the hands
of a trustee, who would surrender them to the'
Kane family at her death. A bond was signed by the Kanes in 1862, for the observance of
the terms they agreed to; Mrs. Kane
being
permitted to reclaim her letters, &c., in the
event of their failure to pay the
quarterly instalment of interest.
ThisAagreement was
violated by their reiusing to pay—first the
sum promised lor her
expenses, then the quarterly instalments, and in June last, Mrs. Kane
reclaimed her letters of the trustee. She is

1865

UOOLH3 IMMIGRATION.

[The following admirable article on a subject which has received considerable attention,
we copy from the New York
Evening Post.]
Because some angry planters in Texas and
elsewhere began lately to cry out for “Coolie
laborers,” certain so-called democratic journals
in the North, ready as ever to fawn
upon
southern aristocrats, are already giving indications of their willingness to detend and urge
a wholesale
importation of Asiatics. It is
surely a singular and disgusting spectacle to
see

the very

men

now at liberty to establish her fair
time, and
to show the world a singular
example of faithful love, enduring
through uukindness and
calumny. The death of Mi s. Fox, Mrs. Kane’s
mother, has retardea the publication, bnt it
will doubtless appear in good time.”

who but a year ago most vo-

ciferously asserted that America was for the
Anglo-Saxon race only, a white man’s country,
and all that, now. turning a short
corner, and
preparing to welcome a cargo of yellow idola-

ters from the most inferior race of the East.
Professor Draper’s bold
speculation, in his
“Future Policy of America,” that we should
fill up this continent nut only with the wbite
workmen of Europe, but with the yellow men
of China and Hindostau, is useftll to the persons north and south who are prepared to
apBut they are
prove this Coolie movement
careful to cite only one half of what the learned Professor says.
He conjectures not only
that we shall presently be invaded by a host
from China, but further, that we shall swallow
up this host—or digest it, perhaps—by intro-

CASCO STREET SEMINARY!
Monday,

September 4th,

and continue ten treeks.
LV Separate Department for Children.
Miss ELLEN M. FREEMAN, Teacher.
For terms, Inquire at No. IS Preble Street.
MARV C. HALL, Principal,
Successor to Miss H. Hawkes.

Portland, Aug 19,1886.

auggldlit*

Goat, Pant,

and Vest Makers
Wanted Immediately,

German day-laborer can get five
times the pay in Georgia (hat he can earn at
and
that he will be treated like a man,
home,
will not be cheated of his wages, may exercise
free speech, and have a chance to school his

LEWIS,

ROLLINS

&

GROSMAN & CO.,

druggists,
75 Middle 81., Fox Block, near the Pott Office,

PORTLAND, ME.,
DEALERS

CHEMICALS.
ENGLISH,

FRENCH
ERY and FANCY

IN

PURE DRUGS,

GEXUIXE

NE W

worthy

2nd—The Hates tor Insuring are less than most
othor Companies, as may be seen by reference to our
3d

the

Dividends

are

larger.

And all important to persons who wish to inDividend for the last five years was larger

sure,

MEJtlCIXES,

and AMERICAN PERFUM-

Celebrated Mineral Waters, KISSLNGEN,
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and

our

amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, tlwu
was ever declared by any other Lite Insurance Company in the world, being over

The DUMOINE LIMITS, comprising Seven in
number,—Nos. 323, 325, 329, 322, 326, 96. and 330, of
1863 and ’61, commencing about seven miles from the
Ottawa, and extending on a strait course up the River some

28

miles,

Pine Turkey and

22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.

Venice

TWO
“A

c

REASONS

t

of about 5

cians

Prescriptions.

July31d2m

again

complete repair,

a

and

Complete

are

noTpre-

Stock

Cloak, Dress,

and^ Tailors’ Trimmings,

HEAD

Beltings,

Belt

BENEFIT

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;
Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Short

IT costs

«Sc

56 and 58

SCHOOL

LESS to insure

SPARROW,

State

Exchange Street,

Fancy

Goods Headquarters,

145 Middle St., Portland.
Aug. 26—dtf

LOOK

.A.T

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN
-FOB--

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

WM.

BROWH,

Central

BOOKS,

SCHOOL BOOKS,
-AT-

WHOLESALE
SHORT
56

Aug

Agt.

RBSPECTMJ1.LY

Harpswell, leading trom land under inprovement and
cultivation belonging to S. E. SmuJlin
and S. C.
Prvnco, two of the undersigned, petitioners, and reading in said Harpswell, in a north-easteriy direction, in the most convenient way to the County Koad
near Robert G. Wilson’s house, would be of
common
convenience and necessity; and that the Selectmen of
said i own ofHarpswell, on petition oi your
petitioners therefor, alter due notice and
hearing within a
year now last-past, to wit, on the-day of J nne last
neglected and reftised to lay out
Wherefore your petitioners considering themselves
aggrieved by said neglect and refusal, pray that after

jawt^unreasonably

due proceedings are bad, this Honorable Court
would lay out said Town wav according to the Statute
in such case made and provtded.
Dated this 7th day of August A. D. 1865.
JOSEPH D. WYER
and 128 others.

sly, malignant depravities that have always
State of Maine,
characterized the Malay and the Hindoo?_
These we have called idolaters, worshippers of
Cumberland, 88.
hideous gods, but what is worse is, that this At the Court of County Commissioners begun ami
holdeu at Portland, within and for the Counstill
into
more
hideous i
worship is translated
-) ty ot Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of
L.8. June, A. 1). 1865, to wit, at an adjournment
practices.
J
For the vices aud corruptions that the Eu——•) thereof, begun and holdeu at said Portland,
on the first
Tuesday of September, A. D.
ropean immigrant may bring, there are ample j
(being the fifth day of Bald month;)
and grand compensations. They bring us to- t™ the1865,
foregoing petition, it being satisfactorily
gether with the incidental evils, a fund of ro- nnTT ^.S- Court that, the petitioners are responsibust strength, of active
8“* a tearing is expedient, it is hereby ORcapacity to labor, of
iCo- County Commissioners will meet at
willing bands, and large brains aud noble
°^®' ^ Friuoe on urr’s Island, in
hearts. Not our
physical wealth only, but our aT.T.io., Harpswei], 011 IHURSDAY, the 12th
intellectual movements and our social pro- thil
1J'1S*' atl° °’d'>ck A. M., and
uotice t° aU persons intereslgress, feel the impulse which the strangers JdTiv
ed, by cao sing attested copies of said
petition,and this
from Europe communicate.
101)8 eerved upon the Town
Many of our rwv °f Aki
wisest, best, most serviceable citizens have
Harpswell, aud also by posting up oopffes
of the same, in three public places in said Tmtn mwl
their tongues 3till muffled
by , brogne. We
the same throe weeks successively in The
honor them in all the walks i publishing
Portland Daily Press, a newsi^TprhSi ?n PortCrUur
ot hie. at the bar, in
of said publications, mid each of The
theflrst
trade, on the railroad land,
thirty days before the
aI-t ,ri',ana,’i.ant 111 ,H‘e domestic circle; they other notices, to be atatleast
which time and place aftersaid
of
with
time
us
meeting;
mingle
readdy; they add to our opu- ft has been satisfactorily
shown
that the above’notice
our
lence,
energy, our
has been duly given, the Commissioners will proceed
to our glory belli abroad
and at hi.!
ti t
to view the route set forth in said petition, and other
what good of any kind, beyond
routes and roads connected therewith, and after such
the
ple and servile forms of labor, are we Ukel vte
view, they will give a hearing to the parties anil their
to
UKe*y
witnesses, at some convenient place in the vicinity,
derive from the narrow ieiunc
J
w*U“"d
and
when
and where all persons and corporations interabortive races ot
|
ested, may appoar and shew cause, if any they have,
Let the southern
the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
planters, then, if they need why
laborers make such laws as shall
Attest;—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
seeme
■

civUi^tion-ffiTw^d
melt sfmI;r?J

Copy of Petition and Order of Court thereon.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Sept. 8,15, 22.

Wanted.

WILL pay ten cents per lb. lor all pamphlets
delivered at the office or the Portland Sugar Co.,
•omer Commercial aud
Maple Sts.
Jan 21-dtf
J. M. BROWN.

I

/

Confectioner,
and1wtao^M^«L<LSao,kh,L*
Cream Saloon,
Dentist, Milliner,
and Ice

wilf

*t°7°2/vrJ^IiSivf^'
-J

improved,

St,

F' H’ FAS8£TT' ****«.

Ang. 26—d3w*

AND

&

modern

A

t

three-story Brick House,

'•

leased for

term

a

Inquire of

of years.

RKTAIL.

LiOBING,

Cc 58 EXCHANGE STREET.

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

Lime Street.

Portland, Aug. 26—dtf

I

This is one of the best places for sumboarding in the country. The
house is situated at the foot of the
.Mountain, and commands a view
natural loveliness cannot be
mer

surpassed

Ii1 stSS.Se8,f£>ln.?0^aanll~45

minutes’ ride from
n
R.
R. Station at South Paris. The Cum
contains 150
acres—fine orchards—excellent water in house and
i>arl>- There “ a valuable Mineral
near the
Spring
bouse. This valuable property is now offered for salo
For particulars call at 83 Commercial
J- A’ KING’ Souttl Paris'
Sept 1—deod*w4w*

St?maddS‘

CONN.

Organized A. D. 1880.
J-

C.

City

of

SIX PER

City

Settled.

Corn Starch,

of

Portland
CENT LOAN.
Portland,

Treasurer’s Office,
)
March 11, 1865. f
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this
office, in sums to suit, not Less
than C5IW, on one, fwo, three, four, and ten
yearn'
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

CITY

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A

has

Aug. 7—d3in

Policies Issued ou Life, Ten Tear NonForfeit ure, and Ten Year Non-Forfeiture Endowment Plans.

Promptly

for

Kingaford’s Oswego

WALKLKY, President.

Losses

tood,

been counterfeited
by
unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation oi their style or packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,
use

some

Company,

OF HARTFORD,

CLAIM!

annually.

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

MENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

tPHE Dividends of this Company are
exactly what
A they appear to be, being payable at the close of
eachyear, in cash when the Premium is j>aid in cash,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are
given.—
On the payment of each renewal,
commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus
the inaiding
sured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages et this
system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest
payable in four
or five years, or “on vote
of the Directors',” axe obvious.
No other Company has ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite !

A.

S. H.
Aug. 26—dly

N O

Street,

X.

XOYES

sox,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

water;
five minutes
the terminus of the F A: R. R. For
particulars enof
R.
quire
Leighton, Jr., No. 15 Silver St., or ol the
subscriber on the premises.
Aug 24--d3w*
X). McINTOSH.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

McALPIJfE,

Magee Fumades and

Maine.

for

tFi

c

Job

e7

pleasant; will be sold for one-half what any other
equally large and desirable lot In this city can be
bought for. Enquire at
W. S. DYER’S,
137J Middle St.
Portland, Aug. 21,1865.—d3w

BUSINESSCOLLEGE

GOODS!

No, 8

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES, until all sold
our, commencing
At

Olapp’a Block, Congress Street.

Institutftin offers to young men and ladies
the best facilities for obtaining a thorough Busines Education.
AUGUST 1st.
Scholarships for lull course, comprising both theory and pracuoe, good in thirty-sixColleges, constantMy stock is full and complete in every department. \ mg rne “International
Chain,** time unlimited.
;
Every Ihnuly who wants any goods fbr” the next six
For further information please call at the
or
months to come will do well to
supply themselves j send for College Monthly and Specimens ofCollege,
Penmanimmediately, as the prices are daily advancing.
ship, enclosing letter stamp. Address
Any one wishing to go into the Dry Goods Trade
BltYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
will find this one of the best situations in Portland.
Aug 25—d*w3m
Portland, Me.
Possession given immediately it desired.
Please call and examine.

THIS

TUESDAY,

!i I.

S. B. GOWELL,
mo

Aug. 1—eod&wti

Middle

II.

DUPEE,

PHOTOGRAPHER!

Street.

at Vo. 122 Middle
be
Street,
he
MATWhore
ready ta wait upon ahy
wishof
found

TO

19

THE ELECTORS OF THE
CITY OF PORTLAND.

•

For Sale.
Ajjtk A very desirable two -story HOUSE, contalnfinished
rooms, with every oonvenHili in*
JlayJhience of water, &e., r acre land under a high
state \ f cultivation, with a great variety of shrubbery
and fruit trees, currants, goosberries,
&c.; situated
on the line oi the Horse
Railroad, near Woodford’s
Comer. Inquire ol
JOHW C. PROCTER,
Ang 25—d2w
Lime street.
excellent milk farm for sale
situated in the town of Cumberland
on the Portland and Kennebec Railroad, kn )wn as the Isael True fhrm,
the depot, and eight miles
adjoining
convenient to schools, stores and
w; it contains one hundred and twenty acres
of choice land; will cut from 50 to 60 tons oi
hay a
year, and pasture from 20 to 25 head of cattle. There

.arc two wells on the place, and two nevar-fa'i.ni*
brooks that run through the pasture, with two
earns,
dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough io keep
two tires for the house. The subscriber wRJ ell low
as he is about to change his business.
For iurther particulars enquire on the premises, or
of
JOHN L. CAYZER.
Aug 22—dlw*

subscriber offers for sale two Houses
DanTHEtorih
Street, No. 118, with large barn, and

OTICE is hereby given that in pursuance of war-f’irants from the Mayor and Aliiermow of the City
tlju inhabitants thereof, qualified by law !
to vote for (slate and
Countv ottioers, wilt meet in their i

wff

for

pictures

mat-ant,at ten o’clock in the forenoon, then
i“Uleir votes for Governor; ibr four,
Srnrih,™ ™ffrVO
prices.
The public are requested to call and give me a Iry,
ofthis
piUl ^meiientftLives to the Legislature
as I am bound to make as
good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c., will be found
here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures $3*00 a Dozen, as good as
any one makes.
The Aldermen of said Citvwilltw. to
t
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
flic Ward Boom in New &
!
Sept. 1—d&vv3m
*n
I
Myrtle St.) from nine
the
uMiWmu
o’clock ill the afternoon, on each of the three
rectftm I
For Sale Cheap.
days next proceeding suco day of Election amMtom
Two second-hand FIRE ENthree o’clock to live o’clock on the alterm” A
!
of said three secular days, for the purposeof
PINES, with Hose Carriages; all in
receivhfa i
evidence of the qualiticaUon of
good order.
* tot oi Hose suitable for
have not been entered ou the lists of qualified votenUn 1 «
and for the several Wards, and for
Hand Fire Engines. i^>ply to
correcting said
EZRA RUsSELL, Chief
Engineer
Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman Committee on PortJ. M. HEATH, City Clerk
land Fire Department.
Portland, Sept. 2d, 1865.—dtd
junel6ti

j

„„„

o'clockLBuUdtaS^LSS^?
ibraux*!!

rftlJuUf

vote™wlioSTSiZ*

■

Symond’s

FR

Patent

And Petroleum
sale by
A. A.

Aug 12-dlw

Burner,

.NOYES & SON,
36

Exchange St.

MECHANICS’ HALL.
BICHAHD COLE,

;

Fluid,

arranged ibr Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiWELL
tions, Levees Ac., may be obtained
application to
JunelSdtf

U. S.

store on the same lot. The bouses are one and a half
stories high, well finished and in
good condition. The
ffit is 130 by 68 feet, with severalfruit trees
upon It.
The buildings will oe sold
together or separately as
purchasers may desire. Title clear, and terms liber-

THOMAS TRACY,

on

Superintendent,

No. 3 Tolman Place.

Cottage

acres

laud.

from Portland:

cated,

and about 10 miles

ent to Schools, Post Office,
oy Harding, Architect. For
Lelkn, Gorham, Me, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.

convex

Ac. Cottage designe
terms apply to J. in

Aug 22—d3w«

House and Lot tor Sale on Cedar
Street.
three story Wooden House, No, 27 Cedar Street, well arranged for two families.—
Well supplied with Hard and Soft Water.—
In good order. Lot 26 x 114. For terns
apply
on the premises or to
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
aug22<13w
Lime Street.

tTbe

For Sale.
CONVOY, carries 75 tons, well found in
Sails, Rigging, Anchors, Chains, Ae. Pries
SHOO. Apply to
D. T. CHASE, Headlong Wharf.
J uly 29—stat tf

SCH'R

To Let.
Chambers for
wholesale or retail, In the
Street. For terms apply at

ELEGANT

business
new

purposes,

Mock, 147 Middle

HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

Aug. 4—dtf

lecting, Organizing
Drilling Volunteers,” arenonued that
they must present them at tills office at
for adjustment.
C. MACMICHAEL,
Uapt. flth tf. S. Inlt’y, M. and Dish’s Officer.
August 31. dim.

once

MOSS

8TU000 AND MASTIC
WOiiKFES,
0«k Street, between, CoDgrea* ,rd Kree
Sts.,

or

OhN A MENTAL

PORTLAND. ME.

a

lew

IB.wli, Brass St Silver Plated Corks.

a
or retail GrooeProvision Store. No salar expected.
Address
WILLIAM OSGOOD,
Box 1619Portland P.O.
Sept 7—d2w*

**•, arranged and set m> in the best manner, and
orders In town or country
(withfull; executed. All
kinds of J OBBIN Qprumptlyattended to. Constant-

ali

a

a second-hand
or

moderate.

Price

gajMggdiapiaamjggs

four wheel Chaise.

Carryall—one that rides easy!
Address E. H., Cape Elisabeth
sept9d2t*

Depot.

Mannihctnrers

ON

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chamber*, Nos. 1

2 Free Street Bleck,
(Over H. J. Libby & Co.’a)

Wanted.

j:P.lIwLI;}

young ladles wanted In Hosiery and
TWO
Glove Store;
of whom must have
active

a

one

and Finishers,
BASTERS
and gsod pay for the

on Cloaks, can find work
season at BEAL & BICKS, No. 160 Devonshire SL, Boston.
Sept 5—d2w

PORTLAND,

ER

Yawl Boat; the owner can hare it by
the Watchman at Portland Co, nrov-

Sept 5 dlw*

Wanted.
t -i JK'uigg load 1 umber at same place for Galvesand Richmond.
ton, Philadelphia
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
N°- 4 Ce*»* WW
Aug. 29—dtl

___

The A rchimedlart^Ventllator,
A Sure Cure for

Hoard Wanted
the Western part of the
"'y-. f°r particulars address R. W., Post Office
nor No. 1782.
aug29dtf

F^PnvaJtt

in

A.

they

can

Wanted

M

The subscriber wishes to purchase a convenient TWO-STORY HOUSE, well finished, con-

No. 20 PREBLE

C.

Jf-

P.

ME.

HOUSE
House and Lot
Apply

of Waterville and
to snit purchasers.

corner

Terms easy,
to W, 37J

Sts.

Vikidle St.

ggjjS

ner

ofi

as

whatyo/w^t

Deeds of terriof s.le.-

tory given, guaranteeing exclusive right

General Superintendent,
jSVlIQRTON,
W ashington
St., up stairs. Room

tUS
Mass.

No~15, Boston,

public.

Tye caan®e

making

Per

f

l CHERRIES

In

Cape

!_FLOUR

^AH orders In the city

C’OMyrerr Sr.,
Portland, Me.

july26dtf
For Sale

or

new

£.

nAiMBUN,
purchase, HOOPSaud

rooms, with about
purteen
unsurpassed on the
is

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN, TRUE

*

jy6

of land.

seven acres

It

di

121

Commercial Street.

To Let.
CHAMBERS over HO and 112 Federal st.
to
Apply
JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin
aplddti
streets.

Agents,

Potatoes, Potatoes !

House Lots.

To Rent.
TENEMENT centrally
located,

to family withA
ri^rto’p.ts°T“and ^ **& &
JB,1*16U_No. 371 Middle Street.

To L$t

or

a

Lease for a term of Years.

T1!?

0CCQPiel Py Charles

hferrili’s.'^e’wK

paarT£Sib4iftfthe,e »byTB.Tfcr fur’
,n-

m.v9Jidrf

may25dtf_

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Unlon ^rj,^

House Lots for Sale.
fluely 'ocated House Lota
three

in

minutes’ walk from the
CapeBridjfe.
thB Sheriff,8 o«ce, po¥tplan of Cape Elisabeth lots may be

s6en

mayl3tf

Decalcomania, Decalcomania!
with facility, at
transferred,
rates at No.
PICTUREv
Middle

Varnish, with
per bottle.

very

t w

37$
Street, Payson’s B!o 4c.
printed directions tor using, lor -JO Ls.
aug"22dtt

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF libJLT

BATH,

—

ME.

BOLTS Superior Bleached
^yjyj 300 do All Long flax “Government contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
in Portland or Boston,

travel
Arbroath.

Jan26dtl

years ol practical experience

be is frilly prepared to lurniah Pic-Nics, Excursions,
Island Chowder-Parties, Collations, Dinners, Suppers, Weddings, &c., with a better quality of

AG-EN£Y~

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,
Congress St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment ol all the various patterns ot Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will he
kept in good repair one year tree ot charge. Thorough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,

9Hk, Thread, &<\, constantly on hand.
py Particular attention give® to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before purWM. M. TOBEY.
Agent for Maine.

of Forfeited Goods

Ice Cream, Coal' and

of

each luttle.

CO.,

may.'leotltfm

iu\o fims !juju fumes.

received the Agency lor the Pianos niuuby the
YORK
PIANO
FORTE
CO.

394 Hu

8>N

son

y..

We would call the attention ot the
public to the superlor quality of these Instruments. They are
equal
to Stem ways
or those ol any other
Chirkerings'
noted manufacturer in thlB
or Europe.
country
The Company being composed of
twenty ol the best
workmen that could be found in the Brut class manuIhctories In New
York, principally in Sleinway's manufoctory, every part oi their instruments is uone in
manner, and this enables the company to tui
alsh Pianos which, 11
equalled, can no r be surpassed
for quality and power ot
tone, easiness ol action and

beauty.

^a^t&CPu^&r4«u’r“
tWH

Good Bsnoira is Warranted.
SCHli It ACHf K A HOWE.
Agents for New York Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudron
Street, N.
iebiOdt

Y._

PIANO
■>-1

****»..»

of the Revenue Lavrsoi the
United States, public notice of said leisures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, Uiov wUl be sold at Public Auction, at the
U- S. Appraisers, 198 Fore Street, on
WEDNESDAY,
at U o’clock A.
Sept. 20th,
May CO Wit
3 Bags Nutmegs; 2
Kegs Spirits, S Ullage Barrels
Potatoes, 2 Trunks contmning 2 Bags Nutmegs.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.

1&6,

auglSdlawtd

JFOMTES.

The undersigned begs leave to an-

nounce
fP'hwsB
*

that they are manufacturing
(fokeep constantly on hand

U~

Piano

and

Fortes,

with all the modern Improvements, which they can
aoU as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality. We have made
arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

Fortes, among which aro
Steinway & Sana, of New York.
AH instruments sold by ns are warranted to rive

satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.
March 8—dAwtt

The Best Oil in the Market!
be need In

TO For

ale

of-

Fluid end Keroeene Lamps.

by

f- JIB

JY

Aug. 17—44*

A
1M

SELECT

IIOWE,

A 106 Commercial St.

SCHOOL~

Ladles of the Congregation de Notre Dame,
Nor. 102 and 104 Onmborknd St.
^TIHE Ladies of the Congregation de Notre Dame
X will open their classes
D«y sf Septewhfr,
9 e'eleeh A* M«
They will hare a private class for children who do
not desire to receive religious instruction.
On Tuesday, the 5th, the pupils of the Boarding
School will be admitted.
For information as to terms. Ac., application should
be made at the residence ot the Ladies, No. 104 Cumthe 4th

at

aug 3i

berland Street.

Dissolution of

Uuly A

Ulw*

Copartnership.

rriHE copartnership heretofore
X firm of

Fancy Cake,

and ornamental) and refreshments of all kinds,
be found elsewhere in the citv.
ol a superior qualAlso, HOT and COLD
Itv luruisbea At tb© Fnortest notice.
WEDDING CAKE that cannot be beat, will be
packed safe and sent to any part of the country.
ty Persons wishing to engage Lancaster Hall, for
Concerts, Lectures, Dances, Mol will apply to
J. P-UCTIau l OH.
than

existing under the

Deurhorn,

can

FTDbi,T

MEATS,

C. F. DALY,
*'

Portland, Aug. 18, IMS.

IU.ABBQBS.

_

July 28—KWAF6W

Purclia»e*l the stock
Dniy*&UD«arbm-iT^wmVln®
^ conunu« the wholesale
,BU,T

Copartnership.

*TH* undersigned have this day formed a copart.
A nershlp under the style and name ol S. T. CieveKnd & Oo., and taken the old stand of Thrasher &
Co., No. 4 Free Street Block, for the purpose ol carry,
mg on the Retail Dry and Fancy Goo. 1 buafness.
S. T. CLEVELAND.
Portland, Aug 19—eodSw*

BRIDGTON

O. W. RICHARDS,
E. T. G. RAWSON

ACADEMY 1

-AT-

X lor lei ted

1866.

Jt

(plain

l

OOI-LKCTOR’S OFFICE,
>
Portland and Falmouth, !
Portland, August 16. 1S6B. i
following described Alerohandtae having been
for violation

August 16th,

as a

French Cook and Confectioner,

-FOB-

o

Booling

JOSEPH PARTINGTON
LANCASTER HALL, would Inform
UNDER
hia friends and the
public, that having had IB

August 16, 1865.—d3w

SSS&rcSS

on

Msadayr,

Corn!

Olopp's Block,

in

name

—

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E. HERSEY, Agewl,
No 16 Union Street.

Ahna WorVfl
wonts,
AJFa*

W U1 BtTSKElS No. 1 high mixed Cern In
OIM H / store and for sale by
HEKSEY, FLETCHER & Co..

District

AH D

ap22dti

Corn!

label and

PERKINS, STERN

our

“Pioneer House,”
Dealing Exclusively In California Wtnes
For sale In Portland by Grosman & c«,.

OO IMPOSITION.

CO.,

0|”VTW

Sale

See that

SALE BY-

JAMES T. BATTEN A

July 29—eod& w3ra

Mobtos BLOCK.

WABBEN’S IMPROVED

Scotch Canvas,

mm;

Cape Elis-

May 2—dtf

Pore Street.
August 4.—dtf

chasls?.

from

measure,
By CHARLES CtlsTlS A CO.

ITS

At No. 11

91PorLnd, April26, vmjfc*- 9TEP™<™.

CUT

notice,
Dlfilt, Cape Elizabeth, ft! OCONANT & CO* No!
153 Commercial. Street, sr ANSEL
LOTHROP, No.

NEW

^F

PtttteriKs, EXCELSIOR BUHN NG OIL.

Shirt

to Contract lor Potatoes for ShlDother purposes, can be
supplied at shoit
and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S

LARGE

C0-,

k

Nae. 54 and 56
Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always
on hand,
J
marlltf

wishing

to Let.

Cape. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON,

coontr^premptly

EXCHANGE STREET,

Ho. 3 Union Wharf

Bath, April 20,1803.

on

from the

SINGER’S

August 5—d 3m

Delivered

French Cottage,
the Cape Cottage
THE
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

or

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and
Draper,

!

to

-FOB

ear

A

LARGE assortment
of all grades of FLOUR
arriving and for sale by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at ffur prices.
The patronage of my former customers
solicited.

mile

containing

BRACKETT,

No. 165 Middle Street.

now

Sale,

in
Is
13 rooms, closets, &cM ail in
complBte order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 60.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this v icintv.
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at
one

&

septMtTM

THOSE
ping

desirable residence
Cape Elizabeth,
AVERY
thorn Portland Bridge. The house
stories,

two

!

Manufactures to order and In the beet manner Military and Nary Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

cor-

Elizabeth.

Bags

by

th®,*ick

NKt*

Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Be tall
by

DURAN

RIPE ELDERBEBRIE8
BUSHELS BLACK CHERRIES, wanted, for which the the highest prices will be paid, by
VV. S. MAIN SIS,
Aug 29—d*w2w
Windham.

S^B.-WANTED

achieved

celebrated Wines, I rue
to tbeir superior merits and unuoubted
purity.
For
chamber the Ang 1* a” wiU commend
itself. Where v highly tonic ami
invigorating stimulant la desired our Port is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
of its class In the country, and as a
Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is
deservedly popu-

the shortest

—

Traveling

or

Lieal Estate for

at

VALISES

AND

Month.

200 BUSHELS

FLOUR

unexampled popoularity
rpHK
J. brand, o, these now

uuurtored

Cake

escelled, .furnished

—

Wanted.

SALE.

Dahforth Sts.,

Cre“"So'

TRUNKS,

For terms and territory, address at once with
atamp,
WM. GRACE & CO.,
P. O. Box 1T92, Portland, Me.
; ^
Augnst 2b—d&w2w#

ElDERBER It'S

W**^ J“rt
a'LSS'eteWmb!
b“t01 Iee

EF* All Orders promptly attended to.
July IT—eodtl

To ali seeking profitable employment
offered to make money. Agents are
$200

for

that cannot be
notice.

some
ever

to

Exchange St.,

Weclding

augttdlm

Wanted—Agents.
Gentlemen to canvass tor
oi the
LADIES
best bteei Engravings and Books
offered to

tne
a

terms.

__

Family,”—a
work, trim
painting, engraved by Sartain.—

Julylldtl

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of hiB Attorneys, Messrs.
Dbblois Si Jackson, 68 Exchange Street.
July C.—dtf

to

No. 91

published.)
“a^the’GrelteNSuonM0®m|w,mg
“W aslilugtou
and his
new

A

Sherbrook

located Real Estate, on the

The

Jj&t

CHARLES W. LUCY,

OS

Valuable Heal Estate!
FOR

Sale Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St.,
Boston, Mies,
juneltf

Wanted

Has Removed from hit old stand in Union Street
"0,200 Fore St., where he is prepared U> till all
orders for Carpenters' and other Tools; oi the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable

California Wines.

OF

PORTLAND,

for the life and times of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, by Dr. L. P. Brockets

for salesmen.

Manufacturer of and Deafer in

KIMBALL,

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.),

soleit and fill orders

bcliusseles master
Two superior works

I

June 16—nltf

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

WILLIAM H. GRIFFITH,
On board Tow Beit Uncle Sam.

Men

And other Norway ani Swedes Iron.
147 Milk Street, Boston: and 9t John Street, New
York.
»p32d6m

^ No, 200 Fore Street,

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

small, yellow, shaggy DOG with

Business

/

ot

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers’

RANDALL,
^Carriages and Sleighs,

a white fa'e and black collar around
his neck
marked with silver nails. Whoever will return said
shall
be suitably rewarded.
Bog

aug22d< w*

Importers

Joseph. Bradford;,

F. H.

Lost!

ON

Manufacturers
And

MANUFACTORY I !

MANUFACTURER
a

Ss A,

and Calkers’ Tools, 4e„

taming abont eight or nine finished rooms,
centrally and pleasantly located—price sayJ from
$3,000 to $3,500.
Address “Box 42, Press Office.”
Ang. 25, 1865_d3w
Friday last,

Steel

AGENTS FOE THIS STATE.

em-

Purchase.

to

Portland

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers' and Traders' Bank.

NOYES dfe SON,
35 Exckaage Street,

England farmer and wife, (if
Anew
they have
grown up sons, good FarmCARRIAGE
ers, Carpenters
Masons,
also find

ployment at satisfactory wages) to work and manage
a Farm,
Country Seat, on the Hudson River. A first
rate, hard working family can obtain an excellent
and permanent situation by
addressing Mr. G., Room
150 Parker House, Boston.
aug31S«ftW2w

Office,

REMOVA

Smoky Chimneys.

N.

Aug 14—d6w

Wanted.
one or more
or

Collection

WARRANTED

_

Family

and

IB./EB.GT.OF

Portland, Maine.
Work executed to every part of the State.
Juneldtt

Als<\

Leave Your Demand* tor Collection
At B. D. Verrill’s

WM. JESSOP &

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Porta, at highest rates of freight.

on

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wbart.
Kobfolk, Va.
W Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Renter; Oerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
iuay23dGm

Law

Fresco and Banner Painter,

WILLIAMS.

p.

MERCHANT.
IT" Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

No. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dti

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

paying charges.

dtl

SK^BAL
Commission and Forwarding

MAINE.

Woodbury S. Dana,
John a. S. Dana.

June ldtf

on

and

M

Ldthkb Dana,

6

Fo/und.
SMALL
A calling

Jylldtt

DA.ISTA.& CO.,
Fish and N alt,

Wanted.

—.

PORTLAND, MK
March

_

PORTLAND, ME,

_

184 Middle, Cor. Cross SL

Sept 7, 1866—dlw

mad

some ex-

perience in the business.

Clapp’s Block, Congresr St.,

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

Wholesale Dealers In

and

soVjiuHl1

Dentist,
No. 11

J. T. Lewis & Co.,

Cow Lost.
Sunday. Sept. 3d, a small red Cow with dark
stripes; had a leather tag attached to horns
marse I “G. B. Busel.e, Portland.”
Any one returning the cow,or information of her, will be liberally
rewarded.
GEO. B. BUZELLE,
Corner Congress and Lowell Streets.
Sept 5—dlw*

from out ot town

Fred A. Pnnce,

description of Water Fixtures lor DwelEVEBY
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

Wanted.
man,
By TopsiekBuggy

137 Commercial St.

Beal Kstate for Sale.
and LOT No. 87 Middle Street, known
the Pay son House.

ly attended to. Order*
May 22—dti

or

SITUATED
Sts, 60

july25 dtf is

PORTLAND, MB.

Coloring, Whitening and White-Waahino t.romi.t

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
trade,

&

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

“ADAMIDES,”
So, Bridgton, Me-

Wanted.

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Dee
ring and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

a

JJSPj

BY

Ufa. 4 Lama Siren.

Aug »—02m
---*_

FEEJyr,
PLAhT ERER8,
PLAIN AND

maker

AN £XP£RI£ii(/£D TEACHER who has iust
retnmed from a three years’
experience in the
Army a situation to teach a large Village School during the coming Winter, where a great amount ol labor Is required for a Mir compensation.

a

SURGEON,

It!

PLUMBS

or

accordance
S2ft££?JE!VXiat
INMarshal
General’s Office, all persons having claims
laml, where

the United States for expenses incurred in
raising recruits for Maine Regiments Volunteers, or
othur accounts
properly chargeahle to fund for “Ool-

junelid&wtm

WILLIAM A. PEAJBCE,

sagas

premises.

House in Go

Pleasantly

abeth,
J SEY5?^fc
with instructionsUfrom the Provost

j

the

A very
earn, Maine.
gf'jfi desirable Cottage Hou.c just finished, containijyitiug 9 rooms and Clp ts, together with about 8

AUGUSTA, MADfE,

j

on

1865_d3w*

For Sale.

Disbursing Office,

i' t

tended to.

ROW BOAT, painted
green, which the
can have bv calling on EDWARn h ar

man, just going into
Bymonthsyoung
experience in wholesale

AND

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Business with the Departments at Washington at-

SMALL
owner

SMALL,

OFFICE NO. 193 1-2 OONGBESS ST.

(Musset's Block,)

sep8di*!t

If.

Law, PHYSICIAN
117 Middle Street,\

Office No,

Found.

A

Attorney

H.

DR.

at

a

one

them selves or Wends, at reasonable prices, for as good work as is to be had at any
room in the dtv.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked np by a competent artist at the
rooms.
attention
Especial
paid to Chil Iren s pictures; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out oi town or in the eity.
I have tlieoil negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at
my
rooms, taken when lie was in business; friends who
had them there will find them here, from whieh
copies can be taken without recopying, at the lowest

ing

hou

MERRILL,

J

State and

PORTLAND

T>EING about to make a cliange in my business, I
jLJ shall offer my entire stockin'

DfiY

beautifully located House Lots In
good land, large lot, surroundings

Portland;

Stoves.

Orders from the Country respectfully solicitWork done to order.1
augSdtl

ed.

A

For Sale.

ofthe most

FURNACES, RANGES,

Boom Bo. 1.

State Agent

and outat Allen’s
walk from

Corner, Westbrook, about

No. 30 Exchange Street,

Company.
Choking, Offioe and Parlor Stoves,
Those intending to effect new insurance, or increase existing policies, will do well to examine the ! And
WORKERS OP HEAVY IRON.
merits of this Company.
Information If oiu official 1
sources for the past or precediig year
cheerfully
PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
given.
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.
Office

Ho. 64 Middle

®^°ry HOUSE, finished throughout,

land, a good barn
liliii
JSIXbuildings, plent: ot
Bltuated

Portland, Aug. 31,

In such popular

Wanted.

For Sale.

A two

f'f^V

-WITH THE-

Oswego Corn Starch !

Counsellor and

YOUNG MAN, seventeen or eighteen years oi
age, who resides in the city, can hear oi a sitnain a Store
by applying at this ottioe.

Streaked Mountain Place for Sale.

A

KINGSFORD’S

CHARTER OAK

Portland Post Oiiice.

Sept. 5—dtf

ry

PROCTER,

Business Cards.

CHAS. B.

situation by addressing Box

permanent

No. 466

23—d2m

I3STSTTRE

106

a

Address,
sep8d2w*

on

Office 30 Exchange Street.

lind

For Sale.

&xm feet- »i& a good
stable, together Jf?
with a passage In the rear of
tj°t sold by the 16th ot September, will be

mch 17 dAwtf
T
--.-lem
-eStteet.
_

Wanted t
not otherwise
it will be used for an ice
house or for storage and will be let
Please apply to h. NUTTER, 92 separately.
Middle
or

Business Cards.

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK

is

wni

Oyster

almost
lower story
be finished
*
tenement over the same of ten
or

Real Estate for Sale.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

Ho. 91 Federal Street.

represent the undersigned, inhabitants of Harpswell anil Brunswick,
in said
County, that a Town Way, on Orr’s Island, in said

son.

An

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

descriptions, by

C/lotbing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Clothing bought and sold.
aug3dtl

n&nb SstabliBbment,
sired for a

Farm for Sale.

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,

Those who really wish to know all the
Ihcts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this
oiiiee, where
every fhciiity is cheerfully offered to understand the
Whole subject.

WARREN

Loving-,

PORTLAND,

Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.

Ac.. Ac.

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to any fn Our largest cities, and will be
ofiert d to the trade upon such terms as will secure
•
their patronage.

Me.

is to
elected on tlie vacant lot
street, next Mow McKennev’s Photowhich will be finished as derespectable business if applied for in sea-

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Because it is paying
bgpk to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
Tile necessary resalt is,
in it than in any other.

SOLD,

comprising many at

Life Insurance Co.

NETS,
Clasps,

Portland,

ANDERSON,
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

in the retail
Dry Goods Business;
A SALESMAN
who
well
acquainted with the busines8
one

Transcript Office,

Ane 29—dlw
Aug

JOHN F.

Lost and Found.
Wanted.

PI'

octave

address
r^^^FOTMxticaiars,
W' W' K-”

able

THE-

MUTUAL

BE

The REAL ESTATE in the CITY OF OTTAWA,
the best.situated and most valubuilding lots, for business purposes, and residences.
The Terms will be liberal, and made kniwn at time
it sale.
Plans of the above Properties can be seen, and further information obtained,
In Montrael, from HENRY
McKAY, 1 Merchants
Exchange Court.
In Ottawa, from WM. R. THISTLE.
In Aylmer, from HENRY
CHEPMELL, at the
Office of the Trustees.
In Quebec, from JOHN
FORAN, Esq.
August 4, 1805.
aug28d3w

Wisely”
-IN

Particular attention paid to preparing Physi-

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

(

varying depth

ALS<), WILL

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

Sponges.

KA.KCY. goods,

help.

a

most extensive Mills in the Country, and so placed as
to command the entire Ottawa and all its tributaries
above it, as a source from which to draw supplies of
Saw Logs.
All the above Limits, which are now offered fo
sale, are admirably placed to supply the Mill,

June 17—dt?

Pure Wines & Liquors for Medicinal Use.

New and

the

with

“ven

miles ou each side of the River—comprising an area of
70 Per Cent.
225 square miles.
The LITTLE BONNCHERE LIMITS, Six in
4th—Dividends are payable annually, the next be- ! number,—Nos. 75.
76, 77, 78, 79, and 86, of 1862 and
Valuable Farm for Sale.
ing February 1st, 1866, and may be used as cash in ’68, extending from Cuchain Lake to the Source of
the Little Donnchere, a distance of about 20
FARM of the late
payment of the premium tor any current year, which
miles,
JOSHUA E. HALL, of
the depth on each side varying from 5 to 8 miles, and
Gorham,
gives all the advantages ol the note system without
Me., near Great Falls Village, con
embracing an area of some 216 square miles, with
Farm Saw-Mill, Timber Slides, &c.
about ninety acres, weU dihaving to pay interest on notes.
L
■»
"
F. S. WINSTON, President
I-,- viaeP mtowood, pasturage and tflOn the above Unfits there are in store Pork, Flour,
lage land; proLluces forty-five tons of hay. Land and
Horses, Oxen, Hay and Grain and other extensive buildings
in excellent condition.
HAJjE remington,
for next Winter’s operations,which
supplies
requisite
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable
Gen. Agent tor the New England States.
the purchaser or purchasers of the Limits will be ret terms.
C3P*All information given by application in person
quired to take at a fair valuation.
Inquire oi the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. H A i.t.
or by letter, to
on the premises.
p. g. HALL,
ALSO, TO BE SOLD.
County Tressuror’s Office, Portituul, Me.
J. T. A W. LANGFORD, Agents,
The “PONTIAC SAW MILLS,” situated at the
August 8—d&wtf
Head oif the Duchesne Lake, Ottawa River, one of the

EMPIRE SPRING.

by fire,

j

never

porcut ups»n,

miles.

in

All of the

pared to show

weight

large

a

The HUNNEWELL and BEAR CREEK LIMITS, having a frontage on the Ottawa of fourteen
miles, and an arear 01 seventy square miles.
The ST. CRY OR BOOM CREEK LIMITS, No. 314
and 315, of 1863 and ’64, described to extend ten
miles up on the course of the River St. Cry, with a
depth or five miles on each aide.
POUSSIN CREEK OR SHEERWAY LIMITS,
Licenses 327 and 328 of 1863 and ’64, described as a
block ten miles square, commencing three miles East
from the mouth of the Creek on the Dumoine River,
and extending East ten miles.
LICENSE No. 324 of 1863 and *65, on the West
Branch of the River Dumioine, described as extending East ten miles.
LICENSE No. 324 of 1863 and ’64, on the West
Branch of the River Dumoine, described as extending up the Stream ten miles, with a depth of four
miles on the North-East side—on area of 44 squtfre

A13,000,000.
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held in reserve and

as
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being now

Over

Capitalists,

tion has been

YORK.

1st—It has more than double the CASH ASSETS
of any Lite Insurance Company in the United States,

GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, &c.

a

workingmen, and they will not lack
Ihere is
everything in the South to
hunureds
of thousands of
tempt
industries
to
remove
Europeans
hither-and there is but
one thing to keep them away—that is
the in
justice wiiich has been so long practised th
towards the laboring classes.

OF

MERRILL & SMALL
inform their friends and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately dqaraged
is
in

law prohibiting the introduction of Chinese
into that State; and we should think it a beneficial act if Congress were to prohibit at once
the immigration of the colored races of Asia
or Africa into any parts of the Union.
To assimilate the foreign elements we now have, to
make a part of ourselves the white foreigners
who come to us from Europe, is as much as we
It is our glory, it is
can undertake.
true, but
it is also our burden; yet how much would
that burden be increased if we sought to encourage a new mixture of Asiatics. Professor Draper remarks “that it is not consistent
with tne prosperity of a nation to permit
“heterogeneous mixtures of races that are
“physiologically far apart. Their inferior product becomes a dead
on the body politic. If Italy wa3 for a thousand years after
‘•the extinction of the true Roman race a scene
“of anarchy, its hybrid inhabitants being un“abie to raise it from its degradation, how indescribable must the
condition be where
“there has been a mortal adulteration with Af“rican blood!” Yet the African blood is better than much of the Asiatic blood which it is
proposed to bring in.
We experience already a
good deal of difficulty from the clashing of these dLiferent elements. The Irish, the Germans and the Africans do not readily
coalesce; as laborers they
are rivals, ami it requires
years of friction and !
all
the
education,
grinding, polishing force of
our institutions, indeed to wear
away their an- !
tagouisms. How much greater the difficulty, j
it'to these opponents we shall come to add the
still more intractable and untiisable
integers !
from tne yellow races!
Besides, statistics prove
a
that
large proportion of the vice, the crime, 1
the disease, the ignorance which it costs us so
much to endure and to
eradicate, springs from 1
the alien side of our population.
i
Yet what are the crimes of the most illiterate aud savage Celt, what the vices of the
rudest German, what the degradation of the
African, compared with the nameless, subtle

rights

Sevan to Eight Hundred Spuare Miles
The most, favorably placed ofany on the Ottawa, and
the attention of

LIFE INSURANCE (COMPANY,

Life Insurance

shall see an immigration from
children,
Europe to the South, 'exceeding in numbers
even that wonderful exodus to the free states
vjhich has pushed us along so rapidly in the
way of material progress. These white men
we can afford to welcome; they are
ignorant,
to be sure, but they—or their children at least
—become part of us; the negro, bom in this
country and disciplined through the sufferings of slavery, is here; he has been faithful to
the Union, he has fought In our battles andheipad our prisoners, and has earned protection at our hands, which we should be base
and wicked indeed if we refused him. But we
want no more negroes from Africa—Mr. Lamar’s enterprise is not for the public good; and
less than all do we want Asiatics.

of

MUTUAL

ANo%ra°nd'hand

LIMITS, comprising som®

BOND’S, 2nd,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST;

141 and 143 Middle Street*
Aug. 9, 1866.—dtf

ALL BIGHT AGAIN!

we

believe, already passed

of tlia ESTATE of the late
deceased, with a view of
closing
Trust, (of this, one of the largest Lumbering establishments in Canada) have determined to offer by Public Auction in the CITY OF OTTAWA, on WEDNESDAY, the ‘20th SEPTEMBER
next, the following extensive and valuable TIMBER

IN THE

Wants,

Kew Building to Let.

Esq.,

the

Let.

For Sale or to Let.

Estate !

Real

TEUSTEES
LIVES THEJOHN
EGAN,

F°r Sale and to

I

Timber Limits, Saw Mills

Persons Should

THEIR

THJE

or

we

REASONS

IMPORTANT SALE

INSURE

FALL TEfcM of this School for YOUNG
LADIES asd MISSES, will commence

bout some party or person into power. We
are
inclined to think that it would probably
“hoist” a party in the vulgar sense of the word
—would blow it up in such a style that It never vvou d come down whole.
Yet, if we are to
have a Coolie immigration party, we may yet
see a polygamic party also—as it is
only the
first step which costs.
The question of the introduction of Asiatics
in this country does not depend, and ought not
be made to depend, at all upon whether negro
labor can be made useful in the production of
southern staples. If the blacks should prove
useless as workmen, which we do not believe,
though their old masters took the best way,,
by rearing them in ignorance, to make poor
workmen of them, white men will take their
places. There is a great deal of talk about
the importance of labor in the South, but if
the men who jabber about it would turn their
hands to something useful, if they would consent w do a littie honest hard work themselves, the South might do very well for la/
bor.
If the blacks do not work satisfactorily, they
will not be employed; the high rate of wages
will tempt white men into the southern
fields;
and then, as soon as it is established that an

Caiiibmia has,

Miscellaneous.

WHY THOSE WHO

ducing polygamy amongst our own people. A
more cold-blooded speculation we have not
heal'd of late, but the Professor remarks, as
though he had foreseen the ready adaptability
ot politicians to new circumstances and new
codes of morals, that in his opinion the introduction of polyga ny may be brought about as
a political measure, and used as a means to

English

Miscellaneous.

W*y

ter was addressed to her.
“‘This legacy was not paid, and some

tion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended for the paper
should oe directed to the Editor of the Press,”
ami those of a business character to the “ Pub-

tion

A STOBY ABOUT DR. KANE.
The Rochester (If. Y.) Union is responsible
for the following not very probable story:
“A book will probably appear within a short
time, giving the facts in the history of Dr.
Kane, the Arctic navigator, which have hitherto been shrouded in mystery. It is true that
he was tor years engaged to Miss Margaretta
Fox, one of the young ladies who first presents
ed the phenomena of ‘spirit rapping.’ Dr.
Kane fell in love with the young girl while she
was sitting as a public medium in Philadelphia, in 1852, when she was fifteen years of
age. With her mother’s consent he removed
her from all association with the spiritualists,
and placed her in a private school near Philadelphia, to remain during his absence in the
Arctic regions. On his return in 1855, they
were to have been married; but the
opposition of Dr. Kane’s family was such that
Miss Fox released him from his engagement.
He loved her, however, too well to live without her, and in April, 1856, the
engagement
was renewed, with the
understanding that it
should be kept secret until the
publication of
Dr. Kane’s great work should realize an indefor
him.
In October, 1856, his phypendence
sician having ordered Dr. Kane to
England, he

•
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from the various cities and towns

The
ticket

following is
for this city.

a

the

simile of the Union
The same vote is for the

fac

me.

1

for

aoriatxoR,

For Senators,

PIERCE,

DANIEL T.

iilCHA^^SU^’..

County

PETER 11.

HALL.

County Commtsiiibrirr,
JAMES PENNELL.
For

REFRESENT ATIVE TICKET.

The ticket to be voted for to-day by the
Union men of Portland, for Hepreseutative*
in the State Legislature, is one of much wore
than usual strength. In snppq^ing it our people may leel a degree of local pride, knowing
that the gentlemen whose names it bejirs will
do honor to themselves and reflect credit upon
their constituents and the State.
We do not deem a single word necessary
either to ensure their election, or to' secure
them a lull vote, and yet a few word# personal
may be tolerated in this connection.
The most noticeable name—and we say it
without underrating or depreciating the other
gentlemen whose names are associated with

justly distinguished ftjilow-

citizen, Gen. George F. Shepejey. For many
years this gentleman was the pride and'pet or
the Democratic party of the State, aud eOUld
have received any honor in its powrer (o bestow. When that party was sffi powerful!' ahti
its nomination was equivalent. to
■M^cctidp*,
Gen. Shepley was often permitted to decline

1

proffered honors, and remained in the practice of his profession only became it was
its

hisy

choice

to do so.
When the war%nHl:
position may have been somewhat
equivocal in the judgement of many of our
citizens, but this could have been the case
only for a short time. Appointed Colonei oT the
Maine Twelfth, he went down South under
Gen. llutler, aud upon? the c*pu*t#of Ififew
Orleans he was appointed Military Gyvqruor pf
Louisiana and soon after was promoted to s,
Brigadier Generalship. In this position he did
himself great credit, aud no stain, official or
otherwise, attached to him during' his" administration of the responsible affairs of that office.
ab-qldfl ,‘*i9ju9(
own

manced his

From New Orleans he was transferred to
Norfolk and filled the office of Military Governor at that point, and no man could have been

satisfactory to the loyal men of that
city and vicinity.
Subsequently he took tlie field as a’ member
of Gen. Weitzel’s staff, and was one of the
more

first to enter Kichmond.after its

eapitulftigjf,,.

appointed Military Governor of that city, which for so long
a time had been the capital and headquarters
when

by his superior

he was

of the rebel government.
We are not ignorant of the fact that, for
some official acts hi this last named place,
there was manifested for a brief sea30n a dis-

position

on the part of the public, to censure
Generals Weitzsl and Hhepley for supposed
undue consideration for the. rebel leaders in
Virginia, but the tacts arc conclusive dial in

all

they

did hi this

direction, they

proniso

liberality.”

gation yvluch comes as a representative of the
IRtle city down by the sea, away beyond the
granite range of Now England,—come here
delegated by the Board of Trade of that city,
to bring Id ybu the kindest regards, the warmest sentiments, aye, the affection even whieh
they bear to their old friends of the Board of
They feel that between them and
Chicago.
v»6 there is a bund of
sympathy which, with
all respect for the-commercial
delegations from
otlier proud cities present, I say it—exists for

For Representatives to the Legislature.
GEORGE E. SHE REEF,
JAMES F. MILLER,
FREDERICK G. MESSER,
GEORGE WORCESTER.

it—is that of our

Of^TraMof

Mr. President: I am surprised at the position in which I am placed. It is true that the
State which. I have the honor to represent has
for its motto the very assuming One «f,uIKrigof but C did iiflfcespact that toe siu%of our
fathers were ti^Pe visited oh their children
here to-day, that we should be punished for
their assuming so much. But, Mr. Chairman
and Gentlemen of the Board of Trade of Chicago, selected as I have been this morning to
respond to the kind and cordial welcome which
you have given us here,-^selected by the dele-

m

Atioij'nojL
NATHAN WEBB,
For County
’fireamynj
For

the tfcoard

Samuel J, Anderson, Esq., chairman of the
Portland delegation, being the fiat called to
respond for the guests, spoke as follows:

■

GEORGE W. WOODMAN,
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK,GEORGE

belialf of

now before
ciMj^ykrcag|v-pu»
New ^England finds _fti^nds
representatives from

C O !$T Yu tptijr

S A M UE L

on

Boston and Portland, her Chief commercial
cities, both intimately sonnected with us in
ons ness relations.
We remember with great
pleasure their hospitality to m, and shall be
niost happy if we can in any degree reciprocate

Rep-

entire county, with the exception of thfe
resentatives to the Legislatures

and

city,

,£{

acted un-

an

of the Jewish
as connected Willi the text, and showed
1
its msi'e
reference to Christ, he

regard

to-day

as one

In all that tends to make a nation great, thev
same as we, and I
J34, as I came
through, they were all hut One people,—that
the mere matter of political difference was of
no consequence, provided the
great chains of
commerce should bind that nation and ours
together; aDd I feit then, and feel to-day, that
you aud our people of New England have done
a great work in
building that great road from
the lakes to the sea,—a work never since old
Neptune brought UP the islands from the seas
with his trident, or shook the throne of
Jupiter
with earthquakes.
Nfever was iribre energy
ami determination displayed by a
people, than
ill making this grand avenue to carry the
pro
dufte of the West to the ocean. Huge mountains, vast wilderhessds and roarihg torrents
lay between you and us; but, summoning from
their offices men of science, and from the fields
and workshops those of energy and labor, you
struck the black-browed giants of the forest,
aud a way was speedily hewn from the sea to
the mountain; struck the granite hills that for
ages had canopied their heads with the clouds
oi heaven, and these, too, were bowed to earth
by the hand of the master; mat the great torrents of the St. Lawrence, and, ere it hail time
to triumph,
theirway upon it, ami
>

your

[Ap*
1

liant and promising men of the L'nipii party
A NOBLH
in this State;—a man who*. -feiWtvF w^rlod
|'
lU)TXnp(T.
On th’e first Wednesday of
but not full, but who is
October, at 10
sure, by
taj^n > b’clocS, it is proposed t<i bold a public meeting
and devotion to the cause of popular riafils, to
in Boston, the Object of which is to
shine in the political firmament1 as a stir of
organize a
Society whose object shall be the discussion of
the first magnitude.
Capt. James F. Melleb lias served (pne those quest ion* relating to the Sanitary Condition of the People, the iieiief, Employment,
year in the Legislature, and the city of Portami Education of-the Poor, the Prevention of
land lias no occasion to fe‘d'«sbat}fta b#Jlp»
1
cord. He took high rank ip the'last House, Crime, the Amelipr»tiap pf the Criminal Law,
the Discipline of Prisons, the Remedial Treatand in the next, he wifi sustain
tlie, reputatjpz}^ merrt of the
insane, and thas^ numerous mat-,
he then acquired. There has
a rumor
tors of stSiiMcfa hild ^Ailinthropic interest
that last winter Mr. Miller opposed an
iuyes'which1 are included under the general head of
tigation oftjie “paper credit’’
tTutSye
‘fl .H
■He
know this is not true.
voted foriiie qou>- t'Sdpal SciencA” f
A
similar organization lias existed in Great
mittcc to investigate that jnai ter. He did op-,
Bnfaip for"several years, including among its
nose the report of that committee* as did almost every member of the House, Kepuhlic an members npany of the most eminent philanroyitts and statistical writers oi that counand Democrat alike. That report proposed
the appointment of a commission- in M /.lurin'/ try- Its published proceedings have been of
the recess, wiih authority to travel to 'Washing- great service to England and to the world.
ton or elsewhere, and to command persons and
naajte this a national Orwith auxiliary societies in each
papersa commission that might fiaye cpjt ganization,
"State. The movement receives the endorsethe State an enormous amounted'
money, and
which was instigated rather
raept of the first men in Massachuetts.
than
personal

|X3

IhejiurjjojoaUjm

Fbedekick G.

Messes, Esq., has had

much

in our

experience
city government, and is a
thorough business man-just such a man as is
demanded to look after the finances of
tjig

State, and will be of infinite service on the Finance Committee, where he wifi find his true

sphere.

Mr. Messer is an

incorruptible,

hon-

i>o wot forget
'That a vote for Sajiukl (four is a vote for
true and genuine
Democracy—a vote to make
all inch, not tainted by crime or smitten with
imbecility, equal before the law.
That a vpte for Judge Howard is a vote for

aristocracy, for the domination of capital
uyl§i' labor, for a condition of serfdom, and
against the peaceful and constitutional abolition of slavery.

A vote for Samuel Cost is a vote of reest man, and will prove an able and safe repre,
spect for the memory of Abbabam Lincoln ;
•«
sentative.
j {.v,aA..«
a vote
for Jhdge Howard is equivalent to castGeorge Wobcssteb, Esq., was in' “the1
House of 1803, and was an honorable, lifefi- iug reproach upon the memory of the martyr
President.
minded member. He is an honest, industrihis electiffft irlfi"
and
mechanic,
ous, intelligent
that the polls open
be honorable to the city, and he will refleet
THIS MO«NING AND
high credit upon the great laboringclass which
AT
FOUa°*CL°^ THIS AFTERmakes up so large a proportion of 6irr popttlfl
tion. The ticket as a whole, is a strong <>neand will receive, we doubt
not, a

gratifying

support.
It is proper to state
here, that N. O. Cram,

in the numer-

The Anglo African seeks to inculcate habits
frugality, virtue and temperance among
both free and freedmen, to promote education

of

by holding up to gaze the honors won by many
of
ouj people in the field of letters, and also
endeavors to promote a spirit of patriotism
among them, by bringing to view the glories
won by colored troops on every battle field of
the South on which they have contended.
The union of vast numbers who have been
long separated by the inexorable demands of

slavery,

SEE THAT

YOURric5iriiA.RS THE
NAME OF NATHAN
TT ATTORNEY.

WEBB FOK CQ

was

also

an

object in establishing the
that it has done, and is

paper, and we know
doing, much good in that direction..

qf the objects for which the
paper is published, and to the accomplishment
of these our best endeavors have been, and
These are some

were

executed

5«artrip

by the military authorities

on

Wednesday, at Columbus, Ohio, for tike murder of J. B. Cook, Assistant
Provost. Marshal.

AriifficuUy occurred at Mtsiith IIL reL_
cently between W. 8. Hall, clerk of the Circuit Court at Knoxville, aud a
young man
named Baker, late of the rebel
army, resulting

in the death of Hall. Baker was
committed to
but the citisens got him ton the sheriff
and hung him in the street.

jail,

Friends of Freedmen:

and amazement that it was her husband, who
was terribly wounded in the
war, and whom
she had given up as dead.

ByThe Dresden Zeituny, Aug. 10th, says
Gen. McClellan is in that city, and intends devoting himself to German military studies.
Wif*' Miss Anna E. Dickinson has three new
lectures for this season :
Home Thrusts,

“Earnest .ess,” and “Flood Tide.” She has been
engaged to deliver all three before the Young
Men’s Institute of New Haven.
By A good old-fashioned ghost is making a
sensation in
to

fine mansion in Bristol, Pa., all
himself, just now, its flesh and blood ooou-

felt uncomfortable about something, and lights
often glare out in the darkness or pass by the
windows with such rapidity as to leave a long
line of light behind.
He isn’t partial to the
“moon’s pale beam !” but performs in the day
as well as in the night time.
By In the gallery of the theatre in Crow

Btreet, Dublin, one night, a coal porter made
himself disagreeable, and there was a yell of
“Throw him over,” followed by the exquisitely,
droll idea, “Don’t waste him—kill a fiddler wid
him I”
5E^“When Lord Lauderdale intimated his
intention to repeat some good thing Sheridan
had mentioned to him, “Pray don’t, my dear
Lauderdale.” said the wit, “a joke in your
mouth is no laughing matter.”
S3f An English tourist who is amazed at the
unfinished condition of affairs in Washington,
exaggerates it slightly when he says, “At one
end of the street you may purchase the last
new novel; at the other end you
may possibly
a rattlesnake.”
#
8iy The Toronto Olobe says : “Mr. Colfax,
Speaker of the American House of Representatives, and Mr. Bross, editor of the Chioago
Tribune, and lieutenant-governor of Illinois,
have been paying a visit to Vancouver’s Island,
and have been entertained at a dinner by the
inhabitants of
at which Governor

encounter

\^ctoria,

Kennedy

present. Thespeeches delivered
were of the most cordial and fraternal kind,
and the festival appears to hare given great
satisfaction to the guests.
58?“Mr. Samuel Hooper of Boston, lias established a foundation of fifty thousand dollars for

feel that these obboth
jects are deserving of your support
financially and morally—and for that support
we

earnestly appeal.
Contributions, or subscriptions to the paper, which is published weekly at $2,50 per
annum, may be sent to the care of Thos. M.
Fisher, at the office of the Portland Press;
Jas, F. Murray, No. 11 Sumner St., Portland;
or to ffm. U. Hamilton, office of the Anglo
African, 184 Church St., New York.
Robert Hamilton,
Publisher of the Anglo African.
OUR SWEET COUSINS ACROSS THE
&
i:
WATER.

Wilmer & Smith’s European Times,which has
been among the least unfriendly of the English papers, to our country in its recent troub-

les,

contains the

following:
“And now that these men,” the soldiers,
“have lought the good fight and preserved the
Union, many of them find themselves with-

out home and almost without bread.
We
have read few accounts more palnlul than
the one in the recent New York papers relative
to the procession of veteran soldiers and sailors who appeal to the public for sympathy and

relief IP’
The London Times in its recent notable article on “American feelings toward England,”
has the audacious impudence to assert that
“It will be a satisfaction to Englishmen to
hear that no substantial grievance is founded
on the conduct of
England during the Civil
War. When Americans are pressed upon this

point, they confess their inability to produce
any ground of complaint. They make the acknowledgment rather grudgingly, but still
they make it. They are willing generally to
admit that our promised neutrality was preserved to the end. and that no act
of wilful commission or omission can be charged
the
British Government.”
against
If we were uuder contract to fill Galt’s Elevator with wilfol and malignant
liars, and the

‘‘party of the

other

part”

would not take the

writer of the above in full satisfaction of the
obligation, and pay us boot, we would regard
his felly as equalled paly ,by the Times’ men-

dacity!

writing from Portland, Oregon, says:
At a little town, the head of navigation on
the Sacramento River, lives the widow of Old
John Brown. Her
daughters teach public
schools, while she finds employment as something between nurse and physician among the
neighboring families, by whom she is warmly
loved. She is entirely
dependent upon her
own labor.
There is a project to purchase a
house

for her in this her chosen home.—
who would aid so worthy an effort, may
send their contributions through the mail, or
by Wells, Fargo & Company ’s Express, to her
at Red Bluffs, Tehama County, California. I
do not know whether Mrs. Brown is aware of
the movement; but, surely, she ought to be
placed beyond the reach of want by the American people.

Any,

In Funds.—We are indebted to W. F. Eaton, Esq., General Superintendent of Freedmen
at St. Simons, Ga., for a supply of Confederate money, which he suggests may be

interesting for our cabinet. The bills issued
by the “Confederate States of America”—rebel
“greenbacks,” only they are blue—are tolerably well executed for that locality. They are
payable “two years after a treaty of peace shall
be ratified between the Confederate States
and United States.”
As Peace has come
without a treaty, the chance to realize on
them seems rather distant.
The bills issued
of
State
“the
are
by
Georgia”
very coarse, and
look like the old-fashioned “Rewards of Merit’’
of our school-boy days. We console ourselves
with the thought that we have some money
not

likely

tions entirely new to us, which go far to dear
record and to exculpate him from deserved
censure in relation to that matter, especially
since he contesses to sincere regret for the vote
he cast that year, claims to have been deceived,
Ins

and did all he could the very next year to
pair the damages.

to be

spent or squandered.

jy DON’T SPLIT YOUR TICKET TODAY—IT IS A GOOD ONE AS IT NOW
STANDS.

re-

CATHOLICISM VERSUS FEUTANIBM.
There is trouble brewing in the Fenian
Kenrick of St. Louis, has
refused the use of St. Patrick’s Church in that
city for the purpose of a Fenian funeral, at
which a great display was to have been made,
and has further directed the Superintendent
of the Catholic Cemetery not to admit any
procession of men or women bearing Fenian
insignia within its gates. The Archbishop
declares that members of theJBrotherhood are
not admissable to the sacraments of the church
so long as they remain united with an association which he declares to be “immoral in its
object—the exciting of rebellion in Ireland,
unlawful and illegal in its means, a quasi military organization in this country, while at
peace with England, to be made effective in
the event of war with that power.”
As the members of the organization are
nearly all Roman Catholics, such a pastoral order as this is virtually calling upon them to
choose whom they will serve.
We shall see
which is the stronger, the Church or the Brotherhood.
SPECIAL

MRS.

NOTICES.

A.

COLBY

her stock of Millinery to

Has removed

rooms

over

old Store, No. 6 Free Street Block, where she is

prepared to receive her customers.
lwedtheneodtf
Portland, Sept. 11, 1868.
Patent Skirt

Elevator»,

For looping up Ladies’ Dresses in graceful fold. The
Can be atmost convenient article a lady can use.

tached to any dress.
PRICE TWENTY-FIVE CTS. A SET.

augllsn

d4w

E. S. WOBMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 90 Middle Street, Portland.
OF" Card Photographs at Three Dollars
dozen,—the best in the City.

per

may25sndtfm

A Fact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber

Goods

repaired in

be

can

and

neat

a

substantial manner, at

EMPORIUM,

HALL’S RUBBER

147 Middle St.

julySlsntf

P O R TLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC

Young men desiring to enter the school
may do so by oommunicating with the Dean of
Lawrence

Scientific

GALLLERY,

No. 80

Portland,

Middle Street,

Copying done

in the best

Me.

dec29tf.

manor.

hair

seelfs

life i

/“Ex-Gov. Page of New Hampshire, died
Haverhill, in that state, on

bis residence at

A Magical Preparation
-FOB-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

THE

DRESSING

HAIR.

badly scalded.
5y The publication of the American Ballot,
at Exeter, N. H., has been discontinued.
!®-The New York Tribune’t Washington
despatch say3 the President, in a recent conversation with a Louisianian, said those who imagined him hostile

negro suffrage were misurged this gentleman to liberal
views in Louisiana, and said : “Why cannot
you do as Massachusetts does ? If a negro can
read and write, let him vote.
There are not
taken.

to

He

fire hundred in Louisiana who can stand the
test; but it will be doingjustice and, stop Northern clamor.”

gyWigfall

has been heard from.
He has
gone to Mexico.
Ex-Governor Murray of Texas died at
Monterey, Aug. 5.
jyThe Indians have come within thirty
miles of Austin, Texas. Higher up ij is said
arc murdering
men,
indiscriminately.

they

women

anti

children

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

Wholesale

and.

CHARLES

?

Retail,
&

Our Mail friend of the
town” of Waterville, is

;‘Jil

down east

respectfully

informed

that we—that is to say, the editor of the Pres*
—never refers to his lovely town
except in the

profoundly respectful manner, with head
uncovered, realizing- as hfe dees that W is not
simply the “.iterary emporium” of the Kennebec, but the prettiest town on that river, containing more pretty girls and more good singmost

than any other town of its size this side of
The notice to which he takes quasi
exceptions, though well intended, was written
by the “old gent” of our office—a venerable ootogenarian, who is always safe among calico
and dimity, and who, therefore, may be
safely
trusted Jo listen to the
and tb veners

sunrise.

WHOLESALE AGENTS for tho STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congre»B Street, Portland.
July 28—sndtf

SHARP'S

TOISTIC

BITTERS.

pared to receive orders

above address or at the
office of his sole authorized agents.
MOORE & SMITH,
187 Fore Street,
Aug. 25—sn dim
Portland, Me.
at the

is a disease to which the doctors give many
It is
names, but which few of them understand.

simply weakness—a breaking down of the vital forces
Whatever its causes, (and they are innumerable,) its
symptoms are in the main the same.
Among the
most prominent are extreme lassitude, loss of appetite, loss of flesh, and great mental depression. Indigestion and a Stomach Cough are also frequently
concomitants of this distressing state of body and
mind.

The common remark in relation to persons

in such a condition is, that they are consumptive.—
Now, what these unfortunates really want is vigorvital strength; and as certainly as dawn succeeds
can

recuperate their systems and
resox ting

to

re-

HOSTETTER*8
It la

as clear

required in such cases, as
life-reviving
th|4tbe dying flame of an empty lamp requires to be
revived with a new supply of oil. Perfectly pure and
innocuous, containing nothing but the most genial
vegetable extracts, and combining the three grand
elements of a stomachic and alterative, and a genial
invigorant. Hostetler’s Bitters are suitable to all
constitutions, and are as applicable to the diseases
that

tonic is

a

and disabilities of the feebler sex as to those ol
New York House, 59 Cedar Street, N. Y.
Aug 29.—d&w2w

MRS.

men.

WINSLOW,

AN EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

Soothing

Syrup,

FOR

whjcli greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

College.

of

Orrington, feU from the scaffold in lus barn,

and received serious if not fetal
injuries. He
struck upon his side and head, and was
rendered insensible by the fell.
mornYesterday
ing he was thought to he a little

better

—

Whig.
^“Timothy Lynes and Morris Donahue,
two Irishmen living in
Aronson, hail u;j altercation from some cause on Saturday, and met
near the depot in Monson
ou
Sunday when
Lynes stabbed Donahue in the neck, killing

him almost

Instantly.—Bangor paper.

(jy-The Lewiston Journal says a destructive fire broke out in the
tannery at South
West Bend, Durham, just before
midnight,

Thursday night, and in consequence of the dryness of contiguous
buildings and a wind prevailing, the flames could not be stayed until
they had passed up to the pomer of the street
and crossed up the street to the
Universalist
Church. The following buildings were
entirely consumed : Newell's Tannery, the unand
occupied carriage shop
store-house owned
by the heir? of J. Lufkin, the Merrill store occupied by Samuel MitcheU, the shoe shop aud
Post Office of Jas. H. Eveleth, a double house
owned by Janies Strout, Jr., and occupied
by

himself and widow Stackpole, a house occupied by Joshua Strout, and the Universalist
Meeting House. Most of the goods in the
store were saved. Partially insured.
The fire
spread with great rapidity, and swept all before
it.

In Gorham. Sept 7, by Rev J R Adams, John W
Jordan and Mias Deborah S Burnham, both ot Cape
Elizabeth.
In Winterport, Sept 2, Daniel S Baker and Me’isea
A Littlefield.
In New .Sharon, Aug 9, Lewis Paul and Cornelia V
French.
In Skowhegan, David E Jewell, of Comville, and
Henrietta York, of S; Llewellyn Lincoln, ot Comville, and Susan A York.

.THREE

Mr.

papers please copy.]
iMassachusetts
Westbrook, 9tli inst., Grace Lincoln. only daugh-

MRS. GOMERSAL, in her great character of FAN
CHION—In which character she will introduce the

20

years and

3 months.

beautiful

In North Yarmouth, Sept 2, Mrs Caroline, wife ol
Lewis N True, aged 41 years.
In Cape Elizabeth, Sept 8, Mrs Mary 11, wife ot
Wm J Lovett, aged 19 years 5 months.
Wester it papers please copy.]
n Wise as set. Aug 29, Mr Ge> Bailey,
aged —.
In New Portland. Aug 27, Mis Elizabeth Firth,
aged 82 years 9 mouths.
La Corina, Mrs Caroline, wile of William Clark,
aged 26 years.

On Monday and Tuesday Evenings,
September 1 ltb and 12th.
The

■

■—n

^

■■■

■

CHILDREN

upon

selves, and

it, mothers, it

TEETHING

will

give

rest to your-

HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
We have pul up and sold this article for over thirty
can 'say in confidence and truth of it
and
years,
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine— Never has it failed in a single instance to
effect a cure, when tamely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatlsfoction by anv one who used it.
On the contrary, ail are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
In almost every instance where the
we bore declare.
infant is suffering from pain ana exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany aach botNone genuine unless the fhc-simile of CURTIS
tlle.
& PERKINS. New Yorit, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle;
RELIEF AND

june3snd&w6m

THE
Father Barnard,

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew
lias proved itself to be the most perfect preparatitt for the liair ever offered to tlie public.

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

no

inju-

DIDIEK, f

trill beep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hairjsoft,

lus-

and silken.
a

splendid liair dressing.
It.

or young, should fall
IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
HT Ask for Hall’s ticilian Hair Renewer, and
take no other.
R. P. IIALL A < 0.,
Nashua, N. U., Proprietors.
For sale by all Druggists.
augldsndbwffm

No person, old

IT

to

rich

farmer,

Bennett JohnG
Brown Jonathan
Batcbelder JoshuaC

FOR

DATE.

Corsica.New York. .Havana.Sept 9
Hansa.New York. Bremen.Sept 9
City of Washington New York.. Liverpool.Sept 9

IN JEW

Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 9
Africa.Boston.Liverpool,..,. Sept 13
Vera Cruz.. .New York. .Vera Cruz_Sept 15
City of London-New York. .Liverpool.Sept 16
Europe.New York. .Havre.Sept 15
Ocean Queen.New York. .California.Sept 16
United Kingdom. .New York. .Glasgow.Sept 16
Ericsson.New York. .Nicaragua_Sept 20
Scotia.Now York. .Liverpool.Sept 29
of Manchester New York.. Llverlool.Sept A
City
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 23
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverdool.Sept 23
City of New York.New York..Liverpool.Sept 23

MARINE
PORT

OP

O

PORTLAND.

Matilda, Judkins,

Steamer
& Fox.

AMD IM

Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery

B. B.

ARRIVED.

.1. >1.

Sch Mary Jane, (Br) Price, St John NB tor Boston
Sch Alma. Jones, Gloucester.
Sch Gen Kleber, Turner, Newburyport.
Sch Ida Morton, Prince, Belfast.

use

Dyer-

Regt

Colly W H
Dewey A G

Dam Albert

and the

Denhijf^GeoW

Launched—At East Machias, recently, from the

A

Fleetwing, Gilson, Bay St
Lawrence; Florence, Parsons, fin do; 7th, Abby M
do.
Heath, Lee,

Donohue J E
James

Dolphin

KURSE

aeplldislw

ADJOURNED MEETING.
MEETING
held

NORFOLK—Ar 5th, sch Convoy, Carter, from
Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, brig J D Lincoln, Minot,

Verde.
Cld 7th, schs Sami
Coomos, do.

Cay

b^M'a^r

to

use the Arm name In liquidation.
The notes end accounts ot the late firm may be
found at the Store of J. M. DYER A CO., No. G Free

street Block.

Portland, Sept. 8,1868.

M^ldL

A

and

pod

Areularhis, Jackson, (or

7th>
■kJ!?
v^XiP^?CE~Ar
E
Merom,
e,w

Bound Brook,Perry,
£ork;
Rogers, Augusta.
Aroth, brig Marshal Dutch, Holmes, Georgetown;
sens
Watchman, Eaton, and Amanda, Damson, from

Portland, Sept. 11.

ldefi.

list*

Parsons Geo Jr soh

Wanted.

Calais.
Ar 8th,

Ann

Stiver A
barque Norton Stover
Covell Seth A sch Hauline
Tucker Han ten brig Stella
Traflon John E ach W H Sargent 2
Haskell Albert Capt brig Webster Kelly
Cole A J sch Wm H Mitchell g

Capt

Wanted.
OR SIGHT GOOD SHOOK MAKERS. Apply
A, P. MORSE & CO,
Boston, Mass.
aepUdlm*

SIXto

Lucy

Libby Milton Capt sch Lady Eli n 2
Antole Manuel Capt sch M A Snow
Gill Warren sob Merrimao
Chase Joshua A Capt sch Millard Fillmore
Smith Nahum B sch Nettle

SITUATION by a young man as GROOM, and
is capable of taking charge of a Garden. Satiato
factory references can be given. Apply by letter
1. B. M.
No. 11 Waterville Street.
dlw»
1868.
Portland, Sept. 11,

A

!

K

SHIP LETTERS.
Hart John W brig Antilles
Aik horn John Capt sch Abby Bracke.t
Lumbert John H sch Beivj S Wright
Griffin Thos steamship Continental
Jordan Alfred steamer Cossack
Oltmans Henry barque Deborah Pennell
Crockett C A Capt sJh Del vwaiv
Rich Jas E Capt sch Emma O Curtis
Haskell Wm Capt sch II Curtis
Holly Albert SSS James Hall 2

01* <* tw» hundi-cl dollars
for
la,?£.
th. ^2”*?
Can write and keep small account*.Calf or address by le ter *>r three
days,
■? OOODALE.
_**• ®* York Street, Portland, Maine.

Matthews, Galveston: brig 3

schs Fairfield, Verrill, Calais; Mill Creek,
Kay. and Caroline Grant, Prossey, Bangor.
8th, schs Rio Mitcheli, Philadelphia; Redondo,
_Cld
Tate Thomaston.
Sid, sch Allegan, Jones. New York.
NEWPORT—Ar Sth, schs E Richardson, Townsend, Boston for Philadelphia; Lizzie Guptill, Ountill, Rockland.
Sid 7th, brigs Wm A Dresser, Hatch, Providence
for Philadelphia; sch Romeo, Eaton, Bangor tor New
York.

J. G. TOLFORD,
T. B. TOLFORD.
aeplleod4w

To the Merchant# and Traders of
Portland.
SOURER lately returning from the Array with
the rank of Sereeant Major, wishes a situation
as WaUhmanor a Time
Keeper, or a Light Porter,
or would make himself use (hi in
In 1Kb.any
Wages no great object,—canproeure sphere
the highest los*

Reed’ 8Ueld8’ Ei

90,1 E

CR

Tuttle Jas

Tyler Siihon

MeThoiuf»on T C
Thurston Stephen
Temple Wiu N

J Westbrook
Valentine Wm
Hakell O V
Walker A B
Hiel D N
Whitney Zehulon
Hamilton Day id J
Waite Alex
H ornuls E B
Wentworeb fdwhiACorpl
Hawes Geo
30th Me Kegt
Howard HNDr 30th MeWaite Edward F
Waterhouse
Ned
Regt
Heston HA
W insliip Ephraim 30tli Mo
Hutchins mr book agt
Williams Ezra T
Holt Jas R
Whitten Geo W
Webber G Rev D D
Ham John
Worster Geo W
Hall Jos P
Waldron H O
Hill Jas B Cant
Woods Harry S 2
Hazen John B Sergt 2
Hodsdon Malilon H
Whorisky Mlchl
Whitteniore Nathan Capt
Harris R M
Walsh Sime m
Haywood M W
Haines Oliver for mrs JohnWarreu S
F Haine*
Wings Sergl
Webster W M
Hall R G
Wood W R
HIU R
Winn Wm
Haggett S LBBC
York Jas R
Huatou Theodore R

COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing befpHE
A tween the subscribers under the name aud stYlo
of J. G TOLFORD A CO., is hereby mutually dissolved. Either of the partners Is duly authorized

New York; sch

B^^ort

Taylor Joseph

Regt

NOTICE.

Royal SC: It.
Williams, Boston: Trenton, Atherton, Salem: sch
Koret, Elliot, Boston.
At Delaware Breakwater 5th, brig Mazatlan from
Philadelphia for Portland; schs James Henry from
Bangor lor Baltimore; Madonna, from Phlladelohia
*
for Pori land.
NEW YORK
Ar 7th, ship Cornelius
Grinnell
Spencer, London: ech* Susan Taylor Iont SS
Island for Elisabethport;
Yinngg.machlas,
Anita Damon, Torrev, Bangor.
Ar 8th, brig P M Tinker, Bernard Boston

PCTry-

Higgins Becj

Hale

earnestly requested.
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretaby.
dtd
Portland, Sept. 11, 1868.

Black, Portland: J&H
Crowly, Drisko, New York; Trenton, Atherton,do.
Cld7lh, barque E A Cochran, Rice, Hallowed!, Me;
brigs Itasca, -, Port Royal SC; J & H Crowley,
Drisko, Portsmouth; Sarah Goodenow, Drisko, Bos*

Bound^

8s:;S'r

Hadley C

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, barque Bessie Simp-

Frankfort.80**

be

fish, Davis, Boston; Harper,

ton.
Ar 7th, brig S E Kennedy, Hoflses,
Am Eagle, McFarland, Boston.
Old7th, brigs Itaska, Rose, Port

* leld

W
Huston B S
HiU C
Ha es Chas Band 30th

of the Maime

Mechanic Association will
yAARJTABLB
in the LIBRARY ROOM

THURSDAY EVENING, |Sept. 14th,

son, McBumie, New York.
Ar 7tli, brigs Loch Lomond,

Smith D W

Kik*
Stewart Geo F
Fox KuiiwnU
Beaver Geo J*
taco H 2
Strout Geo
fpjjju
rim John
Stackjolo G Dr
bowler John S
Snider Coo H
Fairheitl John W
S wools* r Jacob
robes John
Siuitb J Chas
Fai ell Jchn 13th Reg VRCSawytr Joseph S
Fartv Mpit.n
Snow John Lt 1st Me Bat
Fletcher Robert
Snell Lorenzo D
Fewnce Robt
Snow M B
Freeman Sami
Sewall K B for miss Ellen
Folan Tliofcll
D SeweU
Frazer Wiu
Sargent Oscar W
Foster Wm H Lt 30th MeStaples <& Stan wood
Scovil H S
Regt
Stunsun <£ Allen
Fereai.l Wm H
Green Capt for Chas ASwettT L
Shannon Thos
Weeks
Stinson Theo Jr
Gibbs Geo H
Sullivan
George Hiram J
TimoUiy •
Starr Wiu K for mrs O
Gorlmm John
Starr
Gorham J as
Smith W & Co for mrs
Gorham J K
Gould Fataantel for miti Jane Whytev
Smith Zinin» Lt Col
Abbie Gonld
True C H
Greenlaw S Dr
Homer Aaron
Tewksbury C L
True D F
Hill Austin A 2
Hall A W for Kiiok Hall Thompson Geo F

Kong.

Matanzas.

Staekpoie Alfred
Strout A W
Scammou Chas E
Sawyer Chas P Capt

Deal* Patrick
Dow Richard
" Wm P

Wanted.

NEW ORLEANS-Below 30th, ship Jos Holmes.
Crocker, from Boston; barques Volant, Rollins, and
Scotland, Duncan, trom New York; Columbia, Roberts, from Pensaoola.
At quarantine, barque John Wesley, Patten, from

mr

Byues Thus
Bing Francis C
for BryanSimpson A for miss Julia

SaWa“c,
GOODS, Saw

A PPLY AT 46 BROWN STREET,
^

DOMESTIC POETS.
SAN FRANCISCO
[By tel] Ar 3d inat, ship
Chieftain, McGuire, Boston.
Ar 5th ult, ship Portland, Curtis, Liverpool: 10th,
Dublin, Goff, Newcastle NSW; Oracle, Wood, Hong

^oab 2

Bead
Remband

Band Bulbs
Biggs F G

Durgln J F Dr
Durell Nathan O

dtt

public.

WET

Ar at Gloucester 6th schs

Bdcj

Davis H L Dr

Tallhr,

-Sami G

Pierce Syivauus for mrs
Pricilia Pleice
Parker Wm
Phillips Wm H
I’lercu Wm J
ltynnrAHRev
Keener K

Dill Joslah
Durgln J G
Jas
Doyle
Drfscol John

E

Rogers Geo A
Robinson G G for nrissdenevia Chase
Bobbins H M 30th Meltegt
Jas for nus Mary

Dyor Emery
Dyer- Elisha

J. G. TOLFOIID & Co.,
Mo. 6 Free Street Block.
deo<14w
Portland, Sept. 11, 1866.

yard of P S J Talbot & Co, a fbre and aft schr of
about 230 tons, not yet named.
Wiswell & Co, have a vessel on the stocks of 300 or
400 tons, which they intend to get off this season:
S W Pope & Co, have commenced a schr of 150 tofis.
to be finished this foil.

C

Doyle

And token the Mare formerly oconpled by n», we
would cordially recommend them to rhe patronage of
onr customers

Perry

30th Me

David Capt
DlUou Daniel

to Kit. /1

Kingsbury

stock of

DRY AND FANCY

damage.

Parker

Penuleton Nathl S
Plummer & Cole

Davis D M

& Co.,

our

Jackson

st

Wesley

Oorrille

FitOST,

Having purchased

A small fishing schr, while entering the harbor on
Saturday night, got ashore on Spring Point Ledge,
and remained until Sunday noon, when she came off1,
without

ingtou

manner.

04 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11,1868.

inlsaMary

Connor Time 3
Cruckur Thos Tboe C
Case Wuren F
Cobb Wm

THE

Merchant

City, Donavan, Boston.
Barque Mary Elizabeth, (of Boston) Herriman,
Caibaiien, Cuba.
Brig Stranger, (Br)Campbell, Pictou NS.
Brig Zephyr, (Br) McCulloch. Pictou NS.
Brig C H Kennedy, Clark, Philadelphia.
Brig Prentiss Hobbs, Morgan, Philadelphia.
Sch Robt H Dexter (Br) Brady, Hillsboro NB.
Steamer Forest

apparently

WEAR!

A?" Kerry Garment Warranted

for

Walah
Ponlria it Eitranc
Chamberlain J L Mgj GenPerov Geo L
Parker Horace H
Chapman John 2
Chase Joseph L
Packer H T
Cole Jesse A
Parker Jos A 16th Regt
Covell Jos
Me Vols
Cahoon Sylvanua
Pratt John for Cbaa B
Michael
Pratt
Clanoey
Phalan Jas
Casey Michael
M
K
Elder
Pallet' John A
Connelly
Cole S H
Pickett J H
Clark S W Dr
Powers J F Bev
Chadwick Thos T Wash-Plummer John M

LATEST STYLE.

Barque Isabel, (Arg) Tibbetts, Montevideo—Lewis,
Dyer & Co.
Brig Caledonia, (Br) Edgeit, Hillsboro NB—master
Sunday, September lO.

w V

H

Connelly Mr

FINISH,

At short notice, in the BEST

Deer Isle.

unrue

McDonald Wm
Norton Edw in H 30th Roe
Enzign
Noble John M Sergt
Chapman E
Chase Franklin H
NucLonJokn
CorbyuGeo for mrs Green-Nickoia Jas H
leaf
Nedham John
Cole. Geo W
Newbegtn L L
Chambers John
Noouau Patrick
Churchcll J H for miss ANcwman Thoa
Bank
Nickerson Thos P
Cardiff John
Newcomb Wm Jr
Niles Wm H
Carey John B 3
Carroll Jeremiah forCath-oxnard Frank S
erine Sweeney
OConuor John S
Caldwell John M
Peyser A
Curran John
Porter Chas for Andrew
Coombs

VEftCOATS,

CLEARED.

M

ran

Condon Ezekiel L

Quality!

WINTER

30thMagulre .las Lt
Mlnoguo M.chael

Moses Ru (ha
Merrill Keube
Comd 11th RcgtMcKt-nney L M
MeVola
MflHkenSE
Cady Darby for MaryCur-McLean Wm M

FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,
BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND PANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

NEWS

Saturday, September 9.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
Sch Morning Star, (Br) Miller, Windsor NS.
Sch Jeruslia Baker, Barberick. Boston.
Sch Sarah B Harris, Sanborn, Mac bias.
Sch Rienzi, Crockett, Bangor.
Sch

AND

L

Colonel

—roM—

FALL

ofiicer

Me Re t

DE8IBABLE

Miniature Almanac.September 0*
Sun rises.5.36 | Moon rises.10.35 PM
Sun sets.6.17 | High water. 3.30 PM

Marspm Joseph

Carney C
Chopman CBtton

The Best Stock ever brought into this Market!

SHADE Sc

Wm H

Commanding

GOODS!

Cloths of the Best

Ma

Chambers Augustus!'
McBride John L
Cleas by Arthur for mrBMdSrty mr for miss UsLucinda A Cleasby
ry A S O Connell
Curu Bartley
Merrill S 1) for mra Walker L Skyb: aos
Cowper Chas

Admission.—Parquettejand Orchectra, SO cents:
Gallery, 30 cents; Reserved Seats, 78 cents—tbr sale
at the Bob Office in the Hall.
seplldllt

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

Berry

Miss Flood
Miss H. Orton
.Miss Alien
Miss Rivers
Mis. O'Neil

Susette,
Manou,

—

NAME

Chaa for runs
Martha Murphy
on David
HOthMelntosb Duncan Capt
Merrill E B
LI2
Moore Frank
Berry
Bray M G
Mcyusick Beni F
Black P W Capt 28 MassMurray Fredlt
Vels
Miller 'F c Actg Master
Barker Turner
Morgan Geo C
Brown Warren W for mrsMoultou Geo E Capt doth
Annie S Hussey
Me Vols

Mr. Francis
Mr. Willard

Mother Baibaud,
MadeJoa,

Mur,.by

Balek Joseph
Balcii J A Son
Boswur h
Leonard
Me Kegt

Mr. T. Bums
M„ w Gomebial
Mr. J. Connor
Mr. Bernard
Mr. J. Lawrence
Mr. G. NoMe
Mr. H. AUen

Twin
lwin Brotheis
“fbfheis,

Latham Jabes (hr tuba
Lizzie Suutll
Leland Grin H Cant 2
Lone. W H
Mitchell A L for mrs E M
tirauam
McDavid Alex »th MeKert
^
Morrill B W
Merrill Chas 2
Morris C B

Bodge

Burgess Joseph

Mae. W. Gomekial
Mr. H. Fosburg

Mathieu,
Father Caliard,

barque Isabel, to Monte video 246,000 ft lum90,000 shingles, 497 boxes dry fish.

rwillfn Br*CP| do’
Boston’

It

It is

a

Joae Wm H
W 8 for mra
Lydia M Webater
Kinkuid Jaa J
Knight John
Kelley J C Dr
Keeble John lor mi8a Betaey Keblu

Joknaun

Bearce Geo
Bacon Henry E
Blanchard John

CRICKET I

Etienne,
Pierre,
Colin,
Jacques.
Marcel,

_EXPORTS.

WILL RESTORE OR AY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IN A COLOR.

trous

I

Landry,

CAIBARIEN. Barque Mary Elizabeth—625 hhds
62 tres sugar, to H T Mochin.
PlCTOtJ NS. Brig Stranger—336 tons coal, order.
Brig Zephyr—504 tons coal, to J L Farmer.
WINDSOR NS. Sch Morning Star—160 tons plaster, 9 bales wool, 4 bales rags, master.
HILLSBORO NB. Sch R H Dexter
165 tens
coal, Kerosene Oil Co.

—

er

IT

Lizzie A

acts, entitled

Fancho.v

mra

J

Buckley F M
Bradbury Geo
Bnchley Geo

FA. NCHON

—

■■

Willard Susan J
Webster Sarah E
Yurk G

Battery
Lyon Joseph
Bodge Klbridge for mrsLynch John

with the beautUhl

commence

Drama in 6

mrs

Co
King Jehu
Lovijoy Arthur Capt
v
H H
Litchfield A Lt
Bradley Chaa A
Leuiarty David
BlanchardCAU
Living.ton Euw L
Br wa C P for miss Mar-Lyuda Geo
Lord Geo W
garet Cookson
Lawrence Oersham
Barker D M
Loud laalab
Btfgbee D
Burgln Edw S, 1st MaineLarrabeo J C

Opera of Dinor&h.

performance will

I

Waterhouae Berta
Wyman David mrs
Woods Haul*
Watson Hannali J mra
V, entworth Melinda J mrs
Woodman (dive H mra

BMC_
Brown Chaa

SONG AND SHADOW DANCE,
From the

mrs

Walker A M

bart
Armington H E 2
Atkina Joahua Y
Arey Ja.
Allen Bulba
Arnold A Co
Adam* Sami F
Bradley Arthur
Bartlett Dennis &

THE CRICKET!

ter of Frederick A. ana Mary B. Prince, ageu 5
months.
HT*Funeial tliis (Monday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from the residence of T. it. Mathews, opposite the

E 2

Trask Kachel L

B B (rob
Hill Wellington 30tb Mo
6
Arroaby dt Lldbnck
Rogt
Hart Warren F
AxmetroDKAB
Allen Chae Cape E
Ilaley Edw for mlaa Ai nln
Ariel l)a 1 for Danl Col- McLaughlin

OF THE

FANCHION,

Tyler Mary

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Secretary of the Howaidilurney Thiw

NIGHTS MORE

Mr. and Mrs. Gomersal!

St

mra

Knights Mary

GREAT COMIC ARTISTS,

Henry Robinson, aged

mra
inra

Townaend Lillie F
T> tor L O

mra

Knuwltjn Harriet N

Kidder Jaa D

New

83F“ Funeral from his late residence, No. 49 India
Street, to-morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
In this city, Sept. 8th, at the residence of Mr.
Hugh
typhoid fever, Miss Amanda Chuvch, daughCarnVjOf
ter of Eben and Mary E. Church, of Jonesport, aged

mra

mra

SweU Temperance D mrs
Taylor Jos ph mra Centre

K ni)ul,f|bbi^
B mr*
5'“®
E^nlly A

DEERING HALL, PORTLAND
B. F. LOWELL, Manager.

ED.

Wn

Blip
Slee Hannali
Small Irene

King Eilitli

New Advertisements.

~~

inst.,

Hankerson John

—

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend

y?“Ou Thursday Joseph Doaue, Esq.,

son, from New York for •rerpool.
Sept 6, lat 32 18, lou 78 45, ship Freedom, from
Orleans for Liverpool.

Klpley

mra

3 E mn
Ann

Smith

mre

Hatch Jane B mra
”un* »“•**

SPOKEN*
May 15, lat 2 8, Ion 4 E, ship Gen Grant, Clough,
from Calcutta for Boston.
June 2, lat 23 S, Ion 59 E, ship Samuel C Grant,
Hinckley, from Akyab Ibr Liverpool.
Aug 25, lat 40 25, Ion 6iK), aldp Jeremiah Thomi

FISHERMEN.

produces. Such Bates, though sure to attract,
cannot seriously disturb his
equanimity.

6®“The Whig says the Penobscot reveals
more of its bed than it has ever seen
before.

Havatia.'to load for a Northern port.
SIU 31st, l'*Uf Caroline Eddy, Kent, and Charles
WerUo\ Ford, New York.
iiU I*
guu 28th ult, barque Aberdeen, Nichole,
Boston; 2£th, hr!g Geo W Chase, Fredericks, do.
Ai a clenluegos 29th nit, barque M B Stetson,
Beal, Heston.
Cld nt P"’ Ax NS 4th ‘net, sob Engineer, Willard,
Cow Bay CB.

York Manufacturing Company.1405
130]
96]

ltooney

Kicker Jennie E
Boblnaon Lucy B

mrs

Boston.

Western Railroad.
Eastern RailroadfSixes, 1874.

2

mra

Gerrish Joaeph M mra
Gardner mra
Hasty Almira K
Harris Caroline M
Haws Chaamra
Haskell Ezra mrs
Hate bins Krancelia
Hersey Harriot A

Ar at Ccxdenae 26th ult, brig Snow Bird, (Br) Guptill, Portland; 31st, barque Charles Edwlu. Brooks,

Railroad. 115

10th

Dyer

Wm A

M

Ehlridge Lurana
Eux Dorcas mra
Stevens I C mre
Fairfield Delia A
Files Eunice T
Sawyer J X mm
Fell Ellen
Sawyer Joseph H uim
Frost Eleanor package
Skillings M E mrs
Sisk Maggie
Fowler Frank mra
Filz John S mrs
Spencer Sarah M
Stuart mrs
Green Augusta
Greene Lottie S
Strout SUwart A mre
Gordon or LordoniiannahShehan Thus mrs

Bartlett, Portland.
Sid ftn Matanras 28th, brig Rio Grande, Williams.

[By Hensbaw & Brother.]
Pepperell Manufacturing Company.....11471
Androscoggin Mills.
217]
Bates Manufacturing Company. 180
Hill Manufacturing Company.176]
Laconia Manufacturing Company.1310

There

within the charmed circle of even such
sweet “singing birds” as that “down east
town”

doin

Stock List.
Brokers Board, Sept. 9.
American Gold. 144i
United States Coupons,. 1*4
U. 8. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 107,

pJSTjfcSi“A"mr»
Perkina

tore

Polluter Hannah H

Dailey Mary mra
Delano Mary' P
DaviPKtephen N mra

Liver]ss>f

1st, ship Frigate Bird, Watts, unc; barque
Trieste, bewail, from Auckland j and others.
At Honolulu July 19, ship War Hawk,
Dunbar, ftn
San Francisco, ar 15th, lor McKean’B
Island, (was reported sailed ror Mauritius.)
At Callao 13th. ships Arabia, Fuller, from Chinch a*
lor Germany; Lire Oak,Alden, from do for
Valencia;
Richard HI, Groenougb, 'vom do lor Europe.
Ar at
to 15th ult, ship Andrew Jackson,
doprev
Robinson, from Chiuchas, (and sailed lor England);
Castiue, Thurston, Montevideo (and sailed for Cliinchas, to load Ibr Hamilton Roads)
Sid ftn Aspin wall 26th ult, brig J H Kennedy, Bartlett, Jamaica and Clenftiegos.
Sid ftn Havana 27th ult, barque Queen Mab.(Br)

at the

&dgetmma2
Dohan

Parker Ellen

Ellen

o

Gaston

A Broken-Down System.

ture

8^“Gfcn. Prof. Chamberlain has re-entered
on his duties as Professor of Rhetoric
at Bow-

Emporium

Phinny Nellie

Davey Julla A

1st nit, shins Iiaring, Hsnrv, from
Baker’s Island for
(dismasted); L Walsh
Callao
for Uenna; Bose Standlah, HatchGilmora.fr*
Ins, for ClUuclias.

Middle Street, where every variety of RubGoods can be procured, at Manufacturer*’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really7 magnificent.
june23tf

city

Valpsraiso

Dow Ka‘®
Decker Elvira T
Dunham II mra
_

FOREIGN PORTS.
At

IS at 147

ber,

CO.,

CELEBRATED STOMACH BITTERS.
;

gale that sighs along

*%£!S%&S&

SSMSTS

Bov, Tate, Rockland.
Ar 8th, schs Col Higgins, KendaO, Bangor; Seven
Sisters, Crowley, Elisahetliport.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 8th, seh Lexington, Kallocli,
Rockland,

ber

In this
38 years.

£SH““s

Ss32rJl

Beils of oriental flowers,”—
Is the fragrant perftime of Sterling’s Ambrosia.
This preparation beautifies the hair, prevents it felling off or turning gray, and eradicates dandmft
Sept. 2—d2w

__JDI

^donalS

CMd^ Lud'^S*

June31dlyr

Per

CUSTIS

gain perfect beaith by
Tf

ss*srrsr

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, is made from the choicest material**, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in Its act upon the sMn*
For tale by all Druggists and Fancy Good’s Dealers

Sales

kriv«h»»

id^i-i™
on,Z"w

Xmmm"^Ar£f“*C

Maine.^

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

Hall’s Rubber

PJML°»T

Ad^lai
aSj Gelm

tLe cheap
tfe*)fistLii.v.

BICKNELL'S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY

“Like the

Remaining

donS^’

Old Fadet

-by-

darkness they

ITEMS OP STATE HEWS.

tho Post Ouice.

—

PRICE

7thinst., at an advanced age.
ET-The vote of Vermont is very small. The
The constantly increasing demand for the absve
Union majority is about 15,000.
article bas induced the Proprietor to lease the premPowers
was
killed
at
Syjohn
ises on the corner ol Congress and Chestnut Streets,
instantly
Taunton, Mass., on the 7th inst., by the explo- as a Laboratory, where,with every facility for manusion of a steam boiler in the rolling mill of the
facturing, and with a stock ol the best articles the
Old Colony Iron Works. Several others were English and American markets afford, he is now prethe

lit member

yourself,

for

IMPORTS.

bridge.
at

DB.

see

Above

SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the taste, mild In its effect, yet sure,
safe and reliable, and Is Warranted to cure Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,
Pain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels. It is the finest
medicine lor children, as well as grown persons, ever
offered the public. Try itl No cure no pay.
Prepared only by EDWABI) SIJTTON, Provideaoe
R, I, For sale by Druggists generally.
H. H. HAY, Agent for
Julyl7d*w2m

II

at Cam-

School

and

Lind, Cole, EHzubethporttor
Bray, Noir York tor Bangor

Seminary.

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,

a

vail.

Call

Store.

Advertisements.

salis Jenny
V eniiovl,

St^Jschs

STHJfcT.

EXCUA.VCii

n

was

School of Mining and Practical Geology Harvard University. This school is to
be opened on the first Monday of next month,
in connection with the Lawrence Scientific
School. Mr. Hooper has suggested the names
of Josiah D. Whitney of California, Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, formerly of New York, and Professor Eustis of Cambridge, as a suitable faculty, and it is probable that this choice will pre-

j.-AT-DR ass MR’S O H10A P fc'l'C) ltjM,
*

00

Mi,

Letters
Boston:
Unclaimed
Sid, lMf Catharine B .gars: sets Z A Paine,JeddhState
Rising 8un, Amanda, Kairdekl. OeaMana
PORTLAND,
™eBa’
B Jle~B Foster, Georgia, and others^
NEW
E*Ar
11
*
Jajla KHadbetl
must call for
Advertised Letters
LCU
a*>\>,ICM1
*
of
MerrIH, Calais; Moses Eddy, Slmte. Belfast
this ll.-t and p »y ONE CENT
BOSTON— Vr 8th. brig M Shepard, CojkTruxilln
VST if not called for witb.n
1M
schs W1 Ite Sea, Wooster, fm t.Wuegos
“ef w 1,1
:’ be sent to the Dead Letter Office.
Clark, New York; Angeline, Arey.
Ar»®’
Vlnalhaven: Hlnmfnator,1 ‘reamer, L-JIE Waldoboro^ ,
LADI1C8’ LIST.
"amoooro,
James, Winehcnbach, Bangor.
Anderson Ann W mn
Knap-> Mary j
iuo Annie Kimball,
Cld 8th,
Humphrey New Alien Isabel S
Kuighu Mary miss
Orleans; brigs Trindelen, Dowrev, Charleston-’
A dams Lucy A mrs
Kelsey
Martha K
Marshall, Ellis, Belihst.
Bate 1.chicr Ach*a
Loughnane Catharine mr»
Ar !)th, barque Mist, Lincoln, New Orleans- schs
Bryunt Betsey mra
Kliakim
Long
C mr*
Geu Warren, Benson, St Andrews NH: Ocean star
Biawa kana 11 mrs
Libby k U A (Jo inr* MilHam, Now York; Forest, Jordan, Oswojth; CherBurk M L S fbr mrs L W linery Goods
ry, Dodge, Hancock; Louisa, Miller,Bangor; Mores.
Lebroke Sarah E mra
U
Keller, Thomaston; Capitol, Collins, Franklbrt; A
Bloke Mag.de
McDonald Alnflra mra
Gale, McDonald, Belfast; Alpine, Scott, Bath; Good
Brazier M Jennie
Maxwell fi Y inn
Beaman Mary mre
Hope, Fletcher, do: Am zoru Lambert, Freeport.
McKenney E J S
Cld bth, barque Enrique (Br) Orcutt, Kingston.,Ja;
Bnceett M S
AI uxphy Ella
brig Tangent, Mitchell, Norfolk ; schs Zina. Brad™In,ncr
MclSnn Hannali mra
bury, Maohlas; Pioneer, Haskell. Sedgwick: Delamra
Myers llarriei mm
ha.raj
ware, Roblnsou, T omastou; James A Brown, SherAnn mm
McBrien I ala lia mre
man, Bristol; Adeline, Rvan, Belfkst; Shawmut,
Morrt» Jnlla mn
Annie
8nowj Bangor; Comet, Morse, Bath; Gen WashingMaxwefl .Joseph Y mx«
ton, Tarr, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 8th, scho Jane, Haskell, Philadelphia
(br Portland; Mary Eliza, Rogers. Bangor
Harriet,
Brown, Cherryaeld fin- Now York; Lebanon, Wiuchenbach. Waldoboro; Daniel Breed, Hatch. Boston
8 Am ;a
tor Bangor; Gen Grant, Winslow, do for Portland.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 4th, seh Union, Averill, NYork,
anil sailed 7th for Rockland.
NEWBURY PORT—Ar 7th, schs Helena, Harris,
■*and Advance, Carrier, Bangor.
Sid 7th, brig Russian, GeloueU, Bellast: seh Post

_MARRIED.

For sale at the NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STORE, 26 Market Square, Portland.
GEORGE ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mail on receipt of price. The Trade sup-

plied.

tor
Ar

Great Reduction in the Price of Albums,

/

New

iSSliimn

ALBUMS!

ALBUMS,

Boston and Maine

Nonpariel

HOLMES’S HOLE-Ar Trh. *ch* Jeidle, Roberts,
fblladelnM*; It A Paine, Jones, Eliza!
®°8t<,*: c Fan**11121. Woosterf (Jalais

Boeton for

—--- -W—

JWM

United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series. 99
do
2d series. 99
do
3il series. 99
United States Five-twenties, old. 197
do
small. 105
do
new. 105
United States Ten-forties. 91
United State* Debt Certificates, Aug. 99
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 33
Eastern Railroad.,.
98

REMOVAL!

her

SPECIAL NOTICES.
TV

Afchbishop

camp.

fforroH-ingi,

JOHN BROWN’S FAMILY.
A correspondent of the New York
Tribune,

■

As Mr. V. did.
the Maine Law Convention.
not favor us with a copy we do not know that
Jf he had sent
it ^decorous to allude to it.
the article to the Press we should certainly
have published it in onr columns, as an aot of
justice to him. In relation to his course on the
Maine Law in 185S, he makes some explana-

at

—

we

1ST A friend has handed os an eight page
pamphlet, by “W. H. V."—Hon. W. H. Vinton
entitled “Brief Reply to the article in the
Portland Press of Saturday, Bept. 2, 1806,” on-

a

pants having deserted it. Chilly stories come
from them about the moans, shrieks,
imprecations, soliloquies and such, as if his ghostship

the

shall continue to be devoted.

iniquity,

lose no votes, we are quite
sure, because of his
action on that matter.

seen

ever.

_

by
by patriotic motives. Mr.
opposed f^yis
ililjyr
simply on the ground of economy. He will

consideration,

Ofiver and John W.

fF”Hiram

of the inacter of those saved—in simplicity
EF“Thc New York -Evening JW.
strumentality by which he saves, and in the ington
despatch says the President declines to
fact that it extends to the uttermost. The
release Mallory, ex secretary of the rebel
services at the stand were followed by a pubnavy, but gives his femily permission to visit
lic prayer meeting when many presented themhim.
selves for the prayers of the Chureh, and were
8y Colchester,lately tried at Buffalo, has
taken out a juggler’s license, thereby acknowlgreatly biessed.
In the evening was held the last public seredging the correctness ef the decision made by
vice for preaching. Kev. E. Martin announcthe tTnited States court that a spiritualist is a
ed for his text Neh. 6: 3. The character of juggler, and moreover that his business was so
Nehemiah and his position as cup-bearer to profitable that be could afford to pay a tafc on
Artaxerxes. His interest and determination it.
By The Cincinnati Commercial learns that
in building Jerusalem when he heard of its
the President has permitted Henry 8. Foote to
were
sad condition
presented. The preacher return to
Tennessee, on condition that he will
then drew an anology between the work of
not interfere in politics, and he passed
through
Nehemiah and the Christian’s work.
Its
Cincinnati a few nights ago, on the way to his
greatness was dwelt upon. The enemies home in Nashville.
against which each had to contend; someBy A polite people—the people of the South;
times with scoffs and ridicule—then with
they are continually asking pardon.—Exchange
threats, and afterwards :-ith propositions for Paper.
Byif Brigham Young’s 100 wives favor
compromise. He encouraged and urged the
Christian to his work from the time it takes to their lord with Curtain Lectures, what, oh,
accomplish it, and the reward offered to the what, must be the nature of “Young’s Night
Thoughts !” asks the Saturday Preen.
laborer.
|yA pretty little woman who rose in a
a
Saturday Morning.—During large part
Chicago
street-car, the other day, to give her
: of the night has been heard the sound of prayer
seat to a one-legged soldier, found to her
joy
and praise and singing. Visitors upon the

are > the

plause.]

of tne must bril-

for

salvaous obstacles in the way of the sinner’s
to save
influence
Jesus’
of
tion-in the extent
—in the depravity of our nature in the char-

_

him

|

important
the subject
Christ, mighty to save, as
announced

ground who had not tents or places to lodge,
peacably retired from the encampment. This
morning at an early hour as many as could be
be released from the work of preparing their
tents and baggage assembled in front of the
them no where else on this continent. Your
trade with them is large, for that little place, stand and listened to faithful and practical reyour intercourse with them, notwithstanding
marks of the Presiding Elder, Dr. Webber, who,
the great distance which separates us, has been
his gentlemanly deportment, dignified manfrequent during the 'past lew years; but other by
than that, there is a familiar
between ner, manifest decision, has maintained the orteeling
us and -yon, that yon have been with
us, sat der of the meeting. The concluding prayer
with its upon our rocks down by the sea, par- was
by Rev. C. F. Allen.
taken of our institutions, aye, even of onr
TJi4
singing during the meeting has been
therecharacteristic, “clam bakes, [laughter]
fore we “eel that between you and us there is
uniiomierly good, and much praise is due to
a bond which can never be separated, however
those who have conducted this part of worship.
much you may feel we have gone off from you,
The church has been greatly benefitted. A
W3 are near you in heart and always will he.
and the
T7e, as the smaller looking up to you, the goodly number have been converted,
laager, feel that between us there is a chain friends of Kennebunk Camp Meeting feel
wluch cannot be broken. Brit, gentlemen of greatly encouraged in the hopes entertained as
the Hfaar.1 of Trade of Chicago, we expect to, to its future success The
ground has again
say something in regard to the position which
been leased for twenty years, and those to
hold
in
the
interests
of
the
you
great
country.
It has been said by an eminent writer that
whom the management of the meeting is com.
Italy and England are the only two countries mi tied are determined to spare no efforts for
■worth living in,—the former because nature
Observer.
improvement.
there asserts herself, indicates herself and triumphs over the evils of bad government; the
TO THE FRIENDS OF HUMAN PROlatter because in England art
conquers nature:
GRESS.
togre rivers, bills and Vales are brought under
the lun4_ofa master, and a hard,
The undesigned has been engaged for four
uncongenial
land is made a Paradise of comfort and
plenty.
But your men of the West >iave here a garden years and upward, in publishing a paper in the
Hiraiiore productive in all that is useful to the city of New York, entitled The Anglo AfrinaPons of the earth than even sunny Italy can can.
boast] yet, to-day, you show that in the most
The special object of this publication is the
useful of the arts you have no peers in this
Country, and even rival the best lands of Eu- moral, political and intellectual advancement
rope- [Applause.]
Wey who are separated of all colored Americans.
from you by long miles of travel, could not but
It has announced and will continue to defeel, as we came over the great avenue now
clare, what we deem to be our rights; and will
from the lakes to the sea, part of the
way
«§u
through the territory of onr neighbors over make known the disabilities under which the
the boundary, «a kindled with them, people colored people labor, trusting and believing
who /peak the same language, worship at the
that those rights will yet be restored, and all
saift'e nltars, have the same commercial Interwhether crystalized on statute books,
ests, ^ud are in every respect the same people wrongs,
or living in the habits and customs of the peothat
their
affairs
ourselves,
except
political
[ha
are administered by different
people from ours. ple, shall yet be obliterated and put away for-

too, under Control; old ASolus and
the monarch Erost disputed toe way, but withTliis matter is placed beyond
so
ijupstloq,
easily over the broad prairies toe
fitft avail;
that, if any more confidence ivaanbpi^b^ in > iron
bonds were placed upon the earth, and
those leaders than they were entitled to, it jyyu tlie men of the fertile prairie, were at
must be set down to the credit of the great
closely connected with us, toe men of
and toe rocks.
and forgiving heart of the lamented ux-Pr*sithejxjean
We feel that we axe, with our friends over
dent.
0 h i s f
the line, bound by the great bonds of commerce
Gen. Shepley’s record, during the war is a to yfou, men of the great West. We will never
clean one. His friends could not amend Ot loose those bonds of connection, and we hope
will never be severed between us and that
improve it. Politically he is in the advance col- they
t»uat country on the other side of toe line.—
His speech two years ago in this city
umn.
[Applause.] If there is one boast that we, as
proved to be the great card in the campaign Americans have—and they call us, across the
w..w :i boastful nation—it is titan in our
of that year. He cordially sustained and devent? flows tMeolooU of the bold
who
fended the Emancipation Proclamation of Sir. drew the long bow at Hastings,yeoman
and Con-tot
Lincoln, and for a long time lie has taken the vrito brave Robin Hood—toe rich, red Norground!that a lasting peace can be hasted only man b.fooi, tost we ate descendants of that
with all their glorious history. We are
on the recognized rights of all classes of
popu- people
proud of our Eriglish'descent arid tie/er can
lation ; that to the colored men. pi'.^ie South, forfeit tire
right to claim the ancestry that bewhom he has regarded as the loyal men of longs to us; and we hope and pray that we
that section, should be secured every right «1
may always have toe closest relations with
onr friends o vj
line—over the
American citizenship, including the right of
1 -order. But,on, I am, It may be, gosuffrage. On this groupssta^ytcHpla^1 ing out ot top
of ti* day,
I, would-say
He has confidence in ’PresideaUohnson, and then tp yon, men of Chicago, you
men of the
believes him to he patriotically engaged in doing prairie ami great! lake, that we have toe warmest feelings towards you; that we
the work of reconstruction
glory In
according to, Ms" ■■your prosperity, in your
day ef triumph—it Is
own best judgment, and that when he
our pride as well as
yours—our satisfaction to
disqoj-ers that any of his plaifefof thieAfirtii Ho tot* know that
you are progressing, and yonr proour
Is
honor
as
the
best results, he will
well as your own. (Approduce
eheerftfily gress
[And we say to you that whenever yon
change them and substitute others, according plause.
choose to,eoB»eha*k,to oijrold New England
to the demands and exigencies of the hour and
shores, fo stand By toe tombs of your fathers
the needs ofthe country. ,, ,^ ^
an ( tln-rc look found on the old
homestead,
In the Legislature Gen. ShepLey will take a you will find the”'fifes warm on toe hearththe tables well spread, and open hearts
stones,
He
is one of the bast and
commanding position.
extended hands ready there to meet and
speakers and sharpest debaters in the Static wolqome you back to
OltThhme.
We

inteiestfeg introduction, in which he gave

eeoplb

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

MEETING.

historical facts in the history

brougfit it,

der written instructions of President Lincoln.

OAM P

Afternoon.—At two o’clock Bev.
C. F. Allen, preached from Isa 63: 1. After

Building at

STATE EIiEOTIOM. TO-X1 AX, SJfiJ?T. U.

UNION TICKET,

KENNEBUmS
Friday

of

Chicago,--the President welcomed- the New
England delegation as follows:
“With the hope that this assembling of bus-

year in aitranro.

rns-$S,O0 per

Esq., one of the members of the last House,
nominated for re-election by acclamation,
but, while gfate^d for the compliment, owing
to the prepare of his business, he was obliged
I remptorfly to decline.
was

j

A. T. DOLE, Postmaster*

-————

-;
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Monday Morning, September 11,1886.
PORTLAND

AND

VICINITY.

New Advertisement* T*-D»f‘
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Beinoval—Mrs A. (Jolby.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Theatre—B. F. Lowell. Manager.
Advertised Letters—A. T. DoleNew Goods—P. B Frost.
M. 0. M. A.—Adjourned Meeting.
Wanted—Situation as Groom.
Wanted—Situation as Watchman.
Wanted—Shook Makers.
Wtinted—A Wet Nurse.
T,,
& Co
ToMwd, ®
Notice of Oopartnersbip-J. G.
A Uo.
Drv and Fancy floods—J. M. Dyer

stove it
Isaac

He was fined five dollars and
into another

carriage, and

badly. Committed.
H. Hauscom, complained of

as

being

habitual truant, was sentenced to the State
Reform School during his minority.
John Leonard, Michael Berry and Edward
Harris, were charged with larceny of a boat,
the property of Baxter Scott. J. O’Donnell,
Esq., appeared for the defense. After the testimony in behalf of the State was out, Judge
Kingsbury dismissed the complaint.
The case of the libel of liquors was resumed,
and Mr. Drammond concluded his argument
for the State. Judge Kingsbury stated that he
would render a decision on Tuesday.
The case of State vs. James Bradley, Jr., on
an

search and seizure process, was taken up.
A. A. Strout, Esq., appeared for Bradley, and

a

Solicitor Drummond tor the State.
arguments in the case were had, the

City

announced that his
on

After

Judge
decision would be given

Tuesday.

Mobtality of Pobtlawd.—The whole
number of deaths in Portland during the
c

month of

August

was

eighty-thiee;

during

the Week

of these

there died of

Keck,
G Cox,
Pholix Seymour,
C

from

Resignation

Drowning.

—

preparations

—

Teachers.—Mr. M. L.
Stevens, Principal of the Center Grammar
School for Boys, has resigned his situation, to
take effect from Saturday next. Mr. C. C.
Buck, Principal of the Intermediate School for
Boys, has been elected by the School Committee to till Mr. Stevens’ place. Rev. T. P. Rodman, minister of the New Jerusalem, has been
elected to till Mr. Buck’s place.
Drowned.—Mr. George Cann, of Danville,
Canada, was drowned yesterday by lading from
the Grand Trunk bridge across Back Cove.

..J.

well

usuaL

At 10 o’clock he commenced
sinking and in half an hour expired.
as

on

a

often

M. Mason,

liberal

scale,

for an organ concert at the new Unlversalist
Church in Congress Square, at the opening of
the new organ, on Tuesday evening, September, 19th.
J. K. Paine, Esq., of Boston, will preside at
the organ, assisted by Mr. M. C. Milliken of
tins city, who is to be organist at that church.
There will be flue vocal music, both solos and
choruses, by eminent vocalists. The concert
will he duly advertised in a few days.

David Woodman, The Mountain Missionary.
By Curris Brandon. One volume 18mo. pp.
810. Boston: Published by Henry Hoyt.
The story of a

Teeth

tem loses'its

five o’clock instead of seven in the afternoon.

We understand tliat

being made

pious youth who,

bom in the

wild regions of the Cumberland Mountains,
tar from any school or teacher, was yet atimated by a thirst for knowledge and a desire
to do good, and through remarkable perseverance and singleness of purpose was able to accomplish great and useful results. A suggestive and interesting narrative Cor the young.
For sale by H. Packard.
Peter B. Feost lias just arrived from New
York and Boston with a splendid assortment

Farther Point, Sept. 10.

The

steamship Hibernian, from Liverpool
August 31th, via Londonderry Sept 1st, for
Quebec, has arrived off this point.
The steamship City of Boston, Kangaroo,
Virginia ami Cuba from New York, and the
Damascus from Quebec, have arrived out.
The Atlantic Telegraph
Company lias given

BY

first duty on earth is to the
of Belgravia.

and

Die long before the sysyouthful vigor; this should not
strong addition to the stock company, and Mr. be so. To prevent this species of necrosis use
and Mrs. Gomersal will appear in the beautiFragrant Sozodont. It keeps the dental bone
ful play of “Fanchon,”—Mrs. G. personating alive, the enamel spotless, the
gums rosy and
Fanclion, the Cricket. She is one of those elastic, the breath pure and the teeth clean.
lively, versatile'actresses that always please an
Foreign Exports.—The total value of
audience. Look out for a frill house and good
Foreign Exports from this port last week
playing to-night.
amounted to $6,509.00. Included in the shipYoung Scamps.—A couple of lads, 11 or 12 ments were 255 barrels flour; 7 barrels
meal;
years old, broke into the cabin of a schooner 2 hhds. molasses; 50 dozen chalk lines; 1,000
at State street wharf yesterday afternoon,
pounds nails; 2 sides leather, &c.
ruinaged everything there and passed out the
Horticultural Exhibition.—We underspy-glass to he taken off. Before leaving they
stand
that the Fall Exhibition of the Horticulsome
accordto
have
concluded
supper, and,
tural Society will be held in this city on Wedingly built a fire in tb; galley, made some
flapjacks and cooked them. Tho mate of the nesday, September 27th.
vessel returned while they were enjoying their
Change of Time.—On and after to-day
supper. He called police officer Davis, who ar- the steamers will leave Boston for Portland at

are

liiberaian

Two boys

—

deceased was about 50 years old and hail been
in Mr. Taylor’s employ but a short time.-

Steamship

orders for the manutacture of a cable to be laid
early next year.
The West India mail steamer Zinc has arwere amusing themselves last
Saturday, on a rived at Southampton, having among her pasraft in the water at the new made lend in
sengers Judah Benjamin, the late rebel Secreof State. The
Back Cove, foot of Franklin
took fire when about
street, when the tary miles out from Zine
St Thomas, and put back
fifty
raft drifted out from the whart. The lads bewith all speed, and after considerable difficulcame frightened and one of them fell overty the fire was subdued and the ship proceedboard and sunk twice, when he was fortunate- 'ed. Sim had nearly
SI,700,000 in specie.
The Times, in an editorial on the Queen’s
ly rescued by a man on shore whs jumped into
visit and the inauguration of Prince Albert’s
the water and saved the little fellow.
A statue at
Coburg, again urges that the Queen
boat came up and took the other
should
emerge from her seclusion and perform
boy from the
the duties expected of her.
raft. \\ e do not know the name of the
galThe Morning Star censures the Times Emlant man who jumped into the water or we
its pompous lecture to the
Queen, and rewould give it. Ijet this be a caution to boys
marks, as a reminder, that the court tradesabout playing in the water.
men are
and
that
the Queen’s
craving orders,
Kscape

■

formerly of this city, and whose family are now
here, was seized with a fit Friday evening and
fell down a flight of stairs in Taylor’s hat manufactory, in Boston. He was conveyed to the
Police Station and recovered, so that at nine
o’clock he appeared quite comfortable, but at
ten o’clock he was found dead by the Lieutenant in charge. A surgeon was called, who
gave the opinion that he died in a fit. The

the

off Farther Point.

a

—

rested the lads and locked them up.

■Arriral of

it

—

Saturday evening, and Mr. and Mrs. Gomersal
won great applause In then impersonations.
The plays were Asmodeus and Mr. and Mrs.
This evening there will be a
Peter White.

LATER FROM EUROPE.

accommodated during the week
Henhy Inman,
Capt. and A. Q. M„ U. S. A.

Whole number

u-

Obuan Concert.

FIVE DAYS

«

His body was recovered in half an hour but
Consumption, 14; Cholera Infantum, 16; life was extinct. His wife and three children
Cholera Jlorbus, 2; Billious Fever, 1; Diarwere expected to arrive here to-day from Canrheas; Dysentery, 12; Infantile, 2; Jaundice,
ada
with the purpose of joining him. Coroner
Old
Disease
of
2;
1; Drowned,
Age, 2;
Heart,
8; Casualty, 4; Lung Fever, 1; Convulsions, 1; Hall was called but deemed an inquest unnecMortification, 1; Congestion of the Brain, 1; cessary.
Inflammation of Brain, 1; Croup, 1; Typhoid
-rtr-rTrain Thrown off the Track.—As the
Fever, 2; Diptheria, 1; Canker, 1; Dropsy on
Brain, 2; Delirium Tremens, I; Congestion of train from this city was going into Lynn riLungs, 1; Dropsy, 4; Cancer, 1. Total,83.
with the new and splendid engine
Ages—under five years, 43; between 5 and day night
10, 5; between 10 and 20, 6; between 20 and Rockingham, it was thrown from the track by
30, o'; between 30 and 40, 5; between 40 and a misplaced switch, and made a perfect wreck.
50, 5; between 50 and 60, 3; between 60 and As
they were running slow, the cars were not
70, 0; between 70 and 80, 2; between 80 and
much injured, neither were any of the passen90,1; over 90,1. Total, 83.
Sexes—Males 34; females, 49. Total, 88.
The damage will amount to about
gers.
Louis Bung*,
»20,000.
Superintendent of Burials.
Counterfeits.
We saw Wednesday a
counterfeit fifty cent piece that we should have
Look out fob Thieves.—The office of taken
without the slightest hesitation.
Messrs. Harmon & Sawyer, No. 88 Exchange
Brunswick Telegraph.
Of
course you would. A poor devil of a printer is
street, was entered Friday night, by using the
clad to
anything that even looks like money.—
key of the door whicii which was hanging on Bangor get
Whig.
the sill. The robbers stole a valuable overThe counterfeits can be easily detected—the
coat belonging to Mr. Sawyer, but obtained
engraving and execution being much superior
nothing else. Unsuccessful attempts were to the genuine ones.
made to penetrate the safe, and a letter for
Fire.—Last night about 11 o’clock, fire was
mailing, containing $50, which was lying on
discovered in the store of the Fair Brothers, in
the desk, was overlooked. Every nook in the
Westbrook. It was ascertained that the store
office was ransacked, but the articles were left
in good order, and when the scamps had fin- had been broken open, robbed and then set on
ftic. The building, with its contents, was enished their work, they locked the door and retirely destroyed. There was a very heavy
placed the key.
stock of goods in the store, being estimated at
Serenade.—At “low twelve” last Thursday
about $5,000. Insured for $2,000.
night, when the moon was careering brightly
Want of Water.—We regret to say that
through the heavens and throwing his mild
the wells and springs in this city are now
beams over the city, w : were awakened from
very
low, and the water is fast giving out. Many
slumber by the members of a glee club, whose
of the private pumps, where neighbors had
voices mingled in sweetest harmony in the vicinity of Church street and Garden lane. Soon been accommodated, have had their handles
removed, as as a case of necessity to the ownwe recognized the deep-toned, musical voice of
ers.
How long will it be before we shall have
our friend Shaw, and then we knew to what
glee club the residents of that locality were in- pure water, and enough of it?
debted for such glorious music.
We are will8UDDEN Death.—Mr. Samuel Felker, of
ing to be awakened from the soundest slum- Carmel,
accompanied by his wife, came in the
bers at any watch of the night by such a “concars from Boston Saturday
evening, at which
cord of sweat sounds.”
city he had been for the purpose of obtaining
medical relief. He took lodgings at the Walker
Theatre.
Mr. Lowell’s Company was
House, and yesterday morning appeared as
greeted by a large and fashionable audience

Sudden Death.—Mr. James

TO THE DAILY I* LESS.

ending Sept 9th, 1865:

Sept. 5. Hugh Wilson, E, 3d V B C
A F True. Sergt., G, 12th Me Vols
«’
M Dischail, KTllth V B C
A E Mai tine,
Hth Me Vols
Veto
.
»
Fl
Sept. 6. Jr A
17th U S Infantry
Goodwin,
unasrfgned,
°n duty at Gen. Grttflns
Ed™rd Short, unas., Hth U S
Inf, duty at
Gen. Griffins
8epi. 7. Charles Dullfl, D, Me Coast Guards
«
«
EG Weed, D,
“AH Mitchell, 9th Me Vols
8.
Sept. Patrick Griffin, K, 13th V B C
B B Harriuian, A, ltth Me Vols
0 Langreth, Becruit, 17th V S Inf
Sept. 9. Sergt Currier, K, 29te Me Vols
L Cheskeruir, 17th U S Inf, Special dutv
y
•<
••

Jl,

9.

run
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MONTC1PAL OO-jaT. SEPT.
for drunkenness and disGeorge McMalling,
of three dollars and costa.
turbance, paid a fine
James McGlinchy, a young man, pleaded
faster in the streets than the
guilty to driving
law allows.
He
costs.

SOLDIERS’ REST.
List of men who hare passed through the
City and have stopped at the Soldier’s Best

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENING

PAPERS.

impatient

fashion

The entertainments of the Frencli fleet at
Portsmouth were going off very satisfactorily.
The weather is favorable for the harvest
prospects.
The ravages of the cattle disease continues
a fruitful theme of
speculation. Hospitals or
sanitrunus are to be established in London for
diseased cattle.
The weather continues unsettled, hut not
sufficiently so as materially to interfere with
»
securing the crops.
Satterwaite’s circular reports a fair amount
of business in American securities.
Up to the
arrival of the Asia the market was steady, but
on her report of lower
prices and higher exchange from New York, quotations gave way
1-2 per cent, but a new demand from the continent is springing up.
The market rallied
and closed strong at an improvement.
FRANCE.

The Paris Bourse was quiet and steady.—
Kentes 68f63.
The Moniteur points out the unfavorable
reception of the Gaston Convention in Germany, and remarks that the convention is at
variance with the principle of the Union of the
Duchies, as proclaimed by Austria and Prussia, but says that as the arrangement is provisional, it i,s necessary to wait before coming
to definite judgment

It is also stated that Signor Nostila, Minister of Public Instruction, will assume the Ministry of the Interior.
There was some disturbance at Bressia on
the 29th, in consequence of the callection of a
new property tax.
PORTUGAL.

The Ministers having been defeated in
the Cortes, they tendered their resignations,
which the King accepted, and commissioned
the Duke of SaJedina to call a new
ministry.
The vintage promises to be more abundant
than for several years.
CHINA.

The Times says a private merchant’s telegram from Shaughae July 29th, via Kiatcha,
although some days later than previous adviees, makes no mention of the fall of Pekin.

Exchange is quoted at
fractionally higher.

03 1-2.

Tea and silk

are

LONDON MONEY MABKJiT.
funds are very
but consols arc

The
quiet,
slightly higher. The discount demand
light; best bills 3,3-4 a 3 7-8.

is

Latest via Londonderry.
The following is a summary of the news forwarded per steamships City of New York and
Helvetia, now due at New York:
The Atlantic Telegraph Company,
having
issued a formal notice that they will not attempt to recover the lost cable this year, the
underwriters consider this equivalent to a total loss, and have settled insurances on the
cable.
A meeting of the holders of Confederate
cotton bonds has been called in London tor
Sept. 4th to consider their position, and, if
deemed expedient, to appoint a committee to
protect their rights and interest.
The Times publishes a letter from its late
Richmond correspondent, controverting the
charges against the Confederates of cruelty to
Federal prisoners.
Gen. Sir George Brown, of Crimean fame,
and Judge Halliburton, the author, are dead.
Queen Victoria has inaugurated the Prince
Albert statute at Coburg.
The cholera appears to be receding to the
parts from whence it came.
An official Board of Trade inquiry took place
at Liverpool into the burning of the
steamship
Glasgow. The result is not yet known.
It is stated that a French frigate has taken
possession, in the name of the French Government, of a valuable guano island in the
Pacific, about lat. 8.18, long. 15.40.
Signor Tanza, the Italian Minister of tiie
Interior, has resigned. The name of his successor has not yet transpired.
There is a vague rumor of the discovery of
a conspiracy at Berlin.
The Morning Post professes to give the articles of the recent Austro-Prussian Convention.
The most important one is that Austria undertakes, in effect, to repel the Duke of Augustenburg from Holstein on the slightest pretence. She also undertakes to cede Holsten to
Prussia for a pecuniary indemnity.
Prussia
is to propose to the German Diet to guarantee
to all the possessions of the Germans and

non-Germans

ot

Austria.

The Rigsraad has been opened to consider
the modification of the constitution.
liio Janeiro, Aug. 9.—The Emperor has advanced to St. Gabriel. The whole province of
Rio Grande has risen in his support.
All the National Guard of the
Emperor is
called out for active service.
Coffee 7400 and 7500; stock in port 90,000
bags. Exchange 28 1-4 a 23 1-2.
‘V

i——--

From New

Orleans, Texas and Mexico—Supposed Arrest of John 11. Surrat.
New York, Sept. 10.
New Orleans correspondence of the 2d inst.,
mentions the arrival at Houston of General
Sheridan and staff,, and where he was greeted
with a salute from the 4th Massachusetts battery. Sheridan was en route for San Antonio.
Custar, with three cavalry regiments passed
through Hemstead, 60 miles north of Houston
on the 25th ult., en route to Western Texas.
The Galveston Chamber of Commerce has

JFroin Mexico.

New York, Sept. 8.
Advices from the city of Mexico to the 18th
ult. say the French inhabitants celebrated Napoleon’s fete day on the 15th with enthusiasm,
the

Emperor participating.
The Emperor has issued a decree regulating
He reserves to himself
his diplomatic corps.
the right of appointing and dismissing all representatives to foreign nations, but they will

be under the immediate direction of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. A similar decree concerning consuls has been issued.
organized.
It appears that the Imperialist’s force sumO. N. Cutler has been appointed Treasury
moned the surrender of the town of Leongolia,,
at New Orleans, vice Flanders, removAgent
when the Juarist’s forces sallied out ftoin the
ed.
fort before the expiration of the armistice; but
It has been stated that all the French troops
Were beaten back by the Imperialists, who have been removed from the Rio
Grande and
then took possession of the town. The muni- native soldiers
put in then place.
authories
took
the
of
oath
cipal
allegiance.
All rebels have been ordered
Maximillian

by
proceed to San Luis 1‘otosi.
The Vicksburg Journal of the 29th, states
that a heavily ironed and strongly guarded
prisoner was lodged in jail there, supposed by

to

Washington Comttpvndenee.

York, Sept. 9.
The Herald’s Waskisgton dispatch says it
is reported that Kirby Smith has been ordered
to report to the War Department.
The World’s dispatch says there are on the
muster rolls 18,000 regulars, 90,000 colored
The numtroops, and 100,000 white troops.
ber, however, is being reduced every day.
New

Some

From

Werz.

New York, Sept. 0.
Commercial's Washington dispatch says

Jeff. Davis has been removed from the casemates of Fortress Monroe and placed in more
commodious quarters in the Fortress. This
change was effected on suggestion of his phy-

of cloths of the latest styles which he is ready
sician, who said his health was suffering.
Werz’s condition is such that should his trial
to make into garments for his customers.—
continue another month he will die.
more beautiful and subseen
we
have
Seldom
stantial goods than those arranged upon his
Another Fatal Bailroad Accident.
that Frost
counters. And everybody knows
New York, Sept. 0.
into
them
the
of
putting
understands the art
The Tribune reports that the Cleveland Exmost fashionable shape. Now Is the time to press train ran off the track near Narrowsburg
on
Thursday morning, for half a mile on the
prepare for fall and winter.
top of a high embankment, and finally collided
with the
Have we a Street Commissioner among
rocks, precipitating the baggage, express and three passenger cars upon each othus ?
If we liave, is it not high time he was
er, killing a man named Birch, but fortunately
“taking notes” of the condition of the westerly Injured but tew others.
part of Pearl street, which has been left in a
shameful state for more than two months,
From *»«, South.
rendering it unsafe for man or beast, especially
New York. Sept 9.
1 he Heralds New Orleans
for those who are .tender
correspondence
footed or crook’d
the recent incendiary fire at Selma AH
says
knee’d. Hope he will not wait to be notified
3U0 bales of cotton.
destroyed
a few more times.
Resident.
Gen. Canby has forbidden the Mayor of New
Orleans to interfere in the sale or lease
The Billiard Tournament.—The sev- wharves of that city, claiming them of the
as capenth i-eguiar game for the
championship of the tured property of the United States GovernState was played Thursday evening between ment
Messrs. Godfrey of Bangor and Smith of AuThe War in JVetc Zealand.
It was the same a3 the other
gusta.
New York, Sept 9.
games
played, caroms, 330 points up, and was won by
Advices from New Zealand, June 2Sth, say
that the natives are still in insurrection, inGodfrey by 65 points.
trenched in a strong position,-besieged by the
The eighth game was between Huff of AuBritish troops. It was reported that the rebels
and
of
Swasey this city, and was won by offered to
gusta
surrender, but the report is contraHuff by 46 points.
dicted.
..

Gen.

lion.
The stevedores and laborers at Savannah
had struck for two dollars per day, and a disturbance took place, but a few arrests prompt-

ly quelled it
From

The

Sew Orleans—Serious Fire.

steamers

New York, Sept 9.

Evening

Star

and

Fung

Shucy, from New Orleans, arrived late last
night. The former brought $350,000 in specie.
The Touro building, one of the finest structures in New Orleans, situated on the Levee
and occupied by Col. Ord's troops, was destroyed by fire on the night of the 1st inst.
Commissioner Conway has issued a circular
to freedmen and refugees desiring to lease
lands, and instiucting them how to make ap-

plications.

The restrictions upon the removal of cotton
have been removed.
Gen. Garrerd takes command at Mobile, vice

...

Smith.
Richmond Items.

__

#

Savannah—Important Order from

New York, Sept. 9.
The Savannah papers of the 5th says that
Gen. Steadman has issued an order that he
has been informed that firearms are distributed over the State in the hands of designing
men, and directs that all such arms be turned
over to the provost marshals within thirty
days. Alter that time the provost marshals
shall seize all they can find, and arrest the
parties having them. It appears that Gen.
Steadman’s information was of a most important character, shadowing forth another rebel-

Better Acnemuuodations for .Jeff. Barit.—
Precarious Condition of the Health of
The

to be John H. Surrat.

Steadnum.

The Vanderbilt will convoy the Monadnock
around Cape Horn to San Francisco.

,

In the Werz

Washington, Sept 9.
trial to-day a letter from Act-

General B. 1.

New York, Sept. 10.
The Richmond correspondent of the Herald
states that Governor Pierpont has appointed
E. D. Chambers as Judge of the Second District, comprising six counties and the city of
Petersburg, and James Marshall as Judge of
the Ninth District,
comprising nine counties.
It has been discovered in Richmond that
three persons who took the oath of allegiance
to the rebel government renounced all allegiance to the United States or
of the
any
* State
United States.

fne steam

Entertainments.

10.

teay

boat Thomas P. Orcntt,
owneS by the Weston Railroad Company, and
plymg between this city and West Albany, accidentally caught fire while laying at her
qock here this avening. Her upper works,
deck, etc., were
destroyed, and her engines
and
machinery must be badly damaged.

tinel that for every Yankee he shot he received thirty days furlough and three months extra wages.
John A. Marshall, of the 42d Hew York

regiment, testified that he knew of
died from the effects of dog bites.

a man

who

William M. Pable testified that while riding
saw a man in the stocks, who he
thought, would drown, as a heavy rain was
falling on his face. Witness held his umbrel-

out he

la over him for a

while,

aud then went to Capt.

Werz to express his apprehension. Werz said
■‘Let the d—d Yankee drown!” In a few
minutes thereafter, however, an officer wa.~
sent lroai Werz’s headquarters who took the
man out of the stocks.
W. W. Caudall of the 4th Ohio regiment,
testified as to a man being badly bitten in the
calves of his leg3 by the dogs, and was soon
thereafter fastened at each ankle by a ball and

in this position for
sevural weeks. Witness went to Werz and
pleaded for the release of the prisoner, but
werz said he could not do it.
His legs were
much swollen and putrified. The surgeon being appealed to, said he could not take off
The man
more than one chain, which he did.
finally died. Witness, as one of the detailed
sextons, helped to bury thirty or forty of the
Prisoners who had
men who had been shot.
money could procure food. Some of the visiting rebels said the grave-yard would make a
good vineyard—Yankee bones affording good
manure.
He was put into she, stocks for at-

cham, the man being, kept

to escape.
Had proceeded 160 miles
before he was apprehended by scouts as a rebel deserter.
William Van Bureu of the 2d Hew York

days

??•
oO.

could take care of more G—d d—d Yankees
than Lee at the front. Werz had threatened
to shoot witness.
Witness said among other
tilings that the prisoners were reduced to
skeletons, and would go to the sink and
up undigested particles of food. He mentioned several cases of shooting men. One of them
it was said by at least twenty, to have been
shot by Capt. Werz himself.

pick

From Washington,

Washington, Sept. 10.

The receipts from the Internal Revenue continue to be as large, if not larger, than was anticipated. The enormous sum of $243,331
was cobected by L. B. Field, collector of the
6th distr ict of New York, on Saturday.
Proposals for carrying the mails in North
and South Carolina from the 1st of January.
1866, have been printed in pamphlet form, and
a large number were sent out
yesterday to the
care of the Governors of the States and to
special agents of the Post Office Department
The PostMaster General has made contracts
for mail service from Cairo, via Mound City,
Caledonia, and other intermediate points to
Iuka, Miss., 308 miles, and back, three times
per week, by steamboat, at $5,000 per annum
for four years.
Also a contract for the conveyance of the mails from Albany, Ga., to
Monticello, Fla., and intermediate points, 80
miles, and back, three times per week. Additional post offices have also been opened in

Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia and Mississippi.

The War Department has granted the re
<|uest of Capt. Werz, that the Reverend Fathers Wheeler and Hamilton, be permitted to visit him to administer religious consolation.
•

WILL EXHIBIT AT

Wednesday

New Orleans dates of the 2d inst., says the
report of the prevalence of yellow fever at Galveston is denied on good authority.
A distinguished federal officer from Mexico,
states that the French troops have been relieved from the line of the Kio Grande and native

and

SILKS,

z'ournainent at Augusta.—Award of
Prizes.

Atjgttrta, Me., Sept. 9.
The billiard tournament for the championof
the
State, which has been in session
ship
during the week, terminated to-night, as fol-

1st prize, a gold cue, valued at $200, and
the championship, was won by Bobert Williams of Bangor.
2d prize, a silver cue, vahied at $100, was
won by E. Godfrey of Bangor.
8d prize, a silver gobler, valued at $50, was
wou by Charles E. Smith of Augusta. 1
Mr. Smith of Augusta has been challenged
by the winner of the golden cue to play him a
match game for $200 and the championship.
Vrmn Tennessee.

Nashville, Tenn., Sept.

10.

The Episcopal Convention has nominated
for bishops of Tennessee, Rev. Charles L.
Quintard, wlio for four years was chaplain of
the Rock City Guards, and afterwards of a
rebel regiment from this city. He was unanimously elected on the first ballot.
Some returned rebel soldiers on Wednesday
night burned |tlie Freedmen’s School at
Mr. Schulz, the teacher, was
Dechard,
obliged to fly fbr his life.
Gen. Johnson, commanding the Middle District of Tennessee, has taken
prompt measures
to suppress these and other lawless acts.
Tenn.

Treatment of

the

Andersonville

-ALSO,-

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO..

YOU

Culles’s

F10’H-J6oeipts8^87
10,200 bbls, iucludI’M* extr* State for first balfof September at
7 85.10f®
State and Western 5 @ 10c better but very
quiet
at the improvement.
Superfine State 7 00 (oj 1 55.
Extra do
sales

7 90 @ 8 00. Choice do 8 05
@ 8 15. Bound
Hoop Ohio 8 86 @ 9 20. Choice do 9 30 @ 11 00. Supern lie W estern 7 10 @ 7 65. Common to good extra
do 8 00 @ 850. Southern
580 bbls wiiya/j
steady;
to good at 9 50 @10 50.
Fancy and extra 10 60 @ 14 00.
Canada 5 (g) 10c better; sales 350 bbls common extra
at 8 0° @ 8 39. Extra good to choice 8 36
@ 11 00.
2 @ 3c better. Winter qniet and
nrm; sales 56,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 1 60 @
1 61}. Milwaukee Club 1 62 @ 1 ,65.
Amber Milwaukee 166. Amber State,
A*
new, 212.
Corn—sound is scarce and Arm. White unsound
is heavy and lower; sales
bushels.
Mixed
West75,000
ern Ole.
Do do unsound 80 @ 89c.
Oats—more active and a shade firmer; sales State
at 52} @ 55c. Western 58} @
57}c.
Beef—firm; sales 900 bbls. "Plain mess 8 00 (®
12 00
Extra piess 10 60 @ 14 50.
Pork—dull and heavy; sales 3660 bbls new mess at
32 00 @ 32 25, closing at 32 00 cash; old do 30 00 @
31 00.
Prime 24 00 @ 24 50.
Prime mess 28 25 (a

Wheat—Spring

Lard—firmer; sales 850 bbls
Butter—in demand; sales

Equestrian Gymnastic Celebrities,
PROF. HUTCHINSON’S

PBRFOBMXNO
TRAINED

@

with;
were

for which reasons Mr.
denied.

From

Yobk, Sept.

@ 32c.

sales E50 bbls Western at 2 24}

Rosin 6 @ 18c.
Oils—firm; Linseed 1 55 @ 1 60. Petroleum firm at
previous prices. Lard, Sperm and Whale nominal.
670,000 lbs at 14} @ 15c.

ThUow—s^es

to Liverpool—quiet
steamer }d.

ate

Maxim Mian.

9.

and firm.

Cotton

The American Illustrated Newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 51 Exchange Street.

Furniture!

LARGE

For details, see Mammoth Pictorial and
tive Sheets and other Advertisements.

ADMISSION

All

to

Assassin-

Zauracona, formerly

Minister of State; Romero Rubio and Gradariaga, ex-members of Congress, and M. Guz-

together with twenty-six

others were arrested and sent to San Juan de Ulloa for alleged conspiracy to kill Maximillian.
man,

From North

CENTS.

Iron Founders &

Descriptions

Green

lOO

A

PORTLAND.

Fail and Winter Dress Goods.
Also a large stock ol
Plain and Fancy Casslmeres,

CASH.

J.

J.

GILBERT,
St., (Munjoy Hill,>
Portland, Me.

Aug 2y—dtf

WILLIAM H.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

AT

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Sept.
morning the eastern wing of

9.

the
Early this
Good intent Cotton and Woolen Mills on
Market street, near 24th, was destroyed by
fire. Yates & Handles’ loss is $6,000, partially
insured. Loss of mill is $5000. The cause of
the fire was an accident.

LAW,

Patents.

of

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 2fi—dtl

Railway.

commence

his

Friday Evenings.

IF Tickets for sale at the Hall.
Those wishing to attend an advanced class are Invited to be present the drat
evening.
Mr. Gardiner will give private matruction in the
rudiments of Vocal Music, singly or in small classes.
Room 338 Congress Si.
sept4d2w

C. O.

West,

|

E.
90

August

PRIKDLE, Agent,

on

Free St.

The FALL TERM of this Institution will comSept. 4/A, 1865.
Classes for beginners and for advanced scholars in
French and German will be formed at the i-winnie.
of the Term.
A Claes In Book-Keeping and in Commercial Arithmetic, has already tfcen formed, for those who can
spare only evenings feom their business. A few more
can be admitted to this class.
9"? Villet qf ail opes and allainmtntt
will stall find the Academy, A Filter Class School
for the continued pursuit oi their studies.
A# Particular attention will be given to boys coming from the Public Schools.
The utmost endeavors of the Principal and ot his
Assistants will be used In order to make this School
worthy of public patronage.
Terms 310,00 per Term sf Tew Weeks.

mence

FILES, Principal,

U. 8. Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.
Commandant’s Office, Sept. 7, t?«l.
U. 8. Steamers “Dawn,” and “Montlcello,**
and the Schooner “T. A. Ward,” will be sold at

THE

Public Auction, on MONDAY,
o’clock M, at this Yard.

with two masts,
engine; diameter of
stroke ot piston, 30 Inches.
Registered dimensions per new tonnage law—
126.24 feet; breadth *8.57 feet; depth 9.61 feet.

cylinder,

PORTLAND.

00

/

Poet OMce

Address,

E

M

a

V

A

L

W.

N.

Medical
Has

"9R- above stock is

!

gauge at a trilling expense.
Sales to commence at lb A. >1.

Terms: Cash in Government fund*.
H. L. ROBINSON.
Brevet Colonel and A. c*. M.
July29dtd

he would respectfully announce < to the
cilisens of Portland and. vicinity, that he hat
permanently located in thin city. During the twc
y«u» we have been in this oity, we havscored some

United States Miiatary Railroads,
Office of Assistant Quarter.*aster,
Washington, D. C'., At guMl 11. ’bB.8.
win be sold at CITY POINT, VA.. >n WEDNESDAY, October 11, at U •’deek A. -V.. About lour
thousand (4,000) toon Railroad Iron.

OF

PORTLAND.

of the Bonk will be increased in the
THE Capital
of One Hundred and Ffty Thousand Dol-

SALE.

Fitzgerald

&

Hodsdon,

Nos. 148 and 150 Middle St.,
Offer for sale

THEIR

ENTIRE

Girin* Lease

of

Bnlldin*

($150,000).
Subscriptions will be received only from present
stockholders until October 1st, next.
Interest will be paid until January 1st, 1366, when
the new stock

lars

will rank with the ola.

Twenty-five per cent, must be paid in at the date
of the subscription, and the balance must be completed before January next.
WM. EDW. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Sept. 3th, 1665.
septOedlm

STOCK!
for

a

term

To

of

V'car «»•
chance for an active business man.—
The store is well established^ and doing the largest
trade of any house in our line in the State.
If acceptable to the purchasers, we will rent the
upper part for the purpose of manufacturing.
tSept 8—d3t

T.

U

Collector*8

From

this date.

OF

FIVE

PER

CENT.

will be allowed. If not paid within four months a
Summons to be issued and I ate rest charged,
commencing 60 days from the date of Tax Bills. Ii
not paid in TEN DAYS after such
Summons, a
Warrant to be issued according to law.

HENRY
_

Portland, Sept. 1, im.

Deering,

P.

LORD,

Treasurer and Collector.

sep*d2w

Change of

Fop Peak’s

ol

Ang

THE

CH. L. ROBINSON,

Brer. Col. and A. Q. M.,
U. S. Military Railroad*.

the acchmbwts of mature liie
ace obviated and an

August 16—dto oet 10

LAD11I
Who have cold hands and fret; weak stomachs, lan e
and weak backs; nervou-'jfaml sick headache: dizz
ness and swimmiim in
thefhead, with indigestion ai d
constipation of theDoweM pain in the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); ruling of the womb with Interual cancers; turnon
and aU that long
train of diseases will find polypus,
In Electricity a sure meant
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profile#1
menstruation, and all of those long line of tronbl. s
with young ladies,
Electricity is a certain specie,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH I TEETH l TEETH S
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electbicity without pain. Persons
having detayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a poUte invitatio n to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sa'e
ior fiunily use, with
thorough inatr vtions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew
patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
to 6 F. M., and 7 to 2 hi the
evening. •
Consultation free.
novltl

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.
United State* of America, (
Dirtrict of Maine, st.
j
to vend. expo, to me
directed, Irom
the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge of the United StaleDistrict Court within and for the District of Maine, I
shaU expose and sell at public auction, to the highest
bidder therefor, the following
properly and merchandtxe, at the time and place within said District, as
follows, via:
At the Custom House Building, cn Fore rtreet,
tn Portland, on Wednesday, the thirteenth day ot
September next, at 11 o’clock A. M.

PUSSUAirr

Six Cases of Friction Matches.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
States in the District Court and tor Bald District, and
ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed ot according to law.
Dated at Portland this thirtieth day
A. D. 1866.

of.August,

Aug

CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

30—dl8d

FRANKLIN FAMILY SCHOOL
FOR BOYS,

CITY OP PORTLAND.

Top* ham, Maiu.

Home School for Boys, L ocation healthy,
easily accessible. The Fan Term will commence
September 20th. For circular. *c.f address the PrinWABBfiN JOHNSON, A. if.
cipal,
August 31. d3w*

ACJOOD

Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new Streets, in
pursuance of
an order of the
on the 4th day
Council,
of
will meet for sakl purpose on Thursday, the
14th
of Sept., at
half-past two o'clock in the afternoon, at the terminus of Henry Street, the place ot
beginning, and then and there proceed to view and
out said new Street.
All persons interested will
take notice and govern themselves accordingly.
Given under our hands this sixth day oi September, A. D. 1860.

”

passed

City

Sept.,

day

Miu I. G. PRINCE, Principal.
Seventh Tear of this Boarding and Day
School for Young Ladies, will commence on
THURSDAY, Sept. 21st.
For Terms, dfce., apply to the Principal, No. B2
Free St.
sept2 dAurSw

THE

PROSECUTE CLAIMS AGAINST STATE
AND UNITED STATES.
dtf
September 6,1866.

UflLL

rare

the Sick in

lay

Apply

GOOD

SECOND-HAND STEAM ENGINE,
30 Ilorjw Power, 111 Inch cylinder, 18 Inch
in
good order.

Apply to
LYNCH,

BAHEEB & CO,,
139 Commercial Street,
Or, JAS. WOOD, Lewtiton.
sep8d3w
suits of Rooms, furnished or unfurnished, with board, in the first class house 77
Free St. Charges moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.

Notice.
-,*c

tilled

[Portland Steam Packet Oo.,

SIX TRIPS PER WEEK, as will
appear
by tbeir advertisement lor Summer ArrannemVnt
“d Boston °“

wffl make

«

^u«k.tland

*~&S3SZ

U

Agent.

August r—d2m

To

their rooms, Morton Block.
For particulars Inquire at No. 18

Rss^Lsa%s5ffl
SCPfe^s;
CARTRIDGES—all sizes, FLASKS,

POUCHES.
GAME BAGS, FISHING TACKLE, and a getieral assortment of SPORTING GOODS, at
42

EXOHANGB
G.
Aug29—d3wis

ST.
L.

4a.

BAILEY.

Streets.
]
7—did__

Copartnership Notice.
have this day formed

undersigned
THE
nership under the
ELLIOT

_

Brown mi.

Boots,

name

&

and

style of

a

copart-

McCALLAR,

Nhoos

and

Itubiters.

w? hoP*

to see all our friends, the old friends ot
Mr. Small, and the public generally,
feeling conUdent
ire can give satisfaction In goods and prices.
M. F. ELLIOT,
D. C. McCALLAB.

MISS H. !>■ BOBBINS
School for Masters and Missas
VV MONDAY, Sept 4th, at 28 High St. For particulars inquire at 36 Franklin St.
August 30—d3w*
a

Co.*a Mxpr&aa

a^at Andrews, I.
Woodstock, Houlton. Presque Isle, and all parts
oi Aroostook and upper New Brunswick.
every MONDAY andTHUBiTOAY
MOBNINQ. at 7 oclock; leaves Portland same
days

FSMoB?!f£aTT,™icPorS?,,d

Aug 34—djkwlin

tn

Maine Mutual Fire Inmrance Co.
notified that the

Annual
hereby
Meeting of said Company, for the choice of DiMEMBERS
year, and the transaction
rectors for the
are

ensnlng

of

any other business legally before them, will tie held
at the office of the Company, in Gorham, on WVdnesdog. the Zfth Inst., at ten o’clock A. M.

ectorswlll belidd

S*4®”

To Whom it

change jstreet, Portland?

Proprietors.

Tuesday,

A—

Office, BCongreaa Square, Bouton, and 8* Ex-

*'sa DAVI?| }

on

JOHN A. WATEBT
Gorham, Sept. 5,1868.

a,

May Concern.

at o o cioca jr. m.

Sept 3—dim

ftnt
out

_

Tobin

Sportsmen.

ratj
Ncw

to

The Misses Sfpnonda

open

commute on

i
f

YEATON & HALE,

Sept 1 —d2w

1

Sep*

111 Comm ercial St.

aug31d2w

The public are hei t»y
that the Boats ol the

Peat Office.

*

THIS BRIG ISABELLA
and
200 tons—ten
years old—well found
good condition for a voyage.

,in
_..

HARRIS’,

CONL.t '.XS

Fop Sate.

ME.

Special Steamboat

at

price"

Teacher of Music,
PORTLAND,

Portland,

McLELEAN,)

O. F. FOSTER,
E. PHINNEY,
W. G. SOULE,
J. BRADFORD.
A. GIDDINGS.

Newt on

:sr< Jures in most cases instantaneous.
A cordial invitation to all who are not able to nav.
“Without money and without
Nomwlielne fa given and no pain caused, but 10
u
lief
from pain, from any Sickness or cause, certain in
moments.
tew
a
|j
augllti

MISS F. E. PEIVDT E,

sep6dlm

It.

VV HALL, Clapp’s Block, daily for four ueuks
ginning TUFfsiiAt, August 22d, *t9 “loch

RESIDENCE, 59 BRACKET 8T«,

Steam Engine for Sale.

dlw*

Law,

WILL

fall stylf

PLEASANT

at

LIMERICK, MAINE.

!

GET THE

Board.

do.
iramed.
do.,
Fourteen (14) Flats
About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad Iron.
Sales to tSfcmence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
Vf., and to continue from day to day until all are
■old.
Terms: Cash, in Government funds.

presented; the calamities of old
active circulation maintained.

Hi"- -T.

BURBANK,

Attorney and Counsellor

1‘OKTI.AND.

the

sep5d3w

m

gauge.

JACOB

OF A NEW HAT

Opposite

this

is

J. W, OWEN,
JOSBPH F. DONNING.

GENTLEMEN

AT

OWEl/ & DUNNING,

Portland, Aug- 30, 1866.

October

r>

dav dissolved by mutual consent. J, W. Owen
hie Interest to Joseph F. Banning, who is
authorized to settle a'l debts due to or trom tne firm.

Sept 7—dtf

»ept3d2w

ol

obliterated;

are

FBjOVY,

on

Sixty

bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed: faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ci

“Home Institute

haying sold

Agents tot EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES tor
State or Maine.

CAN

PER DAY, until further

30—tf

partnership

By Electricity

Cushing’s Islands,

Dissolution.

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

WANT

after Friday, Sept.
and fine steamer

new

Leaves Burnham's Wharf for Peak's and Cushing’s Islands, at 10 A. M.. and 2.30 P. M.
Returning, leaves Cushing's Island, touching at
Peaks, at 11.15 A. M., and 5 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 25 cts; Children 15 cts.

H. H.

and Dealers in

Middle 8t

and

will make but TWO TRIPS
notice.

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
Manufacturers

Time.

GAZELLE,

Successors to G. L. Storer $ Co.,

Furnishing Goods

TOBACCO,

300 BARRELS FLOUR—Different Grades,
Buckwheat Flour, Beans, Ac.
Sept 9—dlw

Milliken & Co.,

And Gents'

CO.,

ROSIN,

1 TON VIRGINIA

On and

DAYS

Sc

300 BARRELS OF PITCH,

1st, the

Assessors ol the City of Portland having comrpHE
X mitted to me, with a Warrant tor the collection ot
the same, the TAX LIST for the year 1866, notice is
hereby given that by an Ordinance of the City,v on all
Taxes paid within

DISCOUNT

RIOE

Notice !

S I 2C T IT

House (if

63 Commercial Si.,

BARRELS OF

1QOO

e~!~

s a e

S.

■Vo.

1865!

FOR

r

At the Commission

a rare

TAXES

8J in.

The Rheumatic. the
gouty, the lame and the
leap with joy, and move with the agility and electricity ol youth; the heated graid ia cooled; the frost-

youth

PORTSMOUTH, VA.,

About two hundred and thirty (330) Platform do., 4
feet til in. gauge.
About thirty (30) Stock do., 4 feet til In. gauge.
Twenty (20) Passenger do., 4 leet 8j in gauge.
One (11 Wrecking do., 4 feet 81 in. gauge.
Two (3) new Trucks.

complaints.

The First National Bank
sum

FOR

At

13, at 12 M:
Fire (8) tint class Locomotive Engine*.
About (60) Freight Can and one (1> Passenger Car.
At NORFOLK, VA., October 13, at r> i *1..
One new Locomotive Enginr, 5 loot gaum.'
At ALEXANDRIA, VA.,ou TUESDAY, Oclot er
17th!
Fifty (90) flrst-filEits Locomotive Engines, 4 let
-4
Inch gauge.
new
Platform
live
loet
Eighteen (18)
Cars,
gauge.
Twenty-live (29) new Box Cars, live i6).oot gauge.
About three hundred and ttfty (380) Box Cars, I icct

palsy

—OF—

of government cars, enAND RAILROAD IRON.

sale

Large
gines,

limited State. Hotel,

’whet

Exchange St.
J’O^L.VAD

est

Engines are five foot gauge, live loot drivers,
cylinders 16x^0 inches. They can bo ahunge 1 to

narrow

DEMING,

Electrician
Ike

all new, and ol the very

quality.
The

removed hie office from Dttpp’t Block to
H4 MIDDLE STHEET,

Nmurly Oppedic

of

September 20, at Kennel! Square,
near Philadelphia,
jy Frcigl;
Penn., Fifty 'V*
Cars, lour feet eight-and-a-ha]f-incl> ga 'gt.
On WEDNESDAY, September >7. hi A linn.igton, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freigui Cr; *, ve loot

and

DR.

steamer, with two

Assistant Qua&tekmastkii, i
Washington, D. C., July 20, lb6fc. j
AUCTION SALr. OF ROLLING STOCK.
W1U be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to .he highest
bidder, the following rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 18. at the Portland €#.’*
Shop in Portland, Maine, Slxi6) Locomo. vi i.ngiuc
On THURSDAY, September 21, at Hinkley &
Williams’ Shop in Boston, Mass., Four (4> J ocorn

Circular.

O

screw

MILITARY RA1LUOA OS.

STATES

■JJNITED
Officu

Box 108.

N. B.—Please send for
Aug 21—dtf

a

Sept 8—eod2w*sept23

the form of nervous Or sick headache;
neuralgia ii,
the head, neck, or extremities;
consumption
in the acute stages or where the
lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hit
diseases, Whitt swellings, spinal diseases, ctlrvattm
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance,
deafness, stain
rnering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we curt
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictarea of the chest, and all ffirms of female

House

Sept 8—dtf

a screw steamer,
one vertical

inches;

masts, schooner rigged; one vertical engine; diameter ot cylinder, 40 inches; stroke of piston 42 incites.
Registered dimensions per new tonnage lawlength 173.30 feet; breadth, 27.80 feet; depth 17.30
feet.
The schooner “T. A. Ward,” Is of the following
registered dimensions per new tonnage law —length
113.35 leet; breadth 28.16 feet; depth 9.50 feet
Each ot the vessels is well lound, and will be sold
as she now stands, with rigging, sails, boats, cables,
anchors, furniture, Ac.
An inventory of the articles to be sold with each
vessel can be seen at this Navy Yard, and will be exhibited on the nay of sale.
Five per centum of rhe purchase money must : e
on the day of sale, an
me remainder betore the
u
ire...ei Is removed from the Navy Yard, which must
bo done within six days after the date of sale.
T. BAILEY, Commandant.

trted other forms of treatment in
vain, and citrine
patients in so short a time that the qoeition ta
asked, do they stay cored? To answer this questfoi
ws will say that all that do not
stay cured, we wfii
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has teen a practical Electrician Car
twentyone years, and is alsu a
regular graduated phy vician.
Electricity is perfectly amp ted to abrooic diseases In

JEWELRYfl
^beap

^

No. 63 Commercial St.

48

length

WHERE

Exchange Street,

J dressers^

the Best Advantage,

CO.,

la

schooner-rig.ed;

„ito?

|i

U. T. S. RICE &

“Dawn,”

The

Sept. 20, 1860, at 12

live Engines.
On MONDAY,

HANOVER STREET.

28

Agt.,Bangor.

10—dflrn

FILES,

At the head of Green St; Entrance

Office,

83P* Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
| WM. PIjOWEBS.
276 Broadway, NewYork.
Eastern

PAS.

ACADEMY I

SUCCESSOR TO J. H. HANSON.

90 Exchange Street.

HUDSON,

Commission

Quartermaster's Office, TJ. S. A.,

the property ol the United States.
Terms—Cash, Government funds.
HENRY INMAN.
C'apt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.
Sept. 9—dtd

Fall Term

3,00

Tuesday and

Auctioneer,

Street.

PORTLAND, MAINE,
September 8th, 1866.
DY authority from theWar Department, 1 shad sell
13 at Public Auction, at the Government Stables,
Cumberland H use, Green Street, at 10 o’clock A.
M., on SATURDAY, Sept. 16th, 1866,
Flfteta (1ft) Serviceable Harare,

School!

GARDINER will

PATTEN,

Exehasge

Household Furniture at Auction.

Assistant

PORTLAND, MAINE.

B

General Western Ticket

Should apply to the

Sept.

No.

M.

the Auctioneer.
dtf

on

AN Friday, Sept. 15th, at 10 A. M., on the premiV/ sea, 31 India St., Beds, Bed dug. Bedsteads.
Chairs, Tables, Bureaus, sola, Stoves, Che.a and
Glass Ware, Refrigerator, Lamps, Kitchen Furniture, &c.
Sept 9—dtd

of the wonrt ffirms of disease in
persons who have

Bought or Sold to

A

OSGOOD,-

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

C. O.

APPLT TO THE

MERCHANDISE

stroke,

sirable locations in our dty.
For particulars and terms call
Portland, Sept. 6, 1866.

Auction Sale of Government Hones.

SCHOOL MOOM, UNION HALL,

Broadcloths, Linen Goods, Flannels, Ac,
To all of which 1 would respectfully Invite the attenof purchasers, as they will be sold “CHEAP for

WISHING

B8 mid 60

Portland.

sepMeodSw

O. H.

Lot

>

at

and other

PARTIES

This is

Congress St,

Gentlemen,

Street,

large assortment olTUibeta

G-rand Trunk

r^r- Every endeavor will be made to establish and
retain this as a First Class House.
We invite
your patronage.

Block,

at

.r.

/"YN Thursday, September 14th, at 3 oclock P. M..
V/ on the premises, congress Street, opposite the
residence of Jbbeu S eele, i^q., wib be sola tne oi the
most valuable
building lots that has teen ottered by public sale this sea. on. Th.s lot has a ircnf oi
about 68 feet by b2 in
uepi.li, running to a common
passage way in the rear of 16 teet in width, leaning
into congress ana Pine streets. This is in clohe
proximity to Congress Square, and ccmmandsa Lne
view of the adjacent country,
and, wl h a neighborhood that cannot be excclleu, oners to one seeking lor
a delightful spot for a
residence, one of the most de-

The “Monticeilo” ia

Which they offer at the

&

Clapp's

Room Xo. 3.

JUST RECEIVED. ! PORTLAND

No. 105 Middle

Prices?

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 11 Exchange

Valuable Building

re-

at Congress Hall, Clapp’s Block on TUESDAY
EVENING, September 19th, at 71 o’clock.
Terms, Twenty-four Lessons,
Lwdies,
33,00

South End

Lix'nitLire !

BURROUGHS

No. 11

Singing

CO.,

Por Tickets to all points West A South

Lowest Possible Cash

Aug 31—dtd

EDW’D M.

com-

Machinists,

oj Deering's Bridge,
Aug 17—<ltl

town, is prepared to

the

Either at the residence of pupils

MR.

L. B. GRAHAM &

on

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, silver and Vulcanite ban. AU operations warranted to cive .atireaction.
augU’eBeodts&wly

Sept 15—dtit&wlt

NVOIGES

-OF-

IN

Carolina.

New York, Sept. 10.
The Wilmington, North Carolina, Herald
notices the arrival there of Gen. Meade and
staff, who were serenaded by the band on the
2d Massachusetts.
The l>alance of the 2d Massachusetts artillery, CoL Frank Iiee, were mustered out of
service, at Wilmington, on the 4th inst», and
left for home on the fith.
Maj. Gen. Crook and staff have arrived at
Wilmington, and will soon take command, vice
Gen. Ames.
.Fire *n

FIFTY

fcgolicitor

and Varieties

eac*.
Them. lot. are on the new
Hoad from me County Hoad near
Tukey’s Bridge to
tlM iron Works, and in the
vicinity ol the lmpr lament, oi the gieat PreiumpMjot Laud and WaterPower Company’s Works. They are near too city—
beautiftilly located—desirable lor investment, and
must auvance rapidly as the wuilu at the L. & W.
Power Company advance. They are only had a mile
E'or d, scrip lion, puui, and
Horn Tukey s Bridge.
particulars, please call on
HeNHY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

19

PIANO-FORTE,

Descrip-

Children 25 Cents.
Doors open at 2 and 7 o’clock.
Performances
mence at 2$ and 8 P. M.

Receiving

I

HAVINGlepson*

is abuut to

Wednesday, Sep*. 13th at 3 o’clock P >t., on
prcmkie., w„ .hull mil at auction TEN V ALHOUSE LO’18, containing ft in a. out 16
thousand fee.

rVS

STEPHEX A. EMERY,
returned to

GYMNASTIC MIRACLE of AERONAUTIC-OSCILLATION, or Flying in the Air, near the immense
Pavillion, at 1 o’clock, P. M.

The

Constantly

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION I

One of the prominent features of this Colossal Circus will be the GRAND FREE EXHIBITION of the

Furniture!

undersigned would respectfully
announce to the citizens of Portland and
vicinity that they are

YOUR

sume

-Vo. 33 St. Lairrenre

JOBBEB8

New York, Sept. 10.
The Sunday Mercury says private letters
from the city of Mexico, dated the 28th ult.,
states that the city is under the most tyrannic form of martial law.
On the 24th ult, M.

Mules!

owner

Valuable House Lots at Auction.

EDWARD

The ENTIRE CAVALCADE oi this Gigantic Comon the Morning of the Exhibition, will afford
the public a gratuitous view of its unparalleled magnificence and its‘unequaled resources.

110.

Freights

Comic

the

positive, as

HENRY BA [LEY & CO., Auct’rs.

AT AUCTIONt

GET

CLA.2ST

on

Sale

*». 6dtd

BOSTON.

Dutton-Holes made to order: Toucan buy
a Button-Hole
Machine; Also the Weed, Howe,
Florence, Shaw & Clark’s, and all the
First Class Sewing-Machines.
Cotton, Twist, Oil, Needles, and all kinds of Mschine Trimming*. New Machine* exchanged for old.
Machine# repaired and to let, ai the lowest price*.
No. Vtti Middle Street, op one flight of Stair*
W. S. uYER, Agent.
Sept 4—eod lm

I»orilesl

bination

No.

Sugars—active and firm; sales 1334 hhds. Porto
Rico I5jc.
Muscovade 12} @ 13}c.
Havana, 1100
boxes at 13}c.
Coffee—quiet and steady.
Molasses—steady; sales 700 hhds Trinidad at 35c.
Naval Stores—quiet; Spirits Turpentine 1 00 @

Stephens’ requests

Mexico—Arrests for Intent

Stone’s

Den

HORSES,

Trlelt

Consolidated in ONE KXHIBITION for One Prict
of Admission for the Season of 1866.

25, chiefly at 2 25.
Rice—dullT

per

»nd

Uaiudng

IDO OS,

Successors to Dodge & True.

at 20* @ 26}.
of Ohio at 22

40c.

Whiskey—firm;
2

Galaxyiof

k

28 62}.

State 32

Indians l

Brilliant

A

ofAmer£aa

bbls;

Troupe of

Iroquois

Breadstufls—The market is quiet and steady.—
Wneaf dull at nominally Tuesday’s prices, to effect
sales lower ratis must be
accepted. Flour dull and
a shade lower.
Indian Corn steady; sellers do not
*n(* buyers do not meet their
8*v®
views; mixed
30s 3d & 30 6d.
Provisions—The market is steady.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Sept. 1.-Consols
closed at 89$ @ 90 for money.

A

New

18 and 14 Franklla Street,

CIRCUS CO.'BINATION!

New Xork^Marketn.
New Yobk, Sept. ».
:
totton-ttrm; mien 1500 bales Middling Uplands at

FEATH-

fail Stock of Straw and Felt Good.,
adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and
for
aale at the lowest market price* to dealers only,
by

—

AMEmCAS SECURITiE8-U.S.6-20s68*^69.
Erie Shares 58 @ 53$.

family.

Wave the city.

A

Liverpool, September 1.—Cotton The market
has been buoyant with an advance of
$d for American
and 4 g $d for other
descriptions. The sales of the
week have been
109,000 bales, including 15,500 to
speculators and 26,500 to exporters. The following
are the authorized
quotations: Middling Orleans
182d ; Mobile and Texas 18$. The sales to-day (Fri
day) have been 10,000 bales. The market closed steady.
** 312,000 bale8, including 30,00o

Pris-

The Post says it has been informed that
Alexander H„ Stephens on two occasions made
an appeal directly to Jeff. Davis for leave to
examine into Andersonville Prison, and for
authority to remedy the abuses which existed.
He represented to Davis the wrongs and,crueltie3 committed there; hut received for a reply,
that the officers in command were capable and
trustworthy men, and should not be interfered

SATINS, VELVET,

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,
DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Sept 4—d3m

Illinois Central Shares W.

“•All

?? 37

Black English Crapes,

THE STONE <t BOSSTON

bales

o’clock P. M„ on the
snug little one and a
Lafayette street—now occupied
by Mr. Dale, it is a snug little house, In very guo<i
order and repair; good cellar and water—with a lot
•bout 32 feet by ioo. It is a good neighuorhoou—with
a pleasant and
commanding view, and desirable tor a

premises,

half story house

RIBBONS l
Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

timer at 2b 6d for refined.
Latest by Telegraph to Londonderry.

change.

Baron De Bruan has been dismissed for his
insulting letter to General Browner.
No Confederate officer had yet been received into the service of the Empire.
The Memphis cotton market is more active.
Sales at 89 and 4l.

ONLY!

House and Lot at Auction.
Tueeday, Se t 19, at 3
nN
we shall sell a
yj

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

quiet but closing tinner. Corn
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Aug. 31.
The market is tirm.
Gordon, Bruce & Co. and others
report Beef steady. Pork advanced 2s 6J and tends
upward. Bacon buoyant. Laid firm at 84s a 85*.
e *tnd still
advancing.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Aug. 30.—
Ashes sales small.
firm. Coffee firm. Rice
Sugars
tirm. Rosin dull. Spirits Turpentine nominal.—
Petroleum

soldiers substituted.
The proposition of the Ereucb troops to give
and take offense is assigned as the cause of the

The

DAYS

of

Colored Corded Edge

Black, and

SW steady. Richards m, Spence A
Wakefield, Nash & Co. report Flour quiet

m

Caiuo. Ill, Sept. 11.

Billiard

Thursday,

AIM. 1865.

Sept 8—d3m

Jtio Grande.

Comprising a fall Stock

Afternoon and Evening.
CORNER OF GREEN AND PORTLAND STS.

No. 4 Free Street Block.
From the

end

POSITIVELY TWO

(.

master at Newport News, and was the body
of his step-father, Nathan Childs, who died
there a month ago. The was a box Of tools
shipped at the same time, and the address of
the two boxes got changed, thereby sending
the corpse to the wrong party and the tools to
the bereaved friends.
Theodore Sneyder, lately dischraged from the
3d Penn, artillery, was arrested last night
charged with theft and th estolen property recovered.
A barge loaded with forage drifted on Hampton flats last night and sunk, having come in
contact with an old wreck.

and

Sept. 20th

Auction Sales.

NEW FALL GOODS!

PORTLAND,

67,0<i0

From Fortress Monroe,

Fortress Monroe, Sept. 8.
The amount of telegraphic business being
transmitted over the lines between this place
and Baltimore is very light, not occupying
much more than a quarter of the time. Inside of the usual business hours it is a matter
of surprise that telegraph facilities are not extended to the press under the circumstances.
The mystery in regard to the corpse shipped
to Webster, Mass., on the 25th ult., is solved.
It was shipped by Lieut. Robinson, a Quarter-

EXHIBITION (IE 865,

LEVIATHAN

easterat^tis

tempting

cavalry, testified as to,blanfiet3 and pants from
the Sanitary Commission
having been appropriated by the rebels. Werz said to h'm he

»ere

_Miscellaneous.

T H E

ing Adjutant and Inspector
Chandler; ta “Assistant Adjutant Inspector
/General Colonel K. H. CJlilton, lauds the administration of Caut Werz, for his untiring
energy and general competency, and suggests
the removal of Brigadier General Winder and
the substitution of a man of good judgment
and humanity. Colonel Chandler was then
Natal.
sworn.. Ha had no retractions to make ofanyFarther Point, Sept. 10.
his
conversations
in
had
He
report.
thing
i
Majesty’s ship Himalaya passed here at
with Winder abput the bad condition of the 11 o clock
this forenoon.
to let
better
Winder
taid
he
it
would
prison.
half die, so they could take care of the remainI
der. Winder had told other people so.
Commercial.
Per Steamship Hibernian off Farther Point.
At the afternoon session John Pasque, of
in
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Auj, 31,-The
the naval service, testified to a man dying
and has advanced J <4 yl, but
the chain-gang. He was told by a rebel sen“ffj*buoyant
cloned
more quiet. The sales tor 4

lows:—

__

ferry Boat Burned*
Albany, X. T., Sept.

THE TBIAI< OE WEEZ.

wth
bert

policy.

*

** °>to office “at‘ he
‘“’l?"®
who conalitera ho "pat the

man

y

«ep»-3t»

_Poetry.

Railroads.

A

GEOBOE

BY

K seekers after truth are disposed to examine into
facts and figures, they cati easily satis/y themselves
that the

I

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Oo., of New

and slow

Is not THE Safest !
1st—“Because to net Assets (4* Ml) exceed those
ot any other Lite Ins. Co. In the United States.”
2.1—“Because It Is («*) paying hack to to members larger Dividends, and more of them, than any
other CO. in the United States,” as is alleged by to

and wrong:

»jj

an a

n.
But song

never tell
How much 11 mg to hear
One voice, that luce the echo of

Agent.
Iff- ••Comparisons will confirm these facts."
On theSist December, 1864, as appearsbythe Commissioners itoport, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW YORK, had assets {all cash)
• 12,449,204 OO
The Benefit Co. had
(gross assets) 1,134,190 OO
$5,042,037 00 only, being Gash Assets; the balance
being In Premium Notes, with an outstanding liability in Policies hr force of $55,037,384 00, or nearly as
large as that ol the Mutual Lite CO.

can

Unconscious, low, dhd clear,
Falls, as af >retim 3 an jel-voieee

bell,

silver

a

tell
On Saint wbci lia*s ear:
And it will come again,
And I shad bear it, when
C-.^bedroaLi/samour bae forgets his song,
And frost / autumn crimsons lull and dell :
I s.iall not murmur,
then,
This summer is too
long!”
__

4

m.

The expenses of the Benefit Co. In 1864 were,

The trellised grapes shall purple he,
;i,

,,,

00

$1,715,875 00
its Cash receipts were only
'he Cash Receipts of the Mutual Life Oo. being

nlle

•2,826,801

Life Co. which does not lncease
the mine ratio as It Liability, cannot

Any

and in its sunshine 1

OO

$256,106

and to expenses only

00

its Assets in
be considered

the- safest.
The Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends much

Meanwhile, I wander up and down
noisy town

less.
For

The

Instance, at the age of 36, lor $1000, on the 10
plan, with the Benefit Co. U will cost *9T 81
The kind, caressing tone,
while with the Mutual Life Co. only
891 61
The gentle eyes
being $6 20 less, whir the same difference ol Rate as
In whose soft depths so much of loving Heap
*- .1
*. is
to other ages.
And lonely in the throng....
Each jostling, bustling, grasping for his own....
"fhe Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
The weary words arise,
been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
“This summer is too long!”
.dr* * <
•aid, while thOMVM the Benefit Co. hate never, been
•
y.
were than 50 per cent.
The Policies of the Mutual
Life Co. are constantly increasing In amount, and
Haste, happy hours_
Fade, tardy, lingering flowers!
always have a Cash value on surrender.
While
Your fragrance has departed, long ago;
those jof the Benefit Or. do not Increase, and have no
I yearn for cold winds, whistllngjthrough the ruined
sih li Value, unlese tbe premiums are paid up In cash.
*
I*
bowers,
1 X <<«n
J Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
•? 1/ » * 51
it
For winter’s snow,
We regrettho necessity for thus showing the lalsity
If with them, she
of the statefimnu pat iorth by our neighbors; hut if
May come to teach my heart a cheerier song,
they Still persist In thus deceiving the public, ore can
And lovingly
rnrhish other (actB of the “same sort.”
Make me forget all weariness and severance and
There are MAST REASONS for insuring with
wrong,
Whisp ring close and low,
THE GBEAT
“Here are we still together, Love, although
The summer was so long!”
Tkiutual Life Insurance Company
Alone:

I miss

year

the lithe form from my side,

1

New

Of

maTne

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
raTTunnimn
To COMMENCE MONDAY, June

TAW^HcTctsW;
Portland Harbor, Mo.

OT

central railroad.

York,

26M

Trains leave Portland Grand
TriBiK JUUJun, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 UO A.
M., and 1.25 P. M.
p M.
Fur Hangar and intermediate Stations at I.S..
at 6 20 A. d
Returning—Leave Lewiston
7 JO
at
Wave
BangO!
rive in Portland at 8 30 A M.

WWWlSM

t*1
{on1113
CUBHlKQ a
I _[
t*o
sun a

..

Pielers in

he did not possess some relics of the battle, and he had invariably and honestly answered in the negative.
He i> as very poor, and one day while lamenting to a neighbor, not only his poverty but the
annoyance to which travellers subjected him,
his friend cut him short with—
“Well, make one help the other.
Make
■'
some relics.”
“But what can I do?" inquired the poor

$3,600,000.

pl^s

man.

“Tell them that Napoleon or
Wellington
entered your shop during the battle, and sat
on that chair.”

Not long after

the

tavern,

Dividends are now declared Annually and, may be
applied In payment of Premiums, or to augment the

insurance as here tofore.
To those Who prefer the Tea
no other Company presents such

giwts

The Policies are Wan-Forfeitable in the true
sense ot the term, and can ahva vs be
drs)>osed of to
the
for their equitable value la Cash.
Man\ Policies taken out at this Agencv have Increased more than Fifty yer cent, of the snm
erilpTially (paired, as numbers of our best citizens

Company

can

and

The* next

comer was

^a^haTO"*'"*6"
f’

Remedy

} j

»

at prnitipgl StiltII
sta.r. s connect ivo tl trains
<lo.i
)v iwiw
for most of the lOWnsnorth and east of this tfho
Oatiy
M. MORSE,

jOE

**%.'-

Waturville. Junea

DYSPEPSIA !
and

I

a

diseases of the

JhQes&y

1966._

of the Winthrop House, WINilltoP, Maine, would give notice that he ha*
tor
sailing and rowing iu Wintrop
put* in BOATS
South; Pond, and is ready to accommodate Pleasure

X.

Partita and Excursions at shot notice. He has erecton Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
Piq-Nics, Chowder Parties, &c.
Thai Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE
PERCH.
Arrangement* have been made with the
M4IHK CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties of
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
Portland kmi Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,
ed
of

Opposite the Custom Hon

146

Of Canada.

the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Winthrop the same evening.
located on the
Wininfop Village is
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and Banabout 2000 inhabitant*. Jt has a
gor; it
Telegtapli Office, and all the conveniences ot some
>
/
large j/laces..
The Boats, and House on the Inland, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph

contgtna

.<

STANTON.
Prop. Winthrop House, WINTHROP, ME.
E.

August

Cholera Morbus,

Dysentery,

Sever

and in fact

ai

A

of two depots on the G. T.
R. iw, containing 2ou acres of land, 40 of which is
wood land: fences mostly stone wall. Buildinggood two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
isoSfeet by 30, cut full of hay last year. Owshard-

1 dis ’ases proceeding ftohi the Stomach
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure for

eonsiajting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, a)l
grafted ; bore, in ’62,1000 bushels, and in *64 we have

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL-

sold !$600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supply for a hu ge family. Pear, plum and cherry trees
in bearing, with a variety of other fruit.
Also, a Cranberry paten from which 30 bushels have

ITY.
in e -cry instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co dition a disordered stumach enabling the
patient Uitase neaithy food without dange of distress tl'uui it
ltjs the must wonderfui remedy and
tiie must speedy in its action, ever known to the
world. Noo.te will do without it in the house that
"
and

has

ever

used it

rot’

ones.

that

bsen taken in

one season.
location is a line one,

with plenty of shadeThe
tfees. Mills, school house, Ac., near by.
For further particulars inquire on the premises.
SAM’L H. SWEETSIR.
june3eod3m*

do.

From

do.

205p

CAPI SIC POND

i

YORK

POKKBUI.Y

tr

known House,
I

turn: bring,

Lrf*

THE GREAT FEMALE
SCIENTIFICALLY

Manufacturing
SOLE

Job
N.

Fox

&

CO.,

Are

satisfactory

most

Our

offipe

lias

NEW

cheerfully furnished.

And

Aug

Drops!

been furnished with
set of

just

a

now

respectfully

invited to

Every description

complete

Our

REM|3DT^
PREPARED

Dep. 0. S. Marshal,

Aug 22—dl4d

Dist. of Maine.
—-i-

STEAMER, FOR FREEFORT.
The steamer CASCO will leave
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SA.TURDAY Mornings at 7 o'clock.
1
Returning, will leave Custom

Pills

or

Powders !

Complaints,

For all Female

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

july7

CASES

C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

;

especially forbidden in the directions which
bottle.

LYON,

V.

6

accom-

Sold by
1

C. G. CL AUK & CO.,
Geii’lAyenUy

l*he subscriber will continue the business under the
same style as heretofore Bt 267 Commercial Street,
Sjsiith’B Wharf, where a choice assortment of tin*
best qualities of Coal and Wood
may be found at
tliWLOWEBT MARKET prices, delivered in any part ot
UXJVJlUa Ju
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO,

Portland; August 22.1866.

For D.-U. and Canada.
J W PERKINS If CO., Portland,

Agents.

&e.,

Wholesale

Coe’s Cough Balsam!

!■

Special Nonce.

Fx

;

run as

usual

<brmer,Jr <**“1*4 bi’

P,

butler, Agent.

Dissolution

rrili E partnership ol LEACH
X tills day dissolved by mutual

having translerred
Leach, who is authorized
firm.
the
from
inson

does not dr np aoougb.but loosen* it sothatlbe
patient can expect rate freely. It i* within
the reach of all, tho

Ilelnpt Only 3* Cents

“tc"’* sn>’p,ied at thc >»*■*
Unim 'Vh"f’

.1

eod&wlyr

THE undersJ jaei

take thia method to Inform their
1 ®^tomer8 an.l the public generally that they have
REMOVED Tdi jr BAKERY from N<* 5 TTashstreet to their new
Bakerv, STos. 6 and 8 Union
^ Phased to see all tbfelr old
many Uew onea a® will be x»l eased to

give usa^caS1

R. W. SMARPON,
R. S. SCAMMAN,
«• E. SMAEDON.

is
consent, Mr To,i,_
his Interest to Mr. A
Q
to settle all debts doe to
or

t'hotoffrnpliic Goods,

in

nifvjturar

of

.freightor pas-age apply
RMRRY

)ta'1Cl3tf_

SWART,

F0RTLA1.D, Ml.

Freedom Notice.

T irivpnt>T?r
uTaetTnt
\8®S&

hereby gives

none

notice that

^w3'v*
_

he has

F’**

of hi.

WILLIAM DOLLAPF.

Board.
TFOOMS with Board

*Y
August U—d7w
.....

can

bo

obtained at the
ALBION HOUSE.
•

every

BEST

01J.*

International

Calais and

H

STYLE.

Up One Flight Stairs.
VV. SYKES,
OF

LARGE

FLOUR, GRAIN, gRRDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
Xo. 152 South Water St.,
and cheapest routes.

LABELS,

O-AJRJDS,

P. O. Box 471.

Chicago, Illinois.

Referencts—Metiers. S. G. Bewdlear ft Go; Maynard ft Sons; H. ft W. Chiokering; C. H. Cumm'u^s

ft Co; Chu. H. Stone; lialiett, Davis ft Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon, E-q,. President Newt-n National Bank,
Newton,Mass; C. B Collin.Esq, N.Y.City. febMdlv

$2,000 Reward!
from me,

CIRCtTLARS,
And Plain Printing of every description.

ALSO, RULE
I

AJTD

FIGURE WORK

Executed neatly, and on terms (bat cannot
Oil to satisfy.

Great

3
10
2
2
5

POSTERS,

Hand-Bills, Shop-Bills, Programmes.

un'il 4 o'clock
C. C. EATON. Agent.
March 20.1865.
mch'Jltf
------V. fio *--- I-.

eveVing

Middle Street,

Inducements

'VV
FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

city, Tyliior on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thonias
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qfdulldinq. on
completion qfthe house. Prom parties who build im-

Renaming, will leave Banger cverv Mowtiay
W*D»*et>AY and Friday morning, it « 'clock!
touching at Rockland. Camden, Belfast. *a sport,
wa ,
Brctoport Wlnterpoe.anil Hiro-en-hoth
Passengers tlekefcd throngh on 'bePo >or, w*ine
and Ess'ern Railroad at the Depots in Boston, »a- } mediately, no cash payments REQUibed.
lem Lyhu and Eawrenoe.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
For freigh or passage apply to
I A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
A. SOMERBY. Agent,
; may be Reen, and full particulars obtained,
At Oflce on the Wharf.
J- B. BROWN & SONS.
j,
Portland, ^prij 21,1866.—tf
Portland, May 3, 1865.
mayttf

provide a

National

night of 18th Inst., the following

5-20s, $1,000 Each,
100 Each,
5-20s,
7-30s, 1,000 Each,
500 Each,
7-30s,
500 Each,
Bonds, 7-30s,

Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,

$3,000,
1,000,

2,000,
1,000,
2,500.

$9,500

i >1 iii'W
li!|M| g iTiTyll III

iimaiii
■
dMu

4"/l]

IjtT Tbkm ! and be convinced oj their huperiority Cver every bing else of the kir d cter eff red to
the public for lironehitis, Coughs Colds, Hoarseness Sore 'Jhroat, Caarrh and influenza
Numerous cestirnorna a irom tne Clergv, and others, acFor dale by the priuo pal
oompa'tyinp achbox.
Druggisrs throughout the city.
raay27eodtf

Sails and Rigging ior Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks et the
THE
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tonB old measurement,

saved in perfect order.
at our store.

The draft ot the spars

can

be

seen

..

Junel6—<ftf

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or mqre young man with the above
disease, some of
whom, are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends
supposed to
have it.
All such cases jrteld to the proper and only
correct course of
made to rejoice in

^

treatment, and
perfect health.

in

a

sftort time

are

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

are

who are
the blad-

or

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain
manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
relumed, if desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
1-5*“ Send

a

Streetl, Portland,
Stamp for Circular.

Medical

Me.

THE LADIES.
DB. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

McGILVERY, RYAN
No.

& DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street.

^

3EMM

highest order of Died leal skill TU filet? a^Ttund*
hie, the witnesses aoeeasihle, and the salitY
»>'d efll5 andeffil
caey Of the Syrup iaooutrovertible
tlm undersigned,
ha*ing experienced the htncB•
Imrookalcs Syrop.» do not h(w,.
cm efflteUoftlie
to the

Mrs A 1' Larrnhee Hath •*
Kiver Ms.
44
A l) Merrill Cainbridge- John Locke E Po und Mo.
W W Willard Brown Tills'1
Ms.
port
44
3 A Cashing Shrews- Kev S D kkui.> Cam bridge ? t
‘4
Ms.
0 AS evens L’m-ol.i "
bury
44
W F Farrington New " M Adams
Weston 44
•4
Bedford Ms.
H nark KortMeld 41
44
14
D K Banister Ludlow M- 44 M Bullard Derby
44
CK Harding K 8a isbury 44 S Quiinby Newbury 4
14
Ms.
N Goodrkb So Coving44
N D George South bridge
ton (P.
44
Ms.
J Lovejoy KorlWil# Ct.
44
A F Bailey Newton Up-, 44 Sd
Cummings WTbomp
per Falls Ms.
son Ct.
44
I A Loomis 8o Yariu'tb 44 J B W.ek*
Oneida Ct.
44
Ms.
f K Dunham Tolland'4
44
P T Kinney E Bridgewa- •4 R Pamu.* lii rkvi. 14
44
ter Ms.
P U Brown Hurmd.lv 44
44
B K Boeworth W Sand 44 (1 W ( orttia
Stafford
wlch Ms.
Spring* Ct.
44
John 8 Lay Lynn Ms. 44 J Beecher Birmtmgt am
44
J L Uauilord Water*
Ct.
44
town Ms.
W HcDonual Prove lent
J Stephens Newburyport Mh
U I.
44
Gee Childs Lyden
OBPhnmor ?
Quake*
Dr B F Abbott Melroso
Springs N Y.
Rev K Newbail NGraluun N U I '* U Harris
Hoot
NY.
44
*4
14
A Kidder Unity
OB Lit tie ( iintouvilio44
“MM Hailey Hennlker 44 j 4 Ed Covey ayonvi.le 44
"
44
41
K L Chase Osndia
W® Cl net* & Son Tr >\ **
D W Barber Gilmantou 4 OR Ford New Vou
44
N U.
W
Iloberteen Newark N /
44
B F Bowies Manchester 44 110 [Uiiries
AiiMpolL Md
'*
N U.
I TUontlnow » pc';.. Hr.*
j
44
C M Bat res Colebrook ! 44 A Webster U 8 Army
••

f

•

NU.

ItQht WhiteGeorgetown DO
B Brown
Via lung'm 41
'*
A Bn*e«-U 44
iU«o
44
R H StinchfteM Saco Me 'Dr 8 Ing.rtJ* U t1
Burgeon
44
JM Woodbury Newfleid
Me.
oome of the above named 0 erg}'men
uu*y have changed their Pastoral charge siuce the pubilcutii n o* the
above.

Knight W Durham

“LB

Me.

P1UCE,

50

OTS. AND $1 PEU BOTTLE
Prepared bj

»B

B.

a.

Soavery,.

KNICIITk, Proprietor,

K.

Melrotr, Unit.
W. F PitiUip. fc Co, and U. li. Iley, Wh-dimi'a
Annie Portion
end sold ly Lmi.eirt
wd d.il
W«‘U, rally.
ro!,tt>oiU o»«m

“There te

tuili \V«,r«l

no

».

la,
’

TARRAN T

S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and-

Copaiba,

IS

a Sure, Curtain, a d Speedy Curt fer a 1 nisi a«*
eaof tue li!adder Ai utys ana Crinu
( > yui'S,
eith-jr in th».- m-Us or icnuJu. fitqi t* t y perfoi li g
a per ect caro in *ho £?» it r\ n< e of tine or our
day*, aud 8jb* * >u lea* time ibtn any otLur ptepa-

1

In theuaeof

ration.

Turranfs Compound Extract qf Cubcij and

Copaibs

there!* no neeJ of c Aiiad > i»t o cb*n>c0oi diet
In iru approvri lorm o‘ a pa te, i 1 eutiiel laHeIcbb an cau-tn no uupleas nt fCpsa foil o ll.e u*
N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theft
It J* bow hc m wYdyi d by
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend- I tien’. and uo < xpeaure
I
tue n;o t learned in tbc proftssiei* that in *1 o hove
ance.
jan1.l86Bd&wly
rnd
oiacM ofddemies, Cnbeb*
Ccpaiba ore tie only
two remtdiee ktown tl.a; cun te rtheu mm with
any certainty r.rauccent.
Tarrant's Compound Extract n/ Cvbcbs and
Copa ibu A K VE H FA IIS.
Manufactured oi ly by
T A H RA W T Jk CO..
r.
Now York.
1*79 Green tfoh 8
Sold by Druggist* alt: over flic World.
--

6&dly

FINGER OF riiOVIDFNCF. from
THE
Ttachiiua ol Experience
to point to

tho

seem

Two taken at night mntren, aje just the tiling.
tlie bowels (Jioe tli* next
morning. Warranted
in all oases of Piles and
Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a eure lor ail symptoms of the Dyspepsia
snch as Oppression after .eating, Sour
Stomach, Spit,
tin* of lend, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain m the Back and Lotus, Yellowness of the Skin

and Byes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness
Liver Comptntnt. Isms of Appetite. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
PKtntneu, &c.
Travelert find the Lounges
what they need, as they are so
jompact and inodorous
*of they may be tamed in the vest
pocket. Price 60

cents per box; small boxes 30 eems. For sale by J.
8. HARRISON & CO.,
Proprietors, No 1
Temple, Boston. Will bo mailed to any address on
enclosing SO cents.

Tremoni

july4dly

W. H.

Fessenden, Local Agent.
Olilce, No. 05 Exchange Street*

"“"j

BO WAR PS

VRQJ T.-iBLE CAtCRll AND]
CANKER SYR OP,
As the gr at ard c«-:«iu curt* for nl those fearful
and dearruoiire maladies which aii «* fre m a in
pure
state oi tnebiOiJ.
Th« wgu«J< rui! «uae » which
has *d a l css*b, wher< it i.as b tu fairly tiled, followed lie nee, leaves no rooro to tic utt the ble. aed
fact that ai.eera may b« curtd.
Sufferer- from the thdhrjc'* rray tfc«-ryfoTe to lrng♦•r dread ’be feolut (liter n*ti\< * o- the
bur^.ecu’s
knit' or the *rave. They have a speedy aid ceitam
remedy,which removes thj malady .root ar.d l.rmob,
which in thousands ot oim^ the oper ting ki.it.- does
net.
auo.r mu?t he cured by remed es h 1 it h t horonifhly renova'e the oonstltr.tlou, arid that o»n vlj
be done br Auiifynie: tho oit re mass of Die oirtulatlosfliiid. Th's istffected by t e Syrup, a, thousands
hove testified.
The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infalli-

bly eradicates and cures
Canker, even when given

Whit i Lead.
Atlantic \

rite

of New Y

I j

Lead

dissipated speedily. Old Ulcers are cured
without leaving bad effects after closing them.
The mu3t terrible Scnrvy complaints it banishes
from young

LEAD, Dry and

in

LITHARGE,
Lead,

ED

Oil,

Glass-m

LEAD,

pepsia,

Red

cts*

Also, UNSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

generally,

k

and

THE

Dealers

where

by

ROBERT COLGATE

U S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families from
the
expenses
paid for the prosecution
oi such claims, have established this
Agencv, to collect pensions, arrears oi pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without charge or expense OP ANY KIND WHATEVER TO THE CLAIM-

usually

General

k

Eruptive

Diseases.

In nil cases

irregularities produo

an

r.rltruai npp

leitt.*

be

ma.j

ueee

.ary,

tills Salve, prepared expressly tor the purpose, will
be found Invaluable ltwil always be useful in the
Househunt, auda box of it may rave much sulleriny
attd expense
l’rice 26 cents per box.
J AM K
0 BOYLE A CO., (Snoeessi rs to Redd in1
4Co ,)s tate street, Horton Proprietors
'V F PHILLIPS A UO
Ag’tH, rartlavd.

Co.,

Agents,

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

287

and all

iog General Debility, Piles, etc., its effects are
miraculoas.
l^f Due trial is all that is needed to prove the peculiar virtues of the
Syrup Its reputation is now
so well established that more need not be said.
Its
Immense sale is its best recommendation.
Price ti 25 per bottle.
HOWARD’S DEALING SALVE. In all coses
Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, Scalds, Skin Euruptions, etc.

and Refined.

by Druggists

Distressing Neuralgia

of Female Weakness and

etc.

For sale

old.

or

Affections soon yield to Its power. It dears tbw
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
rentiers it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and Dys-

WHITE

3

ol

cates

are

iv

Manufacturers of PL

the worst

up as‘incurable by
doctors. It banishes Salt Rheum entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas its efifeets are surprising. All oases, however virulent, of Scrofula or King’#Evil, K bite Swelling, or Turners,

and Linseed Oil Co.,

[NO CHABGE FOB SEBVICES.

heavy

prS“S“°l
.

Infirmary,

TO

Commission

may3[d3m.

ANTS.

On

application sent to this Agency, stating the
name and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State ©t
the soldier on whose account the claim is made, date
of discharge or death, the proper blanks will be filled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person applying. These can then be executed and returned to
tins office, where the claim will be proscuted to a finai
issue in the shortest possible time,
j ul y7eod2m &w6m.

Sanitary
Office

Commission.

U S. anitaru Commission, l
roadway, N. Y., Dec, 9U, 18*4. I
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Ju., of Portland.
Maine, ha* consented to accept the duties c
Geueral Agent of the Commission for Maine, and
is hereby appointed &uob agent by authority oi tin
Commie ion.
lie wili fee ready to furnish advioo to the lricnd
of the Commission’s work throughout thv S1ato.
All money contributed in Maine tor the use of thi
Commisiron should be paid to Mr. Washburn or tc
persons designated by ! im.
Hon. Mr. Wadi burn is the sole agont recognizee
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
o'
823

HON

oC8d&w»f

General

Seoretary.

The steamer CLIPPER will leave
\ Yarmouth for Portland every mornNC\ ing until further notice, (Sundays
excepted,) at 8 o’clock.
1
Returning will leave Portland
Pier in the afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents.
Freight taken at low
rates.
Excursion

Among the Bonds Stolen were,
$1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.
1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,067, 1st Scries.
500 7-30 B nd No. 90,886, 1st Series.
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887, 1st Series.
The above reward will be paid for their recovery
and conviction of the thiel, or a proportion for whatever may be recovered.
STEPHEN PATTEN.
August IS—dtf

■
■

Sanitary

Steamer tbr Yarmouth.

U. S. BONDS, viz:
STOLEN

Portland,

Btr"'t

Office No. 1371-2

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Dances,
etc., etc., of every variety and cost, furnished
at 9hort Notice.

Passports rtquired.
Freight received cn days of sailing

0n aBd afer Mon ‘ay April 24th the
REGtest-going steam
W H.
Mr'wer will Ipava RnjU
road Wharf, toot of State
every
at 10
o'clock connecting with he3 p *. train irom Boa-

New Machines exchanged for old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes four different stitches, and has the
Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Reversible teed.
Shaw A Clark's $16.00 and $20.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done in the
Oil Cans,
best manner. Twist to match the goods.
Screw-Drivers. Robing^ Shuttle Hemming Gages.
The best Cotton Twist and all kinds of Machine
Trimmings. Manufacturing and all other first class
machines sold at low prices.

flrttCHASBBFOKEASTERN ACCOUNT,

"W^BID3DX3Sr<3-

At Eastport the Steamer ‘‘Queen” mill connect
for St. Andrewe, Rohinaton and. nisi* with the New
Brnswlck and Canada Railway'cr Woods ock end
Boulton stations.' S afe '"tfaches also connect at
Eaatrort tor Machine and Intermediate piaoee.
At St. John tlie steamer Empe-o. w lioonnect, for
Wind or< Dfgby and Halifax, an.J with steamers for
Frederic and the St John River.
Throngh lokets
procure d of tlie averts or the cleik on beard. No

iWffrS
UlfA ii Bi '-•pt.

Weedy Weedy Weed l The New Sewing Machine.

Put up in Superior Style.

on.

*

The well-known Howe
Needles tor all kind* of Ma-

Sermons, Reports, & all kinds of Pamphlets,

On and after Monday, March 37, the
--

a IV Chisholm, win leave Railroad Wharf, toot of State St,
every MoTOAyiai 6o’cicok r. Hi ard the Steamer
KKW Brunswick, Capt E B. Winches’er, will leave
every Thursday at 6 o'elcok p.m, for Eastuortund
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday sod
Thursdays at 8 A. it, for Eastport, Portland and

ton*

Work,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
got up In the best style of the art.

York,(apt

“An Act ta

ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

of Machine Oil.

J.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

Summer Arrangement.

(J. S.

chines.

Oo.

Portland and Penobscot Kiver

Best
X Sewing Machine.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in inaturer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole syptern.

for the

Elied
lg under said Act:

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
rpHE

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

the

TTisrioisr'

Short Notice.

BRONZED & COLORED

Congress#entitled
secured

by a pledge of United States bonds,
circulation and redemption
provide
thereof.” approved June 3. 1861, and has complied
with all the provisions of said act required to be comwith before commencing the business of Bank-

Aug 1—eodlm

St. John.

OF PORTLAND,”
in the City ol Portland, in the County oi Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to the requirements ol the Act

Now, therefore, t Freeman Clarke, Comptroller ol
Currency, do hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank of Portland,” In the City of Portland,
Olive* A. Drake, Asa’t Secretary.
in the County ot Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
J. H. PL/far, Manager Marine Department (late of authorized to commence the business of Banking ujider the Act aforesaid.
tlie Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1865.
J. W. Munger <0 Co., Agents,
FREEMAN CLARKE,
[L. 8.]
Comptroller ol the Currency.
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.
No. 1451.
July20 2m“
June 7,1865—eodly

to

Steamship

I

of the

“National Traders Bank

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-Pres’t.

POLICIES, BILLS of LADING, TIME TABLES, and dll sorts
LEGAL
of
DOCUMENTS,
at

Currency,
Washington, July 17,1865. )
by satisfactory evidence presented
undersigned, it has been made to appear

Currency,

CONSUMPTION.

aiufonn2, Y’^nlTi‘mn,ct«T U?Jt

authenticated,

to reooutmend it
attention of the Pu 10
lie
the best Medicine they ever used.
RerJ C Ingalls,Melrose,»ls.
**
W m ilftUout V»|iton 44
N l* fciee lee Melru*e
" I
Swan too Kaukt> Portliind
A F Uerrick Lynn
44
Me.
JMF Barnes Maiden
**
44
A Turner \f Harps*.
J WBsltey Uomiu t r“
1|
*•
NP Phllbr’k Taunton4*
44
J Kit e
Lisbon
Dan'i Atkins MUib'ry4
|f'-#
44
••
A Hatch Solon
WU St-tson Nant’ckt14
*• D B Kan In‘I
“88 Stubbs Lawrence
Lewiston 44
44
44
T Hill \V Vvaferv.im *•
1 Marcy Dedham
"
44
W C Steveu* Dixfleld'*
Leo W Winchester Fall

one
treatment, in most cases maksystem ofuse
pursuesindiscriminate
of that antiquated and daning an
gerous weapon, the Mercury.

WHEREAS,

C. H1NE, Secretary.

C.

description,

IN THE

July 13—d3m

of

8YB.UP.
Toe bmt preperetlon eeer made for the following
complaints:
Oolm, Coughs, Whooping Cough. Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh Bronchitis, 8uitti.no Blood,Pain
!Nthe Sid*. Night Sweats Humors,
Uenkral Debility and the variomr
Throat Afleetioua and
Hoarseness to which Puhlio Speakers anusi ntfera are liable and
all other complain tstend-

THE GREAT Hl'MOH REMEDY,

HRNRY R. COSTAR.
N. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland, Me.

to the
that the

Pulmonio

1st

complaints
engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their
pathology, commonly

Insects,

Broadway,

482

Vegetable

Indian

may 6

Treasury Department,

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.

HCri

11*1..:

Ants, $*<?., $c., Qc.

lysold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
Hi*”!!! Beware ! iToi all worthless imitations.
that “Oostar’s” name is on each Box,
Bottle and Flask, before you buy.

and to

INS URANCE

A Fox Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., Ho. 86 West
8treet,
Fork.
Sew
May 29, 1886.
dtf

m(.ror 4 Pioturo Pram#*.

Vo. -ig MARKET

O'd;

paste—used for Hats,
Mice, Roaches, Black and

Isa

Office of Comptroller

INSURANCE.

Done with promptness and fidelity.

■

_

A.

$aitcy

Railroad and oilier Corporation

P.k.

These vessels are flttcd up w th line accommodations lor passengers, making this th. most speedy
safe and comfortable route for travellers
between
York and Maine
Pa-sago, in Stato Room,
J®*,
•6.60. Cabin passage 85.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by tfos line to and irora Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, ..ath, Augusta. Kastportand
8t.Jo*ui.
Shippers are roqueted to send the'r freight to the
steamers as early as S P. M.on the day that they
1
leave Portland.

mirror* and Engravings.
VI

R E >ro VAL.

ROBINSON

FIOKBTT,

i

,

Ortiler

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
W. PERRINS & CO., Partlaug, Mr,
Wholesale Agents.

!

Q. LEACH,
HENRY ROBINSON.
augl4d3w
Portland, Aug. 12, 1863.

i j

and is for t ale by all Druggists.

&

Liabilities, $18,500.

FIRE

Blanks andBailh Checks,

plr

Bos

204;188 40

selection of

re.ilt.Wd

—

LINE.

lOostar’a" Rat,Roach, &c., Exterminators,

Is a liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, <Sc.
M0oBtarV’ Electric Powder for
Is lor Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Bugs. Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, $rc.

DR. LAROOKAHS

■

“CJostar’s” Bed-Bus: Exterminator,

AND

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN THE
NEATEST MANNER.

aug22d3m

I.

our

“18 years established in N. Y. City.”
“Only infallible remedies known.”
“Free from Poisons.”

Red

$1,000,000 00

in general practice;
generally conceded by the test syphilograpliers, that the study and management of these
should

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Rats come out of their holes to die.”

Broadway.

syphilitic patients are made
constitutions by maltreatment

physicians

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tbeir action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will And it invaluable in aH cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried In
vain. It ia purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,

indispensa-

OCEAN,
MARINE,
INLAND,

Of every variety, style, and cost,
J?rintecl ut ©lsortvist ^Colioe.,

EXECUTED

..sldLs

113

Cash Capital,

Total

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL CARDS,

follows
„Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portlaud-overj WEDNESDAY
at 4 P.*!, and leave
\nriJiiver,
SATURDAY
9 North
Now York, every- WEDNESDAY

r

S^OeV&Co.
f^hg 23—d4w

St

Of

at4 o’clook

1865

Principal Depot,

of

.3TTA.-,

$2.00.

*

SEMI-WEEKLY

Fastport,

No.

la new, and Superior to any other Establishment in the City or State.

New England Screw Steamship Go

iiBBiiTr”

iJ;.

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

August 31,1865

Montreal,

jjyCompany are not
The
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $.">u in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $.*10 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
feb 18,1863—dtf
Aug 5, 1865.

POBTLAND, August 22,1868.
CONSUMERS' MUTUAL COAL CO. have

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH'!’

m

MR.

n
HE

RELIEVH

■

ALVAH LIBBEY, who has had thel sole
Agency ftr GOLD'S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER liEATING APPARATUS, and the Justly
I celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be fenqd hereafter
at the store of Meter* 0. ». STUART & CO/Wl
and 173 Middle St., where be will be happy to meet
those 111 want of furnaces, and receivetbelr orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH LIBBEY.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma, Tta

as

aug22dtf

Portland, Aug 21,1868.

No Medicine ever known wli! core

nuiok

5loo|

■■■

as

CHOATE, Druggist,

1865

York*

New

Arrangement!

follows—

SATURDAY,

Portland, Aug, 19,186B.

an

$1,204,188 40

run as

ft0“ 0,3

W “m “YL PA^NE&Co”
W.

aoino

2m

of

ART,

Establishment is furnished with all the approved

And

Hous* Whabf on the same afternoons at 1 o’clock.
Pare each way, 60 cents. Freight taken at low
rates.

the City

Surplus, Jan. 1, ’65,

unrivaled

MODERN MACHINERY,

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
.every Monday Tuesday Wednes
'day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M and India
Wharf, Boston,
overy Monday Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a' 7 o’clock PM,
taken

is

from inexperienced
tor it is a point

Eleetie

23—3taw till octl

Office

BOOK mil JOB PRINTING.

THE STEAMERS

Freight

examination, as it

CUTS,

our

THE BEST STYLE OE THE

Anevt.

Will, until further notice,

A.

FOR LALE BT

the

facilities for executing in

the OIL BB(UOV< ol Nkw
raj&fefc&fcj
.MUtTore Pkhhsti.vania, Ohio, aoU .'I
yarui ol the W»8T, via the Em* Railway, for .al.
at the lowest rates, at the Ubion Ticket Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.

Forest City, Lewiston and

through

INSURANCE COMP’Y

embraces the largest variety to be found in
any office in the State.

Attention is

the

Of

TYPE, BORDERS,

For

Fare in Cabin

sent

fact,
miserable

that many
with ruined

the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and tnrbld appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins & Co, 86 Commercial Rt; Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stanwood, cor.
Fore and India Sts; II. H. Hay, junction Free and
Middle Sts; M. 8. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Wm. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
Jnue 23—d<&w3in

INTERNATIONAL

■I

Through Tickets.

-■'■■

be

able

will appear,

erally.

pre-requisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical
Staff.
J. K. BARNES.
Jf*
Surgeon General U. S. Army.

terms.

the od Lino
i*ay be secured

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad
by carlv application at this office.
March 20, 1866.
roa-30dftwtf

Summer

application must

the

ble

ORNAMENTS, &c.,

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex-

LITILK,

time,

Undergoing

Exchange Sf.,

t6 execute every description of Printprepared
ing in the best possible manner, and on the

RATES OF FAKE,

D.

82

Block,

PORTLAND, ME.,

LITTLE

STEAMBOATS.

past, at Houlton in said District.
An Information against One BARREL of Gin,
and One Barrel of Whiskey, seized by the Collector of the District oi Passamaquoddy, on the fourth
day of February last past, at Houlton in said District.
Which seizures were tor breaches ot the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in said
Informations; that a bearing and trial will be had
thereon at Bath, In Bald District, on the Firtt Turnday qf September next, where any persona interested thdrein may appear and show cause, if any can be
shownf, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-second day of AuA. D. 1866.
gust,
J
F. A. QUINBY,

ti

is safe to use at all times

August 16—atf

POSTER

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded w ith poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but
always iujuiieus. The unfortunate should be pabuculab in selecting his
physician, as It is a lamentable yet incontroverc-

der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burring sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen

Medical Director of the respective Department.
No allowance is made for the
expenses of persons

change Street, up staiitu)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

#

Freeport for Portland

J.

A.

v

ent

Travellers will find it greatly totheiradvantage
to propure Through Tickets at the

}

Maine, as.

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Price

Office.

He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
fhct of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his shill and suc-

many men at the age of thirty
troubled with too frequent evacuations from

Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists gen-

Office,

AN

NEW YORK-

—-

General’s

WABHDtOTOK CITY, D. C.,
August 17, 1866.
ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to consist ot
Brevet Colonel C. S. Tripler, Surgeon U. S. A.,
President; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel H. R. Wirtz,
Surgeon U. 8. A.; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Heger, Surgeon U. S. A» and Brevet Major C.
C. Lee^ Assistant Surgeon U. S. A., Recorder, will
meet in New York City, on the 20th of
September
next, for the examination of candidates for admission
into the Medical Staff of the United States Army, and
of Assistant Surgeons for promotions.
Applicants must be between 21 and 36 years of age,
and physfcally sound.
Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon
General of the Army, stating the residence of the applicant, and the date and place of his birth: they
must be accompanied by respectable testimonials of
moral character.
If the applicant has been in the service, he will
sfend the testimonial of the chief medical otlper, under whom he has served, and if in service at the pres-

Comp’y,

Printing

PREPARED AND

HENRY

Surgeon

PROPRIETORS,

.Pl7d6m

other•

no

the

There

cure

by druggists generally.

JUlyl—eodfirn

Sterling’s Ambrosia

galena, Oshkosh, fee. Paul, LuCr'**;, Onu Hay,
Qniucy, tit, Lf.nif, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cai»*o,
let. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te al the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

Information against use Hogshead of Molashes, seized by the Collector of the District oi
Paaeamaquoddy, on the third day oi February last

FLUID PREPARATION

It

for

Sold

It is the best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

for all the

An

Haven, Conn.

Periodical

as

of Counterfeits.
&AskBeware
J*ftalon,M—Take

or recently contracted, entirely restoring
(lregB of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.

standing

oold in the bead.

Bronohitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,
lways cure Hoarseness.
#
ill relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.
More in quantity fbr the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

A Bloat Ei(|uiul«, Relicntc nml Fra■rant Perfnmr, BislillfH from llic
Rare and Rcnutifnl Flower from
which it tnkc* ita^nnmc.
Manufactured only by PIIA I.ON A NON.

f&m

Dandruff.

*

Passage Tickets fbr California, by

good for

Are

Hair.

The

groat Leading Routes to ChicaAgent
IS gev
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit Mi waukee,

been bled in said Court, via:

■..am

OB

They will cure Coughs and Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early.

2

he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
trom 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
daily,
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction ox private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of Belf-abubc.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch <*
the medical profession, he I eels warranted in OuakBAXTEK1NG A CU11K IN’ ALL CASES, Whether of long

WHERE
and
hours

Do not wait for the consummation that is sore to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

And why everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.

It prevents or stops the Hair
from falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

Portion*?

Six Bottles for $5:

MAGIC LOZENGES!

it u

ROOMS,

*•

»

gj.jj
t

wing

New

L.

I

tub

Coaeuinpttve Remedy

Great

Ifb. 5 Temple Street,

Druggist,

CHOATE’S

A"

io the

information

gists ami apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, more in quantity, less in price
than any other simitar preparation.

Often

the Hoil. Aahur
PURSUANT*to
Ware, Judge ot the United States District Court,
within and for the District oi Maine, I hereby give
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!
public notice that the folio
Informations have

J. IP. PERKINS .y CO., Agents, Fortlanil, Me.

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists every where,

■—

Important to Travelers

D.

BUCHU,

Cures (j ravel, Dropsical Swellings,and all diseases o
Urinary Organs, in Men, Women and
Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle; six bottles for $5; by all drug

SI Per Bottle.

STERLING’S

m.

Oruind after Monday next, trains will
teave Portland daily for Bath Augusta.
Waterviile Kendall’s Milk* and Skowhegao, at loO
P M. and on Saturdays only for Bath and Augusta at
815 P.M.
The train from Portland atl P. M connects at'Kendall’s Mills with the t aiu for Bangor
and otfrer stations east same night
Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can purchase
tiokets to Kendall’a Mills and info'in the conductor
in the cars that they go through (o Bangui and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall cost th m no
more by this loute hananv other.
Trains due in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and ever day at 2 30
P M
Freight train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.
M daily.
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.
April 27,1865.
aprAJtt

W.

OF

tle.

web

Old and young should use

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

United States of America, l

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

pany each

*tW 1

rom

_

p. m

mrirl3d&wletf

Sold by Druggists every where.

and

convenient and
situated at

FULLER’S

HENR? A. OHOATE,

M()fe !

Portland, has been re-tarnished and
open for the reoeption of Company and Pleasure
Parties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of guests.
MSTThs Cars from Portland every hall honr.
WUSSLOW k THAYER.
Westbrook, Oot.lO—dtf

and after Monday. 10th inst. 1865,
further

Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 45 A. m, and 1 50
and 6 20 p it.
^ Thel50p u. train out and the 5 45 a m
train into
Portland will be f reight trains, with passenger cars
attached
Stages connect at Gornam for West Gorham,
Slandisli Steep Falls. Baldwid, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Barf lett, Jackson Limington, Cornish .Porter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonstieid and 0»sipee
Ai Saecarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and Nbrth Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland April6 1>65—d'f

DR.

MORRILL’S CORNER,

CUMBERLAND R. R.

A.

spacious,

that this

pure Fluid Extract, not a weak tza or infusion,
one thing needful for all
complaints
insidental to females. (For particulars send for ciroular.)

EXTRACT

PRIVATE MEDICAL

BUCHU,

Under Revere House, Boston^ and by wholesale and
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
Spy* To be sure of the genuite notice the Ciroulur
Trade-Mark enclosing a Bacliu Leaf ou each bot-

respectfully informs

arc

OF

Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

WINSLOW & THA YERftProprictols.

VIC TORY

cess.

Is the

NEW PERFUME

house,
>.u

CHASE, Supt.

Leave Saco River for Portland at 5 45 and 9 20
and 345

July 6.—eod 2m

Be-opened with Bow Furniture ft Fixtures,
The public

BOSTON.

....

BUCMU

OE

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

FLUID

^

COMMERCIAL WHARF,

AB THB

SHOWS

McClellan

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On

IS

FOREST AVEilCE HOESI

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS

hand.

on

WINSOM tt- WHITNEY,

M_QKO. W. MUKCH.

M

Portland, April 3,1865—dtl

stock

a dabge

N. B.—A liberal allowance on freight will be made
orders at a distance from ns.

Dl?

PV'rBrRIFl'.l On and after April 3 1865, Prss sneer
*Sy3SgP^Tra?n8 leave as follow*:Leave Portlandfor Boston at 84u a. m and 250 P.
p.

a

REASONABLE.

Of- Please mention this advertiaemgpt in address-

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
and 3 00

Is

on

Portland, June 224, 1885—dtf

m.

HOTJSZjj

and

THUMB MILKS FROM PORTLAND.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $50 > additional value.
C. J. BRYDOESt Manajinij Director.
H BAILEY, Superintendent

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

DR.

Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat.

a

OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER,

ii.

PORTLAND

Yacht,

EXTRACT

FLUID

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

a up:

Better than any

Ten Days for

PRICES

Monitions from

A

ST.,

50 T.

a

FLUID

FULLER’S

Cares Pain or Weakness in the Baok, Strictures, Ac.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed £ Safety

Return Tickets at Reduced Prices wit 1 be issued
during the summer season from Portland to Bethel,
Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec

■

District oi

Lyon’s

Thirty Days for

M.

Place;” within two miles

a

Constantly on hand, or built to order, by the subscribers, at short notice, as

e,

WILLIAM

DR.

Particular attention paid to

Mail Train for Watervifte, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Montre 1 and Queb c at 1 25 p it
Both of these trams connect at Montreal/with expr si trains for Toronto, Detroit, Chicago and ail
other places west
Trains will arrive as follows
From Montreal, Quebec &q.
S^a.m.

And all needful

Farm tor Sale.
in North Yarmouth, on the Gloucesroad,formerly known as the “Col. Cushman

ter

PRINCE

All diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder

SKIFFS, FANCY SHELLS, &c.,

On and after Monday, June Wth, 1865,
1
“'ns will run as follows:—
MoruiugTwtprcss Train for South Paris, Lewiston,
Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec at ?U0

LOWEST

5—dim*

SITUATED

Sick Headache,
Sickness at Stomach,
Ague,
Ueartburn,
Colio t ains,
d

WHERRIES,

ST. JOHy, NBW BRUNSWICK.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

on

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst cfttttOf1
Dyspepsia in existeuc and one dost Wit* instantly
relieve the most agg a vuted attacks of

B.ro:

STUBBS’ HOTEL

\

GEsBESSEEn

Proprietor
rpHE
T

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

t0

'£?*£***• ^oprieto?"

Portland.

grarTtruhk RAILWAY,

pleasantly

—FOR—

iSP*’

fliaB

ROW BOATS, FISHING DORIES

att ndance on arrival of Trains in Port.

Medical.

CAN BE FOUND AX
HIS

Fishing Boat

inr

“
aal®amer leav®« lor the Island
resalarl
> 111 B. Closed on the Sabbath to transient visitor.

--

LITTLE, Agent,

D.

^Special j>Totice
TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

—

The World’s Great

appli-

August 11—(10

between which he had entered ; aad the fifth
became the happy purchaser of the floor up1
on which be had trodden.
At the last advice tie fortunate tavern
keeper had not a roof to Cover iris head, and
was sitting on a
bag of gold in the centre of a
deep pit, formed by selling the earth upon
which the house stood.

Dyspepsia Cure

on

Office SI ExchangeStreet.

inform-

Wellington had taken a drink, and the
“Wellington’' tumbler was accordingly sold.
The third arrival gazed with breathless wofider on the nail on which Napoleon had
hung
his hat. The fourth purchased the
door-posto

I,.

information cheerfully riven

W.

an

ed that

Coe’s

testily.

All neediol
cation to

English tourist entered
inquiring for relics, was told

the chair story.

Yearly payments,
advantages; as this

than compound interest tor the money

more

0Den

Medical.
DR. J. B.
HUGHES

OF ANT SIZE.

Po.5u.eS

toarde“0mm0d‘‘,1“n

notioe
Its Cask Asset) being
#13,500,000
Its Annual Income is more than
#3,500,000
Its Ni-t Increase in 1SC4 nearly
#t,800AMH)
Its SB
pividonils Jo Policy Holders theJastiSyrs.

er

Yachts, Sail and

ISLAMD,

half miles from thi city, is n-w
of tr“*ia“‘ “ud

Medical.

SHIPS’ BOATS,

c*tebrated .““mer resort,
situated

wBPSSKItrains will leave as follows, until

Power of Humbug—An individual who
owned a small tavern near the field of Water
loo, the scene of the last great action of Na-

poleon, was frequently questioned as to wheth-

Miscellaneous.

»

$271,387

And all

The forest aisles re-echo merrily
The brown quail’s call,
And glossy chestnuts fall
In pattering plenty from the leafless tree
When autumn winds blow strong:

Then shall I see
Her worshiped face once more,
Shall cease to sigh
“This summer is too long!”

Jersey,

Cheapest I

Is not THE

their bloom has passed away
Thou shall my song
Be all of happier ho ars,
And more thau one foud heart shall then be
gay.
faded,

MTGHTY!!

ARNOLD.

As if time's reckoning were perverse
But whoa the Lowers
Have

.DECEIVED!

'frtUttfrS

I.
The sunlight glimmers dull and gray
Upon my wall to-day;
This summer is too long;
The hot days go

Weary

NOT

BE

[From the Saturday Press.]
SWEET IMPATIENCE.

Hotels.

parties accommodated on application to
.1. W. LAWRENCE, Yarmouth.
Or, LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Portland.
July 13th, 1888.
julyl3tf

Valuable Real Estate ill Scarboro’.
For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh, in lots to suit
pur-

200
AIbo the Homestead

Farm, containing about 128
very superior up-land, being the property recenUy owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the
or
acres

EZRA

__

May 3—eodfitftwtf
Garden and

ATLANTIC

$100,000 INCREASE
IN SURANCE

for the sale ol Chase & Co’s (New
AGENCY
fork) ORNAMENTED IRON ami TERACOTA
RUS-

such
ARTICLES,
TIC

as VASES, FOUNTAINS,
SEATS &c., at WINSLOW’S Machine Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers Block, Union Street, Portland.
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.

Street,
Portland, Me., Messrs. JOHN E. DOW & SON, Cor.
Exchange andMilk Streets,
Blddeiord, Me., RUFUS SMALL & SON, City
Building,
Blddefbrd, Me.. THOMAS QUIMBY, Esq.,
Exeter, N H., WOODBHIDOE ODLIN, Esq.,
Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE, Esq,
WILLIAM HILL, Treasurer.
augldlm
July 28th, 186*.

FOR

For Sale.

July

on

the

premise!

of

THE

Copartnertt hip
,®rme^

T^th

25

31w3w*

Notice.
a

<»P**'toor»iup

HASKELL
DAYIS,theMESEKYE,
Arcade No. 18 Free

and taken

gwy***
and

BUSINESS;
stock of

new

Aug. 1,

on

JaacaSY, 1866.

tasures Agalrat Marine and Inland Navi
Ration Kinks.

J**' whole pr, iita of the Cetnprnv 'eve
AeMuttKO, and an, divided Aashaily v
KSH"*™* ‘“'innatidduiiii#
ar°

Ion

lo the
me
u : i;h
onlil re-

ora»u

*'*wM. Irariny
den’iie?*'Cr
to ti“’ V' *" ,W,i4
porce^t «cb,’d"

;

r

Jm:

C“h-

40

w*rc

Yh® Prodts Cor M Yean anwuui to the
■ora of
0> which here baa been renamed i,

J

®

U.ttS.TW
<Ue“

“**

f’hr,n

(Jotted State* and tloto of New-York
Siook, City, Bank and oilier f -<, k«,
Loan* secared by Stuck* and MNirwi »,
Premium Not'* and Bide (tei en able.
Kelt Relate, Bond and Mcvryufrcv. snti
other eoarit!ee,
United States Goi* Coin,
Saab in Rank.

«

*■:

gj.i "HO

'/p.;

iju

8.140 880
Ml

.90

yan.lH)

are

goods.

dobu D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
Wil K Moore,
Hcarv 0« I,
Wm V Btekoraolll,

V* mi Sturpia, Jr,
Hurt h L’ojirt.
William t ''< 0,, 1

Dei t.is
rt p*
Jrn h Gsih.ni Jr
9
J ileury
llutey
1,'orueliua t,..
C e llano
«

Lev J* U®rtiR
Charles H iiuascll
Lowed H Ibiook,
U W»,rr* » We ten.

•total Phelps.

Va'";..®r,.'tnw’

»V P 1 illot,
Dai lei 8 Miller,
Joanna J Her
*o?ve U Eob«*on,

Waits Rhein,...
P J II,
l ent fatec.L
► ’etch
KV
Rob R Liii'1 f‘Js

wia£i

G^don

W

FrodrSriT

”'
Jrr:"n;

in

& CO.,

Street, for tbepurDRY GOODS JOBBING
prepared to show an entire

FREDERICK DAVIS,
chari.es h. mesekve,
LOWELL P. HASKELL,
ELBK1DGE CHAPMAN.

ISSfS.

*

rae»T»ia:

n!-,

the

augl5d£w4w

J. U. Chapman,

v,««-l'rea>t.

Acting

Appliottlntig rvcuiy^d by

J. W.
—-

MUHOER

186 Fore St

nw

port'
_

n#

Wanted.
family without children, small genteel ten> ement,
I>Y
the central part ol the city.
Address X. Y.
a

MRS. A. L PETTENGILL.

Company1

51 Wall St, ear. tt Uliam, N EW YOKE.

*11.183 100
Manufactory No. 20 Preble
aH the tools and appurtenances necesStreet,
to
on
first-class
a
sary
carry
Carriage Manufacturing
Business.
-also,A number of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six («) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. II. RANDALL} on the premises,
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

Carriage
with

A

Inquire

SALE

AT A BARGAIN!

July 22,18*5_d&wlw

FARM In Cumberland ol 40 acres, alglit miles
from Portland aud within fifteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For further particulars

1

76 State

premises,
Portland.

ments.

CARETAL

Directors of the “Plscataqua Fire and Marine
rpHE
Insurance Company” would announce that the
A
Board lias this day roted to increase the
Capita!
Stock oi said Company One Hundred Thousand Dollars, making the whole Cash Capital ♦300,000,
Terms of Subscription 8100 per share, Cash—payable at the time of subscription, or on dcHrery of tin
Stock.
>,
Subscriptions may be made through the following
Agents: At
Boston, Messrs. DAVID FAIRBANKS & CO., Mo.

CARTER, Jr.,

Cemetery Embellish-

Mutual Insurance

a

near

Z., Press Office,

augSeodtf

%sr**sssasi!3&*
Gorham,

